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Raising Calves for the Dairy. 
When one possesses cows of valuable 
breed, it is very desirable to raise their 
calves for sale; yet the tnilk is also vain 
able, In the early spring, and therefore it is 
considered the best plan to bring them up 
by hand. 
i he calf should be allowed to nurse for 
the tlrst day or two, and can then be re- 
moved, to another stable, and taught to 
irink by putting two fingers into its mouth 
and gently drawing its head down to the 
milk-pail, letting it suck the fingers. A 
arge teat cn;, be manufactured out of cot- 
oil clotii. and nailed to the bottom of a 
small tub, and the tnilk poured Into it. Make 
tlie artificial teat long enough to come up 
above the milk, and so that the calf can 
take hold of tt easily. Hay porridge or tea 
is often substituted tor milk in bringing up 
calves. Take ttie best hay your barn af- 
■ >rds, and cut Into two or three inch 
ligtlis; pour boiling water over it in a 
arge bowl, and let it scald on the lire for 
wo hours or so. For the tlrst two weeks, 
_ ve equal proportions of hay tea and new 
milk; then make two-thirds of the tea to 
ue of milk, and in six weeks one-fourth 
part of milk will be enough. 
The food should be given in a luke-warm 
'tati three times a day, giving about three 
piarts at a meal for two weeks; then In- 
rease to four quarts. The hay tea need 
t ot lie prepared oftenor than every other 
■lay, but it. must not stand in Iron, and must 
kept sweet. The milk should not be 
aided, but. tinned in to nearly cold tea. 
alter the second or third week a handful 
: twi oi oat or corn meal is stirred into 
mlt portion of scalding hot tea, it will 
stimulate the growth of the calf decidedly, 
riieio is nothing gained in keeping calves 
i■ a short diet. Give them all they desire 
■ eat. they will rarely take more than 
ii mgli Many a calf, and many n baby too, 
kept on too small a quantity of food. It 
s astonishing to see how much the young 
ers will stow away and grow fat over it. 
Wlien a calf is two months old.it can 
have a small wisp of hay given it; or if the 
weather Is warm enough. It can be turned 
"lit tu graze upon the sweet, tender grass; 
ut must be well sheltered from wind and 
a,n. and so near the house that It can have 
s Ineakfast and supper as usual. 
When it is fully weaned, it is not needful 
pamper Us appetite; yet it must not be 
"i !v fed, lest it should receive a check In 
growth. It is a trood plan to pet and 
■ I'ess it; lead it early by a halLer, and 
oidle it as much as possible—for this 
a'.nieut makes it kind and docile, and will 
also make it a good milker. 
I here is nothing more cruel than to 
stiike. kii k and speak harshly to young 
■iiuuiais they have an instinct that teaches 
c iii ti imprclii-nd kindness and its oppo- 
site Tlic best cow we ever had was a pet 
with tin- children when a calf, and was 
milked liy them, fed and caressed, and there 
lite r was a more gentle, animal or a better 
milker 1 Country Gentleman. 
Creditable Farming. 
Many so-called model farms are not 
woit.h\ of tin* slightest notice, much less of 
imitation. Any farm which is to do credit 
cultivation, or management, or general 
results, should hi* self-supporting, for if it 
h dependent on manure which is purchased, 
is evident this is a system which cannot 
he general. The majority of agriculturists 
arc not in a position to be buyers of ferti- 
lizers, and the application of livery-stable 
on! city manure generally can only be used 
’•>' h*>>** who are near to towns and cities, 
oid who market hay,vegetables, etc., grown 
oi their land. These fanners and gardeners 
an ot course farm in a way to deserve 
genuiue credit, but to farm on a system of 
general adoption, the management must be 
"itch as to sell such kinds of product as will 
‘'•crease the plant food, and act in such a 
*vay that the more there is produced the 
uioia there will lie returned to the soil. 
This exceedingly essential desideratum has 
not sufficient importance attached to it in 
America, at least not in the United States, 
though in Canada the best stock farmers 
arc approaching this salutary management. 
Then- are many crops which could be 
-ecured for food which would be more 
palatable and more fattening if not allowed 
to seed, yet this extra drain on the land is 
flittered, while at the same time cattle rind 
this old straw-like food distasteful. It is 
»"'t only hay which is treated thus, but there 
are numerous parties who manage grazing 
dlv as to permit half the grass to seed 
and rot on the ground, although it is seen 
year after year that the stock reject all this 
* l stuff, and will only eat where the grass 
lias been kept short. 
In some of the older States it is a well 
Known fact that there are more farms which 
would not sol! for the cost of their Improve- 
ments than there are of the opposite sort. 
1'his is evidently owing to a system of 
ropp:ug which has gradually but surely 
capped every particle of fertility which 
ploughs and cultivators can set free to act 
on vegetation. This method puts one in 
mind of the word “subdue” which some are 
-o fond of using in regard to laud, for large 
parts of these States are most relentlessly 
subdued, so mu h so that the soii is “sub- 
dued," disabled, crushed and destroyed! 
And yet, because an occasional fanner ex- 
ists who exports corn, grain, pork, or 
heese, the whole community claim credit 
i"i’ the champion ! I Country Gentleman. 
Orchards. 
We are gradually progressing and yearly 
learning to better and better understand our 
climates and soils, our trees and vines, and 
u* we progress and come to know our 
known, we throw away much of our early- 
day teachings that were brought to us from 
across the broad ocean. Our vine-growers 
commencing with their vines at three to 
tour teet, have gradually expanded them, 
until now the majority of planters give to 
them eight by ten or ten by twelve, and 
><>me even more, according to the soil and 
the habit ot the sort. So, also, beginning 
with aev re winter and summer pruning, 
f rom which they obtained a little fruit, sun- 
burnt and half ripened, and produced vari- 
ous diseases in the system of the vine, 
they have come to a knowledge of the vine’s 
nature, and by almost leaving it alone are 
rewarded with luscious fruit and healthy 
toliage. In the apple and pear orchard we 
have been brought to place the first from 
thirty-live tti forty feet apart, and the lat- 
ter tvventy-iive to thirty, thus subjecting 
them to all tin* terrible burning heat of the 
'Uifs rays, in a long,hot, summer’s drought, 
and to stand as if it were alone, and brave 
singly the storms of wind that winter aud 
spring bend their tops, and crack and tear 
loose by leverage their roots. 
We have long been impressed with the 
vh w that these old advices of distance were 
erroneous, and our readers will bear us 
witness that we have before now advised a 
closer planting, and as a break, also, and 
aid toward shielding our fruit trees, the 
intermingling more or less in the orchard 
of evergreens. 
<>ur own practice has been most success- 
ful in apple orchards at twelve by sixteen 
teet, and we have known the best results 
from a like distance by some extensive 
orchards in the west For two years we 
have doubted if even this distance had not 
better be reduced, and in exposed, bleak, 
wintry situations, on prairies or bluffs, we 
:o< satiMled it had. The closer trees are 
planted to eac h other, the more do they assist each other in breaking the force of 
the wind, and in gradually ameliorating the elimate. I hey will sooner shield and shade 
the ground and their roots, retaining there- 
by a greater relative proportion of moisture 
and food, they will come sooner into ma- 
turing and fruiting their blossom; and as 
they Increase in size will require the rough 
bark that comes with maturity and belongs 
to them in health, so that as they become 
too thick for the light to keep them round 
and full in the contour and extension of 
branch, they will be the better enabled to 
stand alone, while the fruit that has beeu 
gathered from the trees requiring removal 
will be found to have more than repaid the 
first cost of the whole orchard. 
Were we to plant an apple orchard to- 
day, we think we should set our trees ten 
by fifteen feet, and if of standard pears ten 
by ten teet, it of dwarf pears or apples six by eight feet, and we would use occasion- 
ally an evergreen tree of some hardy vari- 
ety in the place of a fruit tree, f Horticul- turist. 
The Poughkeepsie, N. V., Press, tells a 
good story of a cow owned by one of its 
subscribers. She claims the right of being 
milked first. A hired man who i norantly 
commenced milking another cow first, was 
driven from his seat and much frightened 
by the manifestations of the animal that 
considered herself thus slighted. The 
owner soon conquered a peace by milking 
the furious beast, after which she was as 
quiet as a a lamb, and didn't care whose 
turn came next. 
Changing Clothing. 
Many persons lose life every year by an 
injudicious change of clothing, and the prin- 
ciples involved need repetition almost every 
year. 
If clothing is to be diminished, it should 
be done in the morning when first dressing. 
Additional clothing may be safely put on 
at any time. 
In the Northern States the under gar- 
ments should not be changed for those less 
heavy sooner than the middle of May; for 
even In Juue a fire is very comfortable 
sometimes in a New York parlor. 
Woolen flannels ought to be worn next 
the person by all, during the whole year, 
but a thinner material may lie worn after 
the first of June. 
A blazing re should be kept in every 
room until ten in the morning, and re- 
kindled an hour before sundown up to the 
first day of October. 
Particular and tidy housekeepers, by 
arranging their fireplaces for the summer 
too early, often put the whole family to a 
serious discomfort, and endanger health, by 
exposiug them to sit in chilliness for sev- 
eral hours every morning, waiting for ttie 
weather to moderate, rather than have 
the fireplace orgrate all blackened up—thut 
is, rather than be put to the trouble of 
another fixing up for the summer, they ex- 
pose the children to croup, and the old 
folks to inflammation ofthe lungs. The old 
and young delight in warmth; it is to them 
the greatest luxury. Half the diseases of 
humanity would be swept from existence if 
the human body were kept comfortably 
warm all the time. The discomfort of cold 
feet, or of a chilly room, many have expe- 
rienced to thier sorrow. They make the 
mind peevish and fretful, while they ex- 
pose the body to colds and inflammations, 
which often destroy it in less than a week, 
f Hall’s Journal of Health. 
An Excellent Fertilizer. 
As a top-dressing tor fruit trees, vines, 
grain crops, or garden crops of any sort, 
on ground that has been somewhat exhaust- 
ed by cultivation, the preparation described 
below will be found very useful. It would 
improve the mixture, however, to add to 
the ashes about a peck of good, newly- 
slacked lime, which would bring the potash 
of the ashes to a caustic state, and enable 
it more speedily to soften and dissolve the 
bones, which, when lime is thus used, need 
not be necessary in the absence of the 
quicklime. With its use in this way, and 
with a sufficiency of good unleached wood 
ashes, the bones, which have been merely 
cracked up with the hammer, may be easily 
softened. 
Take one barrel of pure, finely-ground 
bone, and mix it with a barrel of good wood 
ashes; during the mixing, add gradually 
about three pailsful of water. The heap 
may be made upon the floor of an out-build- 
ing, or upon tile barn floor; and, by the 
use of the hoe, the bone and ashes must be 
thoroughly blended together. The water 
added is just sufficient to liberate the caus- 
tic alkalies, potash and soda; and these re- 
act upon the gelautiue of the bone, dissolv- 
ing the little atoms, forming and fitting it 
for the plant ailment. It must be used in 
small quantities, or in about the same way 
as the so-called superphosphates. A barrel 
of this mixture is worth any two of the 
commercial fertilizers, and the cost will be 
but about half as much. If the bone meal 
and ashes are very dry, four pailsful of wa- 
ter may be required, but care must be ex- 
ercised not to have it inconveniently moist. 
It may be ready for use In a week after it is 
made. Pure, finely ground bone and the 
best of ashes should be employed, f Jour- 
nal of Chemistry. 
Care of Young Turkeys. 
A successful tuikev raiser writes to the 
Pet-stock, Pigeon and Poultry Bulletin that 
he regards dough made of Indian meal as 
injurious to young turkeys. He says My 
method of feeding has been to make bread 
of Indian meal, and to bake either In ovens 
or the ashes, and after the bread cools to 
crumble it up pretty fine and then stir in 
buttermilk until the whole assumes about 
the consistency of tolerably thick batter. 
Young turkeys relish this food amazingly; 
more, indeed, than any other, I think, that 
I have ever given them. They should be 
fed from six to eight times a day until they 
are large enough to follow their mothers 
through the fields in search of crickets, 
grasshoppers, and such green food as they 
may require, in their rumbles. A little beef 
“scrap-cake,” made soft by soaking or boil- 
ing, is also capital food for them. 
Dry and commodious coops or pens 
should be provided in which to confine the 
young turkeys and their mothers in stormy 
weather, and also to keep them from wan- 
dering off early in the morning while the 
dew is still upon the grass. When confined 
In wet weather, onion-tops or other green 
food should be chopped fine and fed to them, 
as green food seems to be eminently promo- 
tive of their health. After turkeys are 
three or four months old they may be' fed on 
wheat, oats, corn, and any sort of refuse 
meat that has not been salted. 
The Irish Farmer’s Ga/.ettt gives a plan 
lor washing sheep, which makes it unneces- 
sary for the washer to stand In the water 
while cleaning the tleeces. A clear running 
stream ol water Is selected, and a bench 
or platform is placed in the water next the 
shore aud even with the surface of the 
stream. Place another one farther out in 
the stream parallel to the first; put planks 
across both, at the ends reaching to the 
bank; on these, in line with the stream, 
place other planks to walk on, and far 
enough apart to pass the body of a sheep 
readily between them. A seeep Is brought 
forward and two men, placed there for the 
purpose, one on each plauk, take the ani- 
mal by the legs aud turn it, back down- 
ward, into the water and float it rapidly 
back and forth between the planks, finish- 
ing oil' by sousing down and up till the 
fleece is cleaned. The sheep is then re- 
stored to its footing on the end platform 
and suffered to walk ashore. 
Bees on a small Scale. There are many 
householder whose means will uot enable 
them to buy a cow or to provide keeping 
for her were they in possession of one. 
But they may be equal to the purchase of a 
colony of bees and to provide hives f >r the 
swarms resulting therefrom. Bees, like 
other stock, require pasturage, but, unlike 
horses, cattle and sheep, they are free com- 
moners, ranging at will In search of stores, 
nor can they be arrested and punished for 
their intrusion upon premises alien to their 
owners. A single colony of bees, in good 
condition in the spring, may be counted 
upon to triple their numbers la a single 
season, securing ample stores for winter 
consumption, while supplying a gratifying 
surplus each autumn for household uses. 
This accumulation will prove most accept- 
able in families especially,while the price of 
butter rules so high as to place it beyond 
the reach of those not blest with elongated 
and plethoric purses. Try a colony of 
bees as an experiment. [Farmer’s Union. 
Another Bank Defalcation. The 
thriving little city ot Auburn, N. Y., 1ms 
been thrown into excitement, by the ilis- 
j coverv of a heavy defalcation in the Ca- 
yuga County National Bank. Mr. Josiab 
N. Starin, the cashier, is delinquent to the 
amount ol neaily one hundred thousand 
dollars. It seems that when the bank 
changed from a state to a national organ- 
ization they were obliged to borrow $93,- 
000 in government bonds to be deposited 
in the treasury as security for its circula- 
tion. This was lent by Mr. Gould. After 
awhile the bank had money enough, and 
tendered Mr. Gould his bonds. Not 
wishing to use them ho deposited them in 
the bank vault, in the nominal keeping of 
the cashier, instead of putting them in a 
safety deposit vault. Last winter Mr. 
Gould sent his son-in-law to the bank 
with an order to draw the $93,000 in 
bonds. On presenting the order the 
cashier became confused, and made some 
excuses. This excited suspicion, and Mr. 
Gould appeared on the scene. The result 
was Mr. Starin was forced to admit that 
he had appropriated the money and lost 
it in speculation. Mr. Gould threatened 
summary proceedings, and the bank 
officers finally advanced him the money. 
Mr. Starin is still retained as cashier of 
the bank. 
Our Own. 
If I 11it.t known in the morning 
How wearily all the day 
The words unkind 
Would trouble my mind 
I said when yon went away, 
I had been more careful, darling. 
Nor given you needless pain : 
Rut we vex “our own" 
With look and tone. 
We might never take back ag ain. 
For though in the quiet evening 
You may give me the kiss of peace. 
Yet it might be 
That never for me 
The pain ot the heart should cease. 
How many go forth in the morning 
That never come home at night, 
And hearts have broken, 
For harsh words spoken, 
That sorrow can never right. 
We have a careful thought for the stranger, 
And smiles for the sometime guest. 
But oft “our own" 
The hitter tone, 
Though we love “our own” the best, 
Ah! lips with the curve impatient, 
Ah! brow with that look of scorn, 
'Twere a cruel fate, 
Were the night too late 
To undo the work of morn. 
The Secret Closet. 
“For murder, though it have no tongue, will 
speak with most miraculous organ.” 
In the year 18—John Smith (I use ficti- 
tious names) was indicted for the wilful 
murder of Henry Thompson. The case 
was one of a most extraordinary nature, 
and the interest excited was almost un- 
paralleled. The accused was a gentleman 
of considerable property, residing upon 
his own estate. A person, supposed to be 
an entire stranger to him, had, late in a 
summer day, requested and obtained 
shelter and hospitality for the night. Ho 
had, it was supposed, after taking some 
light refreshment, retired to bed in per- 
fect health, requesting to be awakend at 
an early hour the following morning. 
When the servant appointed to call him 
entered his room for that purpose, he was 
found in his room perfectly dead; and 
from the appearance of the body it was 
obvious that he had been so tor many 
hours. There was not the slightest mark 
ot violence upon his person, and the 
countenance retained the same expression 
it had borne during life. 
Days and weeks passed on, and little 
further was discovered. In the mean- 
time rumor had not been idle. Suspicions 
were vague, indeed, and undefined, and 
were at first whispered, and afterward 
boldly expressed. The precise object of 
these suspicions was not clearly indicated ; 
some implicated one person, some an- 
other ; but they all pointed to Smith, 
the master of the house, as concerned in 
[lie death of the stranger; and, in tine, 
the magistrates were induced to commit 
Mr. Smith to jail to take his trial for the 
wilful murder of Henry Thompson. As 
it was deemed essential to the attainment 
of justice to keep secret the examination 
of the witnesses who were produced be- 
toro the magistrate, all the information of 
which the public were iu possession be- 
fore the trial look place was that which I 
have narrated. Such was the state of 
things upon the morning of the trial. 
The counsel for the prosecution opened 
his case to the jury in a manner that in- 
dicated very little expectation of a con- 
viction. He began by imploring them to 
divest their minds ot all that they had 
heard before they esme into the box ; he 
entreated them to attend to the evidence 
and judge from that alone. 
It would be proved beyond the possi- 
bility of a doubt that the deceased died by 
poison—poison of a most subtle nature, 
most active in operation, and possessing 
the wonderful and dreadful quality of 
leaving no external mark or token by 
which its presence could be detected. 
The ingredients of which it was composed 
were of so sedative a nature that, instead 
of the body on which it had been used ex- 
hibiting any contortion, or marks of suf- 
fering, it left upon the features nothing 
but the calm and placid quiet of repose. 
The prisoner’s family consisted only of 
himself, a housekeeper and one man ser- 
vant. The man servant slept in an out- 
house adjoining the stable, and did so on 
the night of Thompson’s death. The 
prisoner slept at one end of the house and 
the housekeeper at the other, and the de- 
ceased had been put into a room adjoining 
the housekeeper’s. 
It would be proved by a person who 
happened to be passing by the house on 
the night in question, about three hours 
alter midnight, that he had been induced 
to remain and watch, from having his 
attention excited by the circumstances, 
then very unusual, of a light moving 
about the house at that late hour. That 
person would state most positively that 
lie could distinctly see a ligure, holding a 
light, go from the room in which the 
prisoner slept, to the housekeeper’s room, 
that two persons then came out of the 
housekeeper’s room, and the light dis- 
appeared for a minute. Whether the two 
persons went into Thompson’s room he 
could not see, as the window of that room 
looked another way; but in about a 
minute they returned, passing quite along 
the house to Smith’s room again; anil in 
about live minutes the light was extin- 
guished and he saw it no more. 
Such was the evidence upon which the 
magistrate had committed Smith; and 
singularly enough, since his committal 
the housekeeper had been missing, nor 
could any trace of her be discovered. 
Within the last week, the witness who 
saw the light had been more particularly 
examined, and in order to refresh his 
memory had been placed at dark in the 
very spot where lie had stood on that 
night, and ano'her person was placed 
with him. The whole scene, as he had de- 
scribed it, was acted over again, but it 
was utterly impossible, from the cause 
above mentioned, to assert, when the light 
disappeared, whether the parties had gone 
into Thompson’s room. As it, however, 
to throw still deeper mystery over thisex- 
traordinary transaction, the witness per- 
sisted in adding a new feature to his for- 
mer statement—that alter the persons 
had returned with the light into Smith’s 
room, and before it was extinguished, he 
had twice perceived some dark object to 
intervene between the light and the win- 
dow, almost as large as the surlace of the 
window itself, and which he described by 
sayir.g it appeared as if a door had been 
placed before the light. 
Now, in Smith’s room there was noth- 
ing which could account for this appear- 
ance; his bed was in a different part, 
and there was neither cupboard nor press 
in the room, which, but for the bed, was 
entirely empty, the room in which ho 
dressed being at a distance beyond. 
He would state only one fact more, 
said the learned counsel, and having done 
his duty, it would be for the jury to do 
theirs. Within a few days thero had been 
found in the prisoner’s house the stopper 
of a small bottle of a very singular ap- 
pearance ; it was apparently not of Eng- 
lish manufacture, and was described by 
the medical men as being used by chemists 
to prevent those liquids which are most 
likely to lose their virtue by exposure to 
the air. To whom if belonged, or to 
what use they had been applied, there 
was no evidence to show. 
Such was the address of the counsel for 
the prosecution; and during its delivery 
I had earnestly watched the countenance 
of the prisoner, who had listened too with 
deep attention. Twice only did I per- 
ceive that it produced in him the slightest 
emotion. When the disappearance of the 
housekeeper was mentioned a smile, as 
of scorn, passed over his lip; and the 
notice of the discovery of the stopper ob- 
viously excited an interest, and 1 thought 
an apprehension ; but it quickly subsided. 
I neeil not detail the evidence that was 
given for the prosecution; it amounted in 
substance to that which the counsel stated, 
nor was it varied in any particular. The 
stopper was produced and proved to have 
been found in the house ; but no attempt 
was made to trace it to the prisoner’s pos- 
session, or even knowledge. 
When the case was closed the learned 
judge, addressing the counsel for the 
prosecution, said he thought there was 
hardly sufficient evidence to call upon the 
prisoner for his defence; and if the jury 
were of the same opinion they would at 
once stop in the case. Upon this obser- 
vation lrom the judge, the jury turned 
round for a moment and then intimated 
their acquiescence in his lordship’s views 
of the evidence. The counsel folded up 
their briefs, and a verdict of acquittal was 
about to bo taken, when the prisoner ad- 
dressed the court. He urged the judge 
to permit him to state his case to the jury, 
and to call his housekeeper, with so much 
earnestness and was seconded so strongly 
by his counsel, that Lord Mansfield, 
though very much against his inclination, 
and contrary to his usual habit, gave way, 
and yielded to the request. 
I he prisonertnen aauresseu the jury,ana 
entreated their patience lor a short time. 
He repeated to them that he never could 
feel satisfied to he acquitted merely be- 
cause the evidenee ivas not conclusive, 
and pledged himselt in a very short time, 
by the few observations he should make, 
to obtain their verdict on much higher 
grounds—upon the impossibility of his 
bemg guilty of the dreadtul crime. 
Ot the stopper which had been found, 
he disowned all knowledge; declared 
most solemnly that he had never seen it 
before it was produced in court; and ho 
asked, could the fact ot its being in his 
house only a few days ago, when hundreds 
of people had been there, produce upon 
an impartial mind even a momentary 
prejudice against him? One fact, and 
only one, has been proved, to which it 
was possible for him to give an answer— 
the fact of his having gone to the bedroom 
of his housekeeper on the night in ques- 
tion. ■> 
He had been subject for many years ot 
his life to sudden tits of illness; he had 
been seized with one on that occasion, 
and had gone to her to procure assistance 
in lighting a tire. She had returned with 
him to his room for that purpose, he hav- 
ing waited for a minute in the passage 
while she put on her clothes, which would 
account for the momentary disappearance 
of the light; and after she had remained 
in his room a few minutes, finding himselt 
better, he had dismissed her, ami retired 
again to bed, irom which he had not risen 
when iie was informed of the death of his 
guest. It had been said that, alter his 
committal to prison, his housekeeper had 
disappeared, lie avowed that, finding 
his enemies determined, it possible, to ac- 
complish liis ruin, lie thought it probable 
they might tamper with his servant; lie 
had, therefore, kept her out of the way; 
but for what purpose? Not to prevent 
her testimony being given, for she was 
now under the care of his solicitor, and 
would instantly appear for the purpose 
of confirming, as far as she was concerned, 
the statement which he had just made. 
Such was the prisoner’s address, which 
produced a powerful effect. It was de- 
livered in a firm and impressive manner, 
and its simplicity and artlessness give it 
an appearance of truth. The housekeeper 
was then put in the box and examined by 
the counsel for the prisoner. According 
to the custom, at the time almost univer- 
sal, of excluding witnesses from court 
until their testimony was required, she 
had been kept at a house near at hand, 
and had not heard a single word ol the, 
trial. There was nothing remarkable in 
her manner or appearance ; she might be 
about thirty-five or a little more, with reg- 
ular though not agreeable features, and 
an air perfectly free from embarrass- 
ment. 
She repealed, m the prisoner’s own 
words, the story of his having called her 
up, and her having accompanied him 
to his room, adding that, alter leaving 
him, she had been awakened by the man 
servant in the morning with an account 
of the traveller’s death. 
She had now to undergo a eross-exami- 
tion ; and I may as well state here, which, 
though not known to mo till afterward, 
will aid the reader in understanding the 
following scene. The counsel for the 
prosecution had, in liis own mind, at- 
tached considerable importance to the 
circumstances mentioned by the witness 
who saw tlie light; that while the prisoner 
and the housekeeper were in the room ol 
the former, something like a door, had 
intervened between the candle and the 
window whicli was totally irreconcilable 
with the appearance of the room when ex- 
amined; and had half persuaded himself 
that there must he a secret closet which 
escaped the officers of justice, the opening 
of which would account for the appearance 
alluded to, and the existence of which 
might discover the property which had so 
mysteriously disappeared. 
His object, therefore, was to obtain from 
the housekeeper (the only person who 
could give any clew to this,) such infor- 
mation as lie could get, without alarming 
her by any direct inquiry on the subject, 
which, as she should not know how much 
or how little the inquiry had brought to 
light; and by himself treating the matter 
as immaterial, he lightly led her to con- 
sider it so, also, and by that means un- 
suspectedly draw forth all she knew. 
After some unimportant questions, he 
asked her in a tone and manner calculated 
rather to awaken confidence than to excite 
distrust. 
During the time you were in Mr. Smith’s 
room you stated that the candle stood on 
the table in the centre of the room ?—Yes. 
Was the closet, or cupboard \vh at ever 
you call it, opened once or twice while it 
stood there?—A pause; no answer. 
1 will call it to your recollection. Alter 
Mr. Smith had taken the medicine out of 
the closet did he shut the door, or did it 
remain open?—He shut it 
Then it was opened again for the pur- 
pose of replacing the bottle, was it? It 
was. 
Do you recollect how long it was open 
the last time?—-Not above a minute. 
The door, when open, would be exactly 
between the light and the window, would 
it not?—It would. 
I forget whether you said the eloset was 
on the right or left hand side oi the win- 
dow ?—The lei I, 
Would the door make- any noise in 
opening it?—None. 
Can you speak positively of the fact? 
Have you ever opened it yourself or seen 
Mr. Smith c pen it ? I never opened it 
myself. 
Did you ever keep the keys?—Never. 
Who did?—Mr. Smith, always. 
At this moment the witness happened 
to turn her eyes toward the spot where 
the prisoner stood, and the eft'ect was 
almost electrical. A cold, damp sweat 
stood upon his brow; his face had lost all 
its color; ho appeared a living image ot 
death. She no sooner saw him then she 
screamed and tainted. The consequences 
of her answer Hashed across her mind. 
She had been so thoroughly deceived 
by the manner of the advocate and by the 
little importance he seemed to attach to 
her statements, that she had been led on 
by one question to another till she had 
told him all that he wanted to know. 
During the interval (occasioned by her 
illness) as to the proceedings, solicitor 
tor the prosecution left the court. It was 
between 4 and .r> o’clock when the .judge 
resumed his seat on the bench, the prison- 
er his station at the bar, and the house- 
keeper hers in the witness box; and court 
in the interval had remained crowded 
with spectators, scarce one of whom had 
left his place, lest during his absence, it 
should be seized by some one else. 
The cross-examining counsel then ad- 
dressed the witness: I have a very few 
more questions to ask of you ; but beware 
that you answer them truly for your own 
life depends upon a thiead. 
Do yon know this stopper ? 
I do. 
To whom does it belong ? 
To Mr. Smith. 
When did you see it last P 
On the night of Mr. Thompson’s death. 
At this moment the solicitor for the 
prosecution entered the court, bringing 
witli him, upon a tiay, a watch, two 
money bags, a jewel case, a pocket-book, 
and a bottle of the same manufacture as 
the stopper, and having no cork in it; 
some other articles there was in it not 
material to my story. The tray was placed 
upon the table in sight of the prisoner and 
witness, and from that moment not a 
doubt remained in the mind of any man 
of the guilt ot tlie prisoner. 
A few words will bring my tale to a 
elose. The house where the murder had 
been committed was between nine and 
ten miles distant The solicitor, as soon 
as the cross-examination had discovered 
the existence ot the closet, and its situa- 
tion, had set off on horseback, with two 
sheriff’s officers, and after pulling down 
part of the wall of the house, had detected 
tliis place of concealment. 
The search was will rewarded; the 
whole of the property belonging to Mr. 
Thompson was found there, amounting in 
value to several thousand pounds; and to 
leave no doubt, a bottle was discovered 
which the medical men instantly pro- 
nounced to contain the very identical 
poison which had caused the death of the 
unfortunate Thompson. The result is loo 
obvious to need explanation. 
The case presents the perhaps unparal- 
leled instance of a man accused ot murder, 
showing such a defence as to induce the 
judge and jury to concur in a verdict of 
acquittal, but who, persisting in catling a 
witness to prove his innocence, was, upon 
the testimony of that very witness, con- 
victed and executed. 
Reminiscence of 1812. 
From the Norfolk Virginian. 
Previous to the war of 1812, the resi- 
dence of our townsman, Commodore M. 
M. Todd, at the foot of Freemason street, 
was occupied by Commodore ythen Cap- 
tain) Stephen Decatur, who dispensed nid 
Virginia hospitality with an unstinted 
hand. At the time spoken of in the anec- 
dote given below, the Macedonian was at 
anchor in our harbor, and her officers 
were the honored guests of many of onr 
citizens. Among others, Captain Decatur 
gave a large dinner party to the English- 
men at his residence, and it was at his 
table that Ihe conversation mentioned 
occurred. The following is clipped from 
the National Magazine, published during 
or soon after the war of 1812, and as it 
possesses something of a local interest, 
we give it entire: 
Before the war Captain Carden and the 
Macedonian were at Norfolk. Decatur 
was there, too, and a warm intimacy soon 
joined in friendship two kindred hearts. 
While discussing naval matters one day, 
Carden said: “Decatur, your ships are 
good enough, and you are a clever set ot 
fellows; but what practice have you in 
war!’ There’s the rub. One of these 
days wc will probably have a brush to- 
gether, and if I catch your ship at sea, 1 
will knock her into a cocked hat—Ste- 
phen.” 
“Will you?” said Decatur. “I will 
bet you a hat on it.” 
The bet was agreed on, and the conver- 
sation changed. But a tew months clasped 
ere the war that had been threatening 
commenced, and the two Captains, by 
some singular coincidence, met in battle ; 
the one in the Macedonian and the other 
in the United States. The results ot the 
action are known. Captain Carden, on 
going on board the ship United States, 
was received by a Lieutenant at the gang- 
way, to whom he tendered his sword. 
•‘Not to me, sir,” said the officer, “but to 
the Captain.” “And where is the Cap- 
tain?” said the embarrassed Englishman. 
“He is standing aft, there; that is the 
gentleman, sir, in a tarpaulin hat and 
round jacket.” Carden went aft, and his 
feelings, on meeting under such circum- 
stances, his old friend, may be imagined. 
As lie offered his sword to Decatur, that 
ollicer said, “No Carden, I never take the 
sword of a brave man. You have fought 
gallantly. But,” said lie, laying his hand 
on the other’s shoulder, “1 will take that 
hat, my dear tellow.” In transferring to 
the United States the suite ol Captain 
Carden a tine band was included. 
In the afternoon, when dinner was an- 
nounced in the cabin. Captain Carden 
said to Decatur: “These musicians arc 
very skillful, and 1 have always had them 
on deck while at dinner.” “Very well,” 
said Decatur, we will havo them up.” 
The band was ordered on deck to play, 
and Commodore Decatur was asked what 
air lie would like to hear. “Let them 
play ‘Britannia Hides the Waves,’ said 
lie with a slight laugh. 
Unconscious Influence. 
As men are unconscious ol how much 
harm they do, and of how much unhappi- 
ness they unwittingly cause, so they may 
do a great deal more good than they 
think; they may do a great deal, intending 
it; but no man ever worked boldly and 
strongly and whole-heartedly, hut what, 1 
think, lie does more without knowing it 
then he does knowing it. It is not what 
you say to your class, teacher, that meas- 
ures the influence that you are exerting 
upon them. Ii you he faithful, if your 
heart is in the work, it is not that ol which 
you can make statistics in the social circle 
that measures your influence. Far more in- 
fluence comes with activity than is shown 
liy the immediate fruit ot that activity. The 
shadow of Peter worked just as much as 
Peter’s body itself worked ;and genuine men 
and woman work both by substance and by 
shadow—by purpose and by unconscious 
influence. There lie many who mourn 
the want ot opportunity, and yet endeavor 
to conform to the disposition of their Mas- 
ter, and to carry themselves through life 
wisely and well, wiio will wake up by 
and by, when they stand in the presence 
of the all-revealing eye, with sweet sur- 
prise and adorning gratitude, to see how 
much more, after all, their life meant than 
they themselves thought. In your boy- 
hood, as you will very well remember, 
you used to write with invisible ink ; and 
there was nothing for the recipient to do 
lint to take the paper and hold it to the 
tire, and straightway out came the mes- 
sage. There is much writing witli invis- 
ible ink in this world. There is a great 
deal of trumpeting activity. There is also 
a great deal of activity which does not 
report itself to the senses, lint which is 
powerfully influential—namely, a godly 
life; patient continuance in well-doing; 
attainment in humility, fidelity, truth; 
standing hiitliful to the end in the place 
where God lias put you. You cannot 
tell what you are doing. No man can 
tell it to you. You are writing with in- 
visible letters on thousands of children’s 
hearts; on the hearts of passersby; on the 
hearts ot friends and neighbors; on the 
hearts of tlio.se who you meet in every 
circle where you move. There are a 
thousand influences radiating from you in 
your life-time which will bring forth their 
seed abundantly in the kingdom ot God’s 
glory, fil. W. Beecher. 
A young poet onee asked Douglas 
Jerrold to pass a candid criticism on two 
of his productions. Jerrold waited rather 
impatiently until his tormentor 'had con- 
cluded reading the first poem, and then 
quickly exclaimed: “1 like your other 
poem the best.” “But you have not 
heard it read.” “That is why f prefer 
it.” 
A woman out West interfered with her 
brother's courtship, and begged him to stay at 
home evenings. lie waited until the evening 
when she expected her own lover and complied. She savs that fraternal affection is a heartless 
mockery. 
The Lake Buccaneer. 
Constance F. Woo 1st.‘in in Harper's Monthly. 
This young Virginian, an officer of the 
Confederate army, was hung as pirate 
and spy, on Governor’s Island, New 
York harbor, February 24, 1805. The 
sentence was just, and its execution a 
necessary part of the discipline of war. 
Yet, now that years have elapsed, and we 
can review the past without that terrible 
personal interest that made our hearts 
burn within us, there is something worthy 
of note in the story of this man, who 
young, wealthy and educated, threw him- 
self. as it were, into the jaws of death 
from sincere though mistaken love tor his 
native country. John Yates Beall was a 
native ot Jefferson Comity, Virginia. He 
graduated at the University of Virginia, 
Charlottsville, and at the breaking out of 
the rebellion owned a large plantation in 
his native county ; his property was esti- 
mated at 8l,500,00i>, and in addition he is 
said to be the heir of an estate in England. 
In the earliest days of the war Beall or- 
ganized Company G. Second Virginia In- 
fantry, and his regiment atterward formed 
part of the original "Stonewall Brigade,” 
under Stonewall Jackson. He took part 
in many battles, but it is his piratical ex- 
pedition among the islands ol Lake Erie 
which brings him within the range of our 
subject—an expedition wliieh ended in 
disaster and death. It is well remembered 
along the Lake shore; Buffalo, Detroit 
and Cleveland were tilled with excite- 
ment ; the citizens patroled the streets by 
night, and visions of piratical craft sailing 
boldly in and tiring upon the defenseless 
houses tilled till eyes. Exhausted Ohio 
had sent into the field regiment after regi- 
ment beyond Iter quota, but her northern 
frontier was entirely exposed, and it 
seemed an easy thing to sail across trom 
Canada and hatter down her towns. 
Looking back upon it now, it still seems 
easy; and yet was never done, although 
Canada swarmed with conspirators, under 
the leadership of .Jacob Thompson, Secret 
Agent of tlie Confederate (Jovernment. 
The United States had but one war vessel 
on the lakes, the Michigan, a paddle- 
wheel steamer carrying eight guns. 
The capture of this boat would enable 
a small body of men to carry destruction 
from one end of the lake to the other. In 
September, 1804. the Michigan was lying 
off Johnson’s Island, Sandusky Bay, which 
had been used since ISO:! as a depot for 
prisoners ot war; hero were confined'2,480 
men, all, with the exception of about one 
hundred, officers of the Confederacy, 
enough to command an army of 80,000 
men. The little island was naturally 
uppermost in the thoughts ot the rebel 
officers in Canada, It was near at hand, 
a steamer could run aecross in the night, 
and in the winter a land force could attack 
it, for the ice was strong, and nowhere 
was there moie than live miles between 
island and island, stretching like stepping- 
stones across the lake trom l’oint Belee to 
the Ohio mainland. No other prison was 
on an exposed frontier like this, and were 
it not for the guns ot the Michigan, a 
rescue might be affected; the Michigan, 
therefore, must be captured. In the re- 
port of Jacob Thompson, secret agent of 
the Confederacy in Canada, a document 
belonging to the rebel archives, the whole 
plot is related. There were two parts, 
the lirst being the expedition by water 
under Beall, and the second a conspiracy 
on shore, by means of wliieh the officers 
ot the Michigan were to tie thrown off 
their guard, so that upon a given signal 
Beall could steam rapidly in, surprise 
them and capture the boat. A cannot shot 
sent over Johnson’s Island was to tell the 
prisoners that the hour ol rescue had 
come; Sanduskyjwas next to be attacked, 
and, alter horses had been secured, the 
prisoners were to mount and make tor 
Cleveland, the boats co-operating, and 
from Cleveland strike across Ohio lor 
Wheeling and the Virginia border, i'lie 
key to the whole movement was the cap- 
ture of the Michigan. 
Till'. I’LOT \\I> Tin: CLOTTKKS. 
The plot on shore was headed by a 
Confederate officer named Cole. Beall 
performed his part which entire success; 
and had the other head possessed equal 
capacity, no doubt the plan would have 
been successful, and the whole North 
taken bv surprise by this daring raid and 
rescue upon a hitherto peaceful and un- 
noticed border. Thu two thousand young 
officers riding for their lives through the 
heart of Ohio, where there was no organ- 
ized force to oppose them, would have 
seemed like a phantom band to the aston- 
ished inhabitants. I'.veil the famous raid 
of John Morgan, well remembered in the 
great red-brick farm-houses of the central 
counties, would have been eclipsed by this 
ffying troupe, the llower of the Southern 
army. On the lake Beall would have 
held the whole coast at his mercy, and the 
familiar old Michigan, turned into a piratic 
craft, would have carried terror into every 
harbor. But the plot on shore failed. Cole 
spent his money lively in Sandusky, and 
managed to procure an introduction to the 
officers of the Michigan, inviting them to 
supper parties and playing the part of a 
genial host, whose wines are good and 
generously offered. The tedium of the 
daily life upon the sleimer and in the 
small town was enlivened by liis hospital- 
ity, and tor some time all went well, but 
gradually he began to mar his own ]>!o! 
by so much ineautiousness and such a 
want of dexterity in his movements that 
a suspicion was aroused in Sandusky, and 
his maneuvers worn watched. On the 
evening ol the l'ltli of September Cole h id 
invited the officers ol ihe Michigan to a 
supper party. Every thing was prepared 
for them, the wine was drugged, and 
when by this means they had been ren- 
dered helpless, a signal was to notify 
Beall, that all was ready for the attack. 
But in the meantime suspicion had grown 
into certainty, and it the very moment ol 
success Cole was arrested by order of tin 
commander of the .Michigan, the signal 
was never given, and Beall, on board of 
the Persons, s:rained his eyes in vain 
toward Sandusky and Johnson's Island 
cruising up and down outside the bay, 
now tjnlking with his prisoner, the Cap- 
tain, and now urging his men to dare all 
and make the attack alone. But the men, 
a disorderly rabble gathered together in 
Canada, refused to enter the bay; and at 
last, disappointed and dishearted, Beall 
gave ihe signal to turn the boat, and 
abandoned the attempt. Back went the 
Parsons with her pirate crew past Kelley’s 
Island, where the alarmed inhabitants were 
burying their valuables, and looking for 
the Haines of burning Sandusky ; past 
Middle Bass, where the unfortunate pas- 
sagers, watching on the beach shortly 
after midnight, saw her tly by, the lire 
pouring out of her smoke-stacks, and 
“making for the Detroit Ifiver like a 
scared pickerel.” The Captain and those 
of the crew who had been retained to 
manage the boat were put ashore upon an 
uninhabited island, and after reaching the 
Canadian shore and scuttling the steamer, 
the pirates disbanded, and Beall, the mas- 
ter spirit, was leit to brood over a failure 
which had the additional bitterness ol 
possible success. 
THE WAV TO DEATH. 
In less than four months Beall was cap- 
tured near the .Suspension Bridge and 
taken to New York. An attempt to bribe 
the turnkey with $:}JHM> in gold having 
been discovered, the authorities sent him 
to Fort Lalayette, and while there he 
made an appeal to the bar of New York 
to undertake his defense. For a time no 
one responded, but at length Mr. James 
T. Brady offered his services, and the 
trial began before a military Court. Beall 
was charged with the seizure of the 
steamer Philo Parsons at Kelley’s Island, 
Lake Erie; with the seizure of the steamer 
Island Queen at Middle Bass Island, Lake 
Erie; with being a rebel spy in Ohio and 
New York, and with an attempt to throw 
the express ear off the track between 
buffalo and Dunkirk, lor the purpose of 
robbing the Express Company’s safe. 
The officers of the captured steamers 
came from the West to identify him, and 
it is said that Beall frankly confirmed 
their testimony, remarking that as regard- 
ed the lake affair the trial had been lair 
and impartial. In the detense a manifesto 
from Jefferson Davis was offered, assert- 
ing that these aets upon the border were 
committed by his authority, and should 
he recognized as the acts of lawful 
beligerents. But the Court pronounced 
tlie verdict of “Guilty;” arid Gov. Dix 
approved the finding,ordering the prisoner 
to he Imng on Governor’s Island, Satur- 
day, the 18th of February. In reviewing 
the testimony. General Dix said : “The 
accused is shown to be a man of education 
and refinement, and it is difficult to ac- 
count lor iiis agency in transactions so 
abhorrent to the moral sense and so in- 
consistent with all rules of honorable war- 
tare.” In this opinion all just-minded 
persons will agree. And yet as an ex- 
ample of judgment, mistaken, hut equally 
sincere, an example of perverted mental 
vision, take the farewel 1 letter ot Beall 
to his mother, written on the eve ot the 
day appointed for his execution 
"Remember me kindly to my triends. Ssy 
to them that ! am nor aware of commit tiny any 
crime against society. I die for my country. 
-Vo thirst for blood or liter'' animated me in my 
course. My hands are mean of blood unless 
spilled in eontliet. and mu a cent envictie,! mv 
pocket. Vengeance is mine, sailli the Lord, 
and I will repay. Therefoie, do not show un- 
kindness to tiie prisoners; they are helplo-o. 
John Yatks B,:ai.i. 
A short respite was at erward granted 
by President Lincoln to enable the mother 
to see her son ; hut on the afternoon of 
the “4th of February the execution took 
place, upon Governor’s Island, New York 
harbor, tlie prisoner responding to the 
prayers of the Episcopal service tor the 
dying, hut otherwise remaining apparent- 
ly unmoved. One item in the newspaper 
accounts of the day is worthy of tote 
During the whole of the long proceedings 
before tlie execution, tlie young man kept 
his eyes steadily fixed upon the southern 
horizon, as if looking toward the very 
heart of tlie country for which he was 
giving up his file. Beall was finely 
formed, about live feet eight inches in 
height, with haze, eyes, brown hair mil 
beard, and a firmly compressed mouth. 
He was thirty-two years old at the Line 
of his death. 
The Walworth Tragedy. 
From the N. Y. Herald, June I. 
Mansfield Tracy Walworth, a well 
known gentleman of talent and position, 
was yesterday killed by bis son, Frank 
H. Walworth. The circumstances of liie 
murder are so horrible, so appalling that 
they scarcely seem credible. Killed by 
his own son ! by the being wlm ought to 
have cherished and loved him beyond any 
being on earth ! by the child to whom he 
gave life! The father lies dead in a pool 
of blood. The son walks coolly t > the 
police station and says, “1 want to give 
myself up. as 1 have shot my father.” 
Frank II. Walworth arrived in this city 
on Monday afternoon from Saratoga. He 
is imt a very young man. He is tall and 
slim, with large blue eyes that arc very 
trank and winning, a smooth face, fair 
complexion, light whiskers and refined 
features. No one to look at him would 
have thought that he could commit so ter- 
rible a crime. He smiled so pleasantly 
as he stopped up to the desk in the oiliee 
of the Sturtevant House and asked the 
clerk- -“Have you a room 
"Vos, sir,” the clerk replied. 
He registered his name, and was shown 
up to his room, No :V>7. which is on the 
third lloor. in the rear wing of the hotel. 
He was pale and seemed tired. lie sat 
down on the bed and mused awhile. 
Then he rose and paced the room with 
rapid strides. He passed his hand ll,rough 
lb- hair and was apparently plunged ii 
deep thought. What was he thinking of 1 
Of the murder of his father, of his own 
fate after he would have committed the 
fearful deed ? 
There was a settled resolution on his 
facc when he walked out. He went to 
the house where his father hoarded, in 
Fourth avenue, near Fifty-fourth street 
He was not at home, the servant girl said, 
in answer to Frank’s inquiries. 
“Well, give him this note when he 
comes in," the young man said, “will you 
please ?” 
This was tiie note— 
'I want to try and settle some family matter-, 
fall at die Sturtevant House after an hour or 
two. If 1 am not there 1 will leave word at 
the office. F. II. Walworth." » 
The servant girl promised to give the 
note to Mr. Walworth, and he left. He 
went hack to the hotel, asked when they 
would have supper, and conversed lor a 
short while with one of the clerks, lie 
ate some supper and returned to his room. 
He locked the door so as to remain rtn- 
disturbed, and lay down on the bed. He 
thought of all the misery in his family, 
of the separation of his parents, of his 
father’s conduct,of his mother’s sutl'erings, 
and became heavy at heart indeed. Then 
he rose and took a (Holt’s revolver out of 
his pocket. He held it against the light, 
lie took out the chamber and looked at it 
steadily. 
| ■'ll i.: sure, he sum. "it never tails. 
There was a sound of tootsteps, as it 
some one was approaching. 
"Who can that l>e?” he said, starting 
up. "Mothe?” 
lie listened hut the footsteps died away. 
It was so still there seemed not a breath 
stirring. He was alone with his thoughts. 
He laid his head on the pillow and tossed 
the hair from his forehead. After a few 
minutes he rose again and looked out ol 
the window. It was dark, and the bright 
stars glimmered in the sky. He ga/.ed 
pensively at the sky, and the calm serene 
beauty of the scene seemed to have made 
a deep impression on his soul, lie bowed 
his head in his hands and wept. The 
hot tears scalded his cheeks and his whole 
frame was shaken with emotion. 
He clutched the revolver again, and 
living his eyes on it calmly and steadily, 
lie sank again on the bed. After an hour 
he raised himself into a sitting posture 
and said, "lie will probably come to- 
morrow morning.” He paced the room 
all night long, and his lips were constant- 
ly moving as if he were speaking to him- 
self. 
"Morning, morning," ho said, with a 
sigh of agony, "if it were only morning.” 
And he added, after a pause, "It' it were 
only done." He kept looking at the stars, 
which grew paler and paler, and the sense 
of the awful crime he was about to com- 
mit sank into his heart. At last he went 
down on his knees and prayed to Heaven. 
The moon went down and the sight ol the 
first, rays ot the sun struck a chill through 
his Irame. He expected his father in a 
tew hours, and then it would have to he 
done. 
At a quarter past six o’clock Mr. Wal- 
worth, came he asked the clerk to send his 
card up to his soil’s room. The hell-hoy 
took the card up, and knocked, and a 
voice said, “Come in !” 
The hoy entered, but recoiled from 
him when he glanced at his pale face, 
that seemed to have gro vit haggard in a i 
night. 
There seemed to lie a terrible light m 
his eye. 
He looked at the card, and said : Show 
the gentleman up." 
The boy returned with the answer, and 
Mr. Walworth walked quickly up to his 
son’s room. He was in high spirits and 
hummed a tune as he ascended the stairs. 
The morning was so beautiful, and health 
and strength were throbbing in iiis pulse. 
He knocked. 
“Come in,” a voice said. It was a 
voice that fell with a familiar sound on 
his ear. He remembered it for many 
years. It had once spoken to him in ac- 
cents of affection and kindness. 
The father entered the room. His 
eyes met those of his son. They stood 
face to face. The first rays of the sun 
lighted up their features. What a con- 
trast! Here the smooth, solt face of the 
son ; there the sober, manly countenance 
of the father. The father extended his 
hand hut the son cast it oft". The young 
man placed his back against'the door and 
drew bis pistol, which lie pointed at bis 
father’s breast. 
“For heaven’s sake, wiiatdo you mean?” 
the father cried, placing his hand before 
his breast, “Do you mean to murder me?” 
The pistol was still pointed at his 
breast, and there was no mercy in the 
son’s face. 
“Think of what you are doing,” the 
father -aid. 
A pang shot across the son’s face. “I 
know you are my lather,” he muttered be- 
tween his teeth, “but you must die.” 
“Die!” the father shrieked in a yell of 
terror, “have you called me here to mur- 
der me, your own lather?” 
He cocked the pistol, but now the 
brilliant rays of the sun streamed into the 
room, and the son’s face was visible in all 
its terrible fury. 
“May (tod have mercy on your soul, 
father; but 1 have none.” 
The father trembled. His tace became 
perfectly white with terror and cold drops 
f agony started from his brow His lips 
quivered. 
“You have insulted my mother,” the 
son pursued, his eyes Hashing with rage; 
you have threatened an 1 insulted my 
mother.” 
I here was a motion ot Ins linger, as it 
lie was going to pull the trigger. The 
lather sunk on his knees. 
"Mercy!” he erieil, "vou cannot murder 
your father !" 
"You have threatened md insulted both 
im mother and myself. Keen if you 
would promise me not to do it again 1 
could not believe you.” 
"1 promise it,” the father exclaimed, 
trou111 ing in every limo. There was such 
agony in his ashy lace that it would have 
pierced a heart of stone Bui his son felt, 
no mercy for him. 
"You have lied before and you could 
lie again. I cannot believe you,” was his 
son’s answer. 
It was a solemn moment. There was 
the father on his knees praying his son to 
spare his life, and there was the son 
pointing the revolver at his father’s breast. 
Ilis eyes shone with a steady determlua 
tion. 
"Father, you must die," he said. "Say 
your last prayer 
It was all in vain no prayers, no 
entreaties would move him. 
Nothing Imt death remained, and the 
father bowed Ids head. 'The son listened 
calmly. He heard every word, and his 
grasp of the pistol did not relax. His eyes 
were iixed mi those of his lather. 
A dash—another, and tlie father stag- 
gered back as if struck by lightning. 
Three more shots, and the work was fin- 
ished. 
The murdered man raised ids hands 
a!mve his head and tell. 
"Mv son,” lie breathed faintly. A dead- 
ly pallor overspread his teatures; his 
breathing was short and heavy. He was 
dying at tlie hand of him to whom lie had 
given life ami who had so cruelly taken 
Ids own. "My son” were Ids last words 
The blood rained down from Ids forehead 
and front his temples and trickled down 
on the laee of his son. At last the dying 
man gave a gasp and fell to the floor. 
file young man looked calmly at the 
bloody form of Ids lather and said, "Well, 
it’s demo.” Then lie walked ipiietly down 
stairs and said to the night clerk, “Will 
you have the goodness to tell me where 
the nearest police station is? I have 
killed iny father, and want to give myself 
up.” 
He wrote a despatch to Ids uncle, in 
Saratoga, tolling him that he hail killed 
Ids father, and asking him to break tin; 
news as gently as possible to Ids mother. 
Then he walked to the Trirteenth street 
police station. Sergeant Keating was at 
the desk 
■I have come here to give myself up,” 
Frank Walworth said, in a tone of the ut- 
most coolness, "as 1 have shot my lather 
He handed the sergeant the revolver. 
WAI.W ■ iltTirs -TAT1M KN I 
At li t 1!-1>:i-: tell mmer Young and Dr 
Marsh arrived, mil Walworth gave the 
following statement to reply to the Coron- 
er's queries : 
1 reside with mv mother in Saratoga 
my father having parted from her some 
ago. Mv father is an author, and i 
have been studying law I think my 
father is about I nty-one years old, but 
do not know where In was horn. Mv 
father has not lived with mv mother since 
we left here threi years ago. hut he has 
repeatedly sent us threatening and insult 
ing letters. It is only a short time ago since 
he threatened to shoot mv mother and 
myself. 1 shot hint because ot this. Not 
long ago I met him in the street in Sara- 
toga, and I then told him that if he did 
not keep away from ns, or insulted my 
mother any more, I would shoot him 1 
told hint that there were hounds which I 
would not allow any men to go beyond 
with Impunity, especially when mv 
mother was being insulted 1 went to his 
house yesterday and lett a note tor him to 
call on me, which he did this morning. 
When he came into the loom 1 drew out a 
revolver and told him to promise me that 
he would not threaten or in suit us any 
more, which he promised. Shortly after- 
ward we began speaking on family mat- 
ters, and lie used some very insulting lan- 
guage and put his hand in his packer' as 
though to draw out a pistol, when 1 snot 
him. He then came towards me and I 
tired three shots at him When 1 tired 
the la-t shot at him he had me by tile 
collar. 
! only regret this on account ol the 
effect it will have on my family 1 would 
like Judge Harbour to know this, as he 
was interested in the ease before. 
W hen he had answered the Coroner’s 
question-. Walworth sent the following 
dispatch to Chicago 
M. lb Hakim\, 1 SC 1,-i Salle street. » hieaato — 
I stint I idler liio liiornilly C M. Wu 
worn n 
Dr. Marsh made an examination nt the 
body of the murdered man, and tolind 
lour bullets, one in each breast, one in the 
face, the hall lodging in the brain, and 
the fourth in the right arm. breaking it 
The body was removed to No. till Carmine 
street, where the Herald reporter saw it 
The face bore an expression of great sin- 
tering; the lips were slightly parted, and 
the wound in the forehead plainly showed 
the terrible death he had died. 
Frank Walworth was removed to the 
Tombs. Ortieer Malotiy, who went with 
him, asked him several questions in re- 
gard to the murder, but he refused to sav 
anything. lie smoked his cigar and 
spoke about the squares and streets which 
they passed and his having forgotten most 
of their names. ‘1 have seen a great 
many murderers,” the officer told the 
Herald reporter last evening, “hut 1 never 
saw one who was so cool. He was just 
as much excited as you are now.” 
Till'. FA Mil.A THOIHII.KN. 
A reporter saw a gentleman at the 
Filth Avenue Hotel yesterday afternoon 
who, having been a resident ot Saratoga 
for many years, was very well acquainted 
with circumstances ot the Walworth 
family and the causes ot estrangement 
which existed between its members. Front 
his statement it appears that Mrs. Wal- 
wort (the widow of the murdered man) 
was a Miss Nellie Hardin, daughter of 
Colonel Hardin, of Kentucky, who was 
killed at the battle ol Henna Vista in 
Mexico He was one id the best known 
men in the State ot Kentucky, and 
wielded a powerful influence. Miss Nelly, 
his daughter, was known as the belle ot 
Kentucky, and was exceedingly beautiful. 
Alter the death of the Colonel the wife 
went to Chancellor Walworth, the father 
of tlie man now murdered, to settle some 
contest about the estate of the late Colonel. 
It ended by the Chancellor marrying the 
widow. This naturally brought the 
daughter Nelly and Mansfield Tracy Wal- 
worth constantly together. The result 
was that they were married in Saratoga 
and continued to reside there. For some 
years they were happy, lint it soon be- 
came apparent that the marriage was to 
be an unhappy one. During the first 
years Manstield Tracy, the husband, was 
ivind and gentle to Id’s wife, but after that 
he began, it is said to lie wild and erratic. 
He was in the habit of getting constant- 
ly intoxicated and going about the streets 
of Saratoga in this condition to that ex- 
tent that it soon became a public scandal 
in the place. With gentle remonstrance 
the wife endeavored to free her husband 
from these habits. At first lie took her 
remonstrances in good part, but did not 
cure himself of his unfortunate habit. He 
would go home at night almost always in 
a state of drunkeness, and it finally got so 
had that he would abuse his wife, and on 
one or two occasions lie went so far as to 
strike her. She resented this in a most 
decided manner, and appealed to the 
Chancellor to protect Iter and her children 
from the brutalities of his son. The Chan- 
cellor attempted to set matters right, hut 
only succeeded partly. This was at the 
time when he himself was engaged in the 
great spike iron suit,as a clerk of reference, 
at *5,000 per year, so that he had ample 
means to support himself and family, 
i'he lather contributed largely toward 
this until it became a burden upon him 
and he refused to do so any longer, ln- 
ilccd. after repeatedly setting matters 
tight between husband and wife he grew 
tired ot the affair and threatened to re- 
pudiate his son entirely. This had no 
effect, and the son began to add to the 
\ Ice ol drunkeness that ot infidelity. lie 
would leave Saratoga tor days, and for 
nobody knew where. After some time 
Mrs. Walworth found out that her bus- 
I min was 111 continued intercourse with a 
woman in New York, and that he was un- 
faithful to her. Hitherto the wife had 
considered that her husband was the 
victim of a mad infatuation for drink. 
Imt she had the fond hope that at all 
events the father of her children was true 
to her. flie discovery that he was not so 
alum t broke her heart. For sometime 
n- kept the matter secret in her own 
1 .-.in end breathed not a word to 
11. i! ■ .ul of the discovery she had made 
blm in-; -it' -dill endeavors to reclaim her 
bus' ml mid bring him back to bis home 
and : reside, lint found it to no purpose, 
lie wa- evidently determined to continue 
his mad career and eared not a jot where 
tie brought up She pleaded with him to 
reform and in- refused. lie was in the 
habit of rising the vilest language to his 
wife. On. night hi- came home in a 
Hi unki-ii condition and began to ill-treat 
In She resented the insults that were 
••:i<t upon her and threw back in his teeth 
Hie kimwVdge she had of his doings in 
Now York. Then an explosion took 
place, hut none con hi tell what happened, 
old residents of Saratoga are familiar 
with all these facts, l’ut from this point 
\\ a I worth seemed not to care who knew 
• ■i Ids doings. He continued his inloxi- 
■ ai.-d habits, and not only came to Ni w 
Vorl; to si-i- women hut went around 
publicly with well known lewd women 
n Saratoga until it became a public dis- 
grace in the littli town. He had no rc- 
v,l tor his family or himself, and soon 
gained the name of being a reckless 
libertine and debauchee. Still the wife 
lor reasons best known to herself, con- 
i miii d lo live with him, her heart probably 
callous to whatever he might do so long 
as he neither injured herself nor her 
children. 
About the time ot the opening of the 
war matters had pome to a very bad pass, 
when suddenly the great suit in which he 
laid been clerk of reference so long ab- 
ruptly terminated, lie had been in the 
position he held for about fifteen years. 
He then interceded with his father to pro- 
cure him some means of livelihood, and 
die Chancellor relented and used his in- 
lluenee in Washington to obtain for him 
a government position. He was appointed 
to a position in the State Department in 
Washington, which he held for some 
time. A part of this time the wife went 
Smith to Kentucky, but returned to her 
husband in Washington. Things were 
going on more smoothly with him here, 
and the family were getting on better. 
This is aeeounied for by the fact that, hav- 
ing a responsible cilice under the govern- 
ment. he was naturally obliged to keep 
more decorous and guarded in bis public 
conduct. They lived privately together 
with the children, and the wife had 
probably not so much to complain of in 
his treatment to heror she would nodoubt 
have left him. Some of his 
«i.i> i ei'.i.im;s cAMi: hack. 
and for a time they were happy. Hut the 
time was not long distant when all was 
to be set worse than ever, and when the 
events would begin which should final 1 v 
lead to the terrible tragedy of yester- 
day. Walworth went dailv to his work, 
and was so diligent., indeed, that it 
"■ is a matter ot surprise to all who had 
mown him that he had so completely 
•hanged his mode of life. He had not, 
v any means, the same reputation in 
Washington as lie had had in Saratoga, 
l»nt on the contrary, was known as a 
sober and industrious gentleman. Sud- 
denly, it is alleged, the proofs were found 
that Walworth had been for some time 
using the means his position in the State 
Department furnished him with to give 
eeret information to the confederate au- 
thorities ot what was goin'r on in the 
North He was arrested, and it would 
have no doubt gone very hard with him 
had not the Chancellor (his father) again 
■■verted hi- influence in his son's favor. 
.Mansfield J’raoy Walworth, in conse- 
'I'leni'c of this influence being used, was 
.>r.li-i i'll to report at Saratoga, and was 
lorbiddon to leaye the precincts of the 
town : in fact he was a prisoner of State, 
and w.is guarded as such. In this dilfi- 
iltv his wile remained true to him, and 
In Ip'd to alleviate his disgrace, lb turn- 
ed to the town of his former residence, 
howi'x r, Walworth broke out in the old 
wa sin! again the old troubles began 
both with wine and women, the informant 
'old ■ reporter. Mrs. Walworth bore 
on w him in patience; and. whatever 
mat ve been bis causes of complaint, 
tlx* cuts ill Saratoga uphold the wife 
"i all that passed between the two. 
Whi n tin- war ended Walworth was re- 
leased as a prisoner and permitted to 
wan !i r wherever he pleased. This nat- 
urall'i in no wise stopped his excesses, 
i'l, indeed only addl'd to them. Fora 
time husband and wife lived in this city, 
out returned to Saratoga. It then became 
evident that the troubles between them 
were culminating. 
Chancellor Walwoith died, leaving it 
is said, nothing cither to Ids son Mans- 
field Tracy or to his daughter-in-law. 1 lis 
death, it appears, broke what bonds there 
were between them, and Mrs. Walworth, 
determined to live no longer with her 
husband, left him and shortly after pro- 
cured a div ace on the ground of adultery 
and ill-tivui cent. She went South to 
Kentucky, he, old home, taking the chil- 
dren with her. She was poor and he 
was poor, and, alter staying in Kentucky 
some time she retu d, and going to 
Washington, obtaine t position as female 
clerk in the 1 reasui Department, owing 
to the influence of her own family. In 
this position she remained for two years, 
in the meantime supporting her family of 
two sons and two daughters on her limit- 
ed salary. This was about five years 
age for lwo long years she remained 
toiling from morning to night and day by 
day in this manner, while her husband 
added to his lame as an author and a 
novelist. During this time, however, it 
appears he did not molest her in any way. 
Alter thus working for two years, Mrs. 
Walworth returned to Saratoga and estab- 
lished a young ladies’ seminary at the old 
homestead ol Chancellor Walworth in 
that place. Here she succeeded in build- 
ing up a reputation for the school, and 
soon made it a paying and flourishing 
institution. Many rich families, knowing 
tlm reputation of the Walworth family, and themselves going to the celebrated 
watering place in Summer, have sent 
their daughters there, and Mrs. Wal- 
worth would, no doubt, have heen a 
happy woman in the companionship of 
tier children, had it not been for her fam- 
ily troubles. It was while she was here 
that Mr. Walworth began to write threat- 
ening letters to her. In not simply one 
letter, hut many, he used violent language and said both she and her children must 
die by his hand, and that some day she 
would he surprised by his going to kill 
her. Whether Mrs. Walworth really be- 
lieved these threats or not does not ap- 
pear. But the husband, it is said, finding 
these letters did not produce enough etfect, 
began to write insulting letters to his 
divorced wife, impugning her virtue and 
making some statements calculated to 
bring into doubt the legitimacy of her 
children. These stung her to the quick, 
and it was in consequence of these that 
the son whoyesterday murdered his lather, 
meeting him in the streets of Saratoga, 
forced him to promise he would never 
either threaten or insult his mother again 
Mansfield Tracy Walworth then made a 
solemn promise not to do so again. Tt 
was only lately that the son, finding that 
these insults upon his mother’s fair fame 
and name were beginning once more, 
came to New York and enacted the terri- 
ble deed with which he stands charged to- 
day. Mrs. Walworth, on the other hand, 
says that she knew nothing of any such 
intention, but finding two envelopes ad- 
dressed to her in her son’s room, she sup- 
posed he intercepted some of the letters 
addressed to her, and then determined on 
his terrible course, He left the house 
entirely unknown to her. 
From another informant the reporter 
learned that Walworth was charged with 
having once of late years endeavoured to 
break into a young ladies’ school with 
devilish purposes. Whether this school 
was the one kept by the wife was not 
stated by the informant. 
These are simply the stories of those 
who claim to be perfectly well acquainted 
with the family, and who, apparently have 
no interest in misstatements. Whether 
they are entirely correct can only appeal 
mi more extended and probably judicial 
examination. 
The Polaris Expedition. 
The United States steamer Frolic with 
the survivors of the Polaris on board, ar- 
rived at the Navy Yard in Washington on 
Thursday, The Frolic is a paddle-wheel 
steamer ot the fourth rate, carrying nine 
guns, and was detailed by the Secretary 
u the Navy to proceed to St. John and 
tuing (’apt. Tyson of the Polaris and his 
party to Washington. A correspondent 
of the 't ribune says : 
As soon as the vessel arrived, the Com- 
mandant of the Navy Yard telegraphed to 
Secretary Robeson the fact, and about :! 
1-- o’clock the Secretary, in company with 
Commodore Win. Reynolds, Chief of the 
Bureau ot Kquipment and Recruiting, 
drove to tin1 Navy Yard. The Frolic was 
anchored out in the river alongside the 
Tallapoosa Secretary Robeson went on 
board tie latter vessel, and immediately 
sent tor Capt. Tyson of the Polaris. That 
gentleman soon made his appearance, and 
was invited by the Secretary into the 
cabin til the Tallapoosa, where an inter- 
view of over an hour was held. The 
Secretary inquired, first of all, about the 
condition ot Hie survivors, and was grati- 
fied to learn that they were all in good 
health, and had entirely recovered from 
the latigues and hardships ot their long 
trip tn the Arctic regions. It was not the 
purpose ot Mr. Robeson to do more to- 
day than merely welcome Capt. Tyson 
and his comrades, and to see that all their 
wants were promptly met. The conver- 
sation was, therefore, of a general char- 
acter about the Polaris, her trip, and the 
death of Capt. Hall. 
It appears that Messrs. Tyson and Hall 
were devoted friends, and the former 
spoke in the highest terms ol the latter. 
He said he was an efficient and able com- 
mander, and lie is of opinion that he died 
a natural death from apoplexy. With re- 
gard to the Polaris. Capt. Tyson informed 
the Secretary that site was in cverv re- 
spect a seaworthy vessel, and gave in- 
stances ol his contests with icebergs which 
showed that had she not been more than 
usually strong, she would have been de- 
stroyed. The question ot the suspected 
mutiny on board the tVjlaris was left for another occasion. thefSecretary desiring 
to proceed with the Investigating in a 
more formal manner. During the inter- 
view, Mr. Robeson remarked that the 
Polaris would probably not be seen again. 
< ’apt. Tyson replied: ‘‘Oh, yes, she will, 
she will be here before the close of stim- 
uli i." The captain then proceeded to 
-how that at the time he and his party left 
the Polaris she was comparatively in good 
condition, aud there was nothing to pre- 
vent her from coming home. Ilis theory 
is that she probably remained where they 
pared with her until the close of the 
Are’ i" winter, and would then make for 
thi- I itited States. There was nothing in 
the conversation of Capt. Tyson to indi- 
cate it there had been mutiny on board 
the idaris prior to the time he and his 
part left her. There was some insubor- 
di ion among some of the common sea- 
ii a, but nothing of consequence, and it 
was easily subdued. 
•secretary uobeson will visit the frolic 
to-morrow, anil will institute a court ot 
inquiry, to he composed of naval officers. 
This will be conducted in the regular 
way, the witnesses to be sworn and their 
testimony taken down. It is the intention 
ot the Secretary to publish the whole 
story as soon as the evidence is completed. 
In the mean time the whole party will re- 
main on beard the Frolic, and no outsiders 
will be allowed to visit the ship. 
Temperance Reform Convention. 
Rockland. Me., 5. A mass meeting ot 
lh<- State Temperance Reform Clubs as- 
sembled at Farwell and Ames Hall this 
afternoon Hr. George K. Brickett, Presi- 
dent of the State Reform Association, in 
the chair. A committee on resolutions 
was appointed, and also a committee of 
three, to take into consideration the pro- 
priety of establishing an organ in the in- 
terest of the temperance cause. Addresses 
were made by Rev. E. Knowlton of Rock- 
land. Hon. E. W. Stetson of Dainariscotta, 
Capt. Sturdivant and Francis Murphey ot 
Portland. .1, K Osgood of Gardiner, lion. 
Joshua Nyc of Augusta, Gen. James A. 
Hall of Dainariscotta, and Camp Meeting 
John Allen. An audience of moderate 
numbers was in attendance. At half past, 
six in the forenoon a prayer and confer- 
ence meeting was held, and this evening 
a large and enthusiastic meeting is being 
held, at which the report of the committee 
on resolutions has been presented, and 
able addresses are being made. Dr. 
Brickett, Gov. Perham, Hon. (). D. Wet- 
more of New Brunswick, M. IV. P. of the 
National Division ot (be Sons of Temper- 
ance, Hon. Joshua Nve, James A. Hall, 
Rev. J. <). Knowles. Rev. O. M. Cousins, 
Rev. John Allen, R. L. Fogg, II. M. Bry- 
ant, and others, are among the speakers. 
The resolutions express gratitude for the 
success which has been given to the re- 
forin movements in the past, and an- 
nounce tin1 determination to carry it tor- 
ward in the future upon the same broad 
principles of brotherly love and charity 
upon which it was inaugurated. They 
aiso express pleasure at the harmony that 
exists between the reform clubs and all 
other temperance organizations, and 
pledge sympathy and co-operation to all 
such societies. The committee on an 
organ to advocate the cause, have re- 
ported in favor of establishing such an 
organ. 
Wagner’s Trial. 
Alfred, Me., 9. 
The trial of Wagner, the alleged Isle of 
Shoals murderer, will commence Tuesday 
morning. The jury will lie drawn to-day, and preliminary business attended to. 
Wagner was called on by a reporter to- 
day. lie appears in good spirits, and pro- tested his innocence. Attorney General Plaisted and Co. Attorney Yeaton tor the 
State, and lion. R. P. Tapley and Max 1 itsacher, Esq., Wagner’s counsel, are in 
town. 
Great Fire at_Hyde Park. 
Boston, June 7. About three o’clock 
this morning tire broke out in the boiler 
room ot the Hyde Pork Woolen Mill, at 
Hyde Park, destroying the larger portion 
ol the building, including the left wing, 
250 feet long, and E of about equal length. 
Loss $500,000. Insured 400,000 in° 74 
companies. Foreign companies suffer 
heavily. 
Shore Line R. R. Election. The 
Shbre Line stockholders at their last meet- 
ing, holden at Cherryfield on Wednesday, 
accepted the amended charter allowing of 
Bucksport’s being made the western 
terminus of the road. The election of 
Directors resulted in the following choice : 
J. W. Moore, S. N. Campbell, D. J. Saw- 
yer, Geo. Walker, J. C. Talbot, Charles 
Deering, Seth Tisdale, Gideon Mayo, Chas. P. Brown. J. W. Moore was after- 
wards chosen President. 
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The Democracy and the Coming Election. 
The near approach of the usual time for 
calling the ainual Democratic State Con- 
vention, has occasioned some discussion 
in the papers and among leading mem- 
bers of the party, in respect to the course 
to be taken. The views expressed have 
been various, and some of them in our 
judgement impracticable. It has been 
seriously proposed to hold no convention 
and put no nominees in the field. Some 
there arc, or have been, who favored the 
support, as an independent candidate, of 
a hitherto prominent radical, who has 
forcibly denounced the salary swindle. 
But the mass of the party, we are fully 
persuaded, desire a good, old fashioned 
Democratic convention, by a call that 
shall be broad enough to invite all who 
see the great necessity for a change of 
men and measures in state and nation, 
and who are ready to co-operate in 
an eft'ort to effect them. And the latter 
class is right. No reflection is intended 
to be east upon those who have hitherto 
controlled the councils oi the party to a 
different eourse. We give them credit for 
having acted in good faith, and with the 
best intentions. But looking back over 
the disastrous fields of past years, all may 
now see that, If not victorious, we might 
have blunted the sharpness of defeat. 
They are wise who profit by the mistakes 
of the past. If we this year bring back 
the party in Maine from its mistaken 
wanderings after an impossible success, 
and place it fairly before the country on a 
sound platform, and with a good candi- 
date, we shall do well, even though we 
do no more. 
The selection of a candidate for the 
office of Governor is an important matter. 
We need a man whose qualifications will 
inspire confidence and win votes, while 
his personal character commands respect. 
And he should be a man with not the least 
suspicion of stilted aristocracy or foolish 
pride clinging about him—but a man from 
and of the people, with the experience to 
know, the sharpness to discern, and the 
ability to care for their interests. The 
industries of Maine, agricultural, me- 
chanical and maritime can receive a large 
impetus by the careful attention through 
a series of years of a Governor who under- 
stands them. And the welfare of the 
state can be promoted in a thousand ways 
by the careful superintendence of such a 
man. 
Ihese qualifications are possessed in a 
high degree by the gentleman who has 
twice been the standard bearer of the De- 
mocracy in the gubernatorial contests, 
lion. Charles I’. Kimball. His friends 
have every reason to be proud of the 
record he has made in his public career, 
and especially of his bearing during the 
contests of the last two years. Political 
hostility, sharpened by the bitterness of 
a heated canvass, could assail him with 
nothing that his armor of integrity did not 
repel. The people, the mechanics, the 
laboring men, those who really create the 
wealth and substance of the state, recog- 
nized in him the exponent of its prosperity 
and their own advancement, and gave 
him a generous support. The splendid 
vote of his own city is the strongest evi- 
dence of the appreciation of those who 
know him best. The means by which 
Mr. Kimball was defeated were the same 
by which the party and its allies were 
overborne in the nation, and are too well 
known to need rehearsal. 
These facts are strong arguments in 
favor of the re-nomination of Mr. Kimball. 
The experience of two campaigns lias 
given to him an advanced position which 
will be so much advantage* in another 
one, and which it would be a pity, and 
bad generalship, to lose. This may be 
said without disparagement of the many 
prominent democrats who have been 
named in connection with the nomination. 
We do not know that Mr. Kimball would 
consent to run again, and we do know 
that such a couise would involve a sacrifice 
on his part. But we trust that ho may 
subordinate his wishes to the desire of his 
friends and the welfare of the party. And 
it is to be hoped that within the next two 
weeks the call for a convention will issue, 
that the assembled democracy will tender 
to Mr. Kimball the position which he lias 
so honorably occupied lor two years, and 
that he will accept it. 
There is a manifest intention by the 
party managers in this city to keep Hon. 
A. Gl. Jewett out of the state convention 
at Bangor. They don’t like his determined 
attacks on the corruption at Washington, 
and mean to punish him in that way. The 
Custom House here will pat Mr. Jewett 
on the back so long as he can be used to 
forward its purposes, but as soon as his 
voice is raised in denunciation of corrup- 
tion, then he must be barred from the 
party councils. Has he not friends enough 
among the honest republicans of this city 
to put him at the head of the Belfast dele- 
gation, where he so appropriately belongs ? 
Concrete sidewalks are losing their popular- 
ity. They are said to be breaking up badly, 
and much resemble miniature “lava beds.” 
We believe a concrete walk, properly construct- 
ed, is a good thing. But the article cannot be 
adulterated without the bad effect. [Dexter 
Gazette. 
We were inveigled by a smooth tongued 
wretch into the construction of a specimen 
of this sort of private roadway. In con- 
sequence we tread a path that is like unto 
the yeasty waves of the sea, and our daily 
walk is full of execrations. 
The Railroad Decisions. 
Among the decisions at the recent law 
term of the Supreme Court, at Augusta, 
were two in which the Belfast and Moose- 
head Lake Railroad Company was plain- 
tiff, and subscribers to its capital stock 
the defendants. The most important of 
these was the suit against the town of 
Brooks, to recover $18,500, being the 
unpaid balance of its $20,000 subscription, 
the town authorities having paid the sum 
of $1500, before others were chosen on 
the non-paying issue. The defence made 
was mainly that in the warrant calling 
the meeting at which the amount was 
voted, the purpose of the meeting was 
not rightly stated—that the language was 
“to see if the town will lend its credit in 
aid of the railroad,” when the vote 
actually was to take so much stock. It 
seems that the court considered the de- 
fence inadequate, and probably frivolous, 
and held that it was sufficiently apparent 
that those who participated in the meeting 
understood and sanctioned its real inten- 
tion. The attempted repudiation by the 
town, after it had secured the road and 
its advantages, was an act ot deception 
which has met a very just rebuke. This 
decision is final in the matter, and there 
remains nothing for the town to do but to 
pay, as execution will immediately issue. 
But this is not the only actot municipal 
bad (aitli toward the railroad corporation. 
The town id' Unity subscribed $30,000 by 
authority of a meeting rallod for the 
purpose, and now seeks repudiation in 
thi' same manner that Brooks attempted. 
A brief statement of the situation of the 
railroad corporation at the time the road 
was built, will show how utterly inex- 
cusable this course must appear to any 
and every fair minded man. The cor- 
poration did not start upon this enterprise 
with a purse sufficient for its completion. 
It was necessary to choose that route upon 
which, other things being equal, it could 
secure the largest subscription. This was 
authorized by the charter, and this course 
the directors openly stated that they 
should pursue. Besides the route by way 
of Unity, two others offered themselves; 
that via Troy, and tin; one via Plymouth 
and Dixmont—each leading to some point 
of connection with the Maine Central and 
each ottering large town subscriptions. 
When the wealthy town of Unity came 
forward with the inducement of $30,000 
subscription to the stock, the directors 
saw at once that the interest of the cor- 
poration lay in accepting it, and did so. 
But to their surprise and indignation, 
while they were struggling for means to 
complete the last few miles, Unity, having 
secured the road by its construction 
to the town, deliberately repudiated its 
obligation, and has not to this day paid 
one dollar. By straining the credit of the 
company and of persons and corporations 
interested, the road was completed, and 
its advantages have been fully enjoyed by 
that town. The decision in the Brooks 
case is undoubtedly an indication that in 
due time all tne delinquents, individual 
and municipal, will be compelled to do 
justice in this matter. The case ot the 
town of Thorndike is very similar to that 
of Unity, ami is to be pressed to a decision 
as soon as possible. The Unity case is 
continued tor furt her consideration, and 
the Thorndike case is not yet argued. 
Certain individual subscribers to the 
stock of this road have also refused to 
pay, but not in large amount. A test case, 
that of Calvin Moore, was decided by 
the law court adversely to the company. 
It seems that certain decisions have been 
had in this and other states in reference 
to subscriptions under old charters, that a 
person subscribing for stock must not 
only agree to take it, but to take owl pin/ 
for it. The latter condition was in some 
way omitted in the paper which the de- 
fendant Moore and others signed. But 
the charter in this instance has a new pro- 
vision which gives the company power to 
sell the stock of delinquent subscribers, 
and hold them tor the balance. The action 
of the company was brought to compel 
payment for all the stock, and it was upon 
this that the adverse decision is rendered. 
Actions will now be brought against all 
the delinquent subscribers to compel pay- 
ment ol the difference between the auction 
prices of the stock and par value—and of 
the result in those cases there can be no 
doubt. The Brooks decision has increased 
the value of the stock, so that the com- 
pany will be a handsome gainer by the 
suits, while those who have chosen to 
litigate the matter will pay their money 
and have no stock to show for it. 
Since the above was in type we have 
received the Moor decision in lull, which 
will be found in another column. 
Every thirty days it is the custom of the 
republican newspapers of the country to 
go into a state of ecstatic-, over “the re- 
duction of the public debt by the present 
Administration”; and to claim credit for 
their party only as the source from which 
the reduction is made. But the debt is 
paid in reality Mom taxes imposed on 
democrats as well as republicans. It is 
to the whole people, of both parties, that 
the credit belongs, and not to a taction. 
The Albany Argus correctly remarks that 
it is tin' surplus taxes ot the country, not 
the Republican party, which is paying the 
government debt. 
—New Yorkers are troubled about the 
want of cleanliness in that city, in view 
ot the probable approach of cholera. 
—Alarming reports come that cholera 
has appeared at New Orleans, and is 
travelling up the river ; but there is doubt 
about thi! matter. 
—Commissioner Douglas has decided 
that small beer can’t be taxed. This will 
save a great deal to the small beer ad- 
ministration that now manages national 
affairs. 
—The Portland Advertiser disrespect- 
fully alludes to Major Oeneral Butler as 
“Ben, the Massachusetts Modoc.” If the 
editor only owned spoons in New Orleans, 
and Ben had the city under martial law ! 
—The lirst number of a paper to pro- 
mote the objects of the Portland Hospital 
Fair, and appropriately called The Tonic, 
is at hand. It is as genial as that old 
wine which the doctors occasionally pre- 
scribe for patients, and sometimes for 
themselves. 
—The Frolic has arrived at Washing- 
ton, with the survivors ol the Polaris ex- 
pedition. No one is permitted to see them, 
and a thbrough examination is to be made 
of each one, with a view to ascertaining 
the facts of the case. 
—Attention is called to the card of Capt. 
Oliver.I. Graffam, of Rockport, surveyor 
for American Lloyds, and tor rating ves- 
sels of all classes. Capt. Graffam ts a 
gentleman of experience in maratime at- 
I'airs, competent to do justice to all con- 
cerned. 
Letter From Boston. 
Correspondence of the Journal. 
Boston, June 'J. 
The inevitable calm after a storm has 
settled most effectually upon us, and the 
past week has gone by with scarcely a 
sufficient breeze to even ruffle the skirts 
of Dame Gossip. Everybody has pro- 
nounced the heartfelt “too bad” ! over the 
late misfortune by tire; and it gradually 
fades into forgetfulness, save as we are 
reminded ot it by having occasion to pass 
that way. Travel is resumed on Wash- 
ington street, and the “new burnt dis- 
trict,” with its thick growth of little sign 
boards, strangely resembles its big brother 
down town. Nearly all of the sufferers 
have located themselves again, and are 
pursuing business with renewed energy. 
Mr. Cheney, ot the (flobe Theatre, has 
completed his arrangements to erect a far 
more beautiful building than the old one, 
and promises that the curtain shall rise on 
the first of October. Already the street 
commissioners have found great advan- 
tages for improvement by the lire, there- 
by verifying the old adage of “no great 
loss without some small gain.” 
“Summer has come”—says the faithful 
almanac, but alas! as yet that is the only 
evidence, and if we had ever caught the 
old fellow fibbing, we should surely in- 
cline to doubt that assertion. 
The festivities attendant upon the ad- 
vent of sunny June are greatly impeded, 
and the excursion boats and big wagons 
placarded “Mill-dam” and “Chestnut Hill 
Reservoir,” go out with scarcely sufficient 
appreciation for ballast. A few persever- 
ing clubs have rolled themselves in win- 
ter overcoats and big shawls, and tested 
the virtues of a trip down the harbor; but 
in each instance an over abundance of 
compactness tailed to keep out the sickly 
chill ot the saucy east wind. 
Sombre indeed is the general aspect of 
the streets, which at this season usually 
wear such a gala-day appearance. Gen- 
tlemen are again buttoned tightly inside 
spring over coats, and poor females are 
forced to cover jaunty suits with cumbrous 
outside wraps. Several evenings we have 
all snuggled around the kitchen tire, the 
only room in the house boasting of heat- 
ing apparatus; some of the colder blood- 
ed members of the family even going to 
the extent of tucking their feet in the 
oven. 
The Ancient and Honorable Artillery 
Company celebrated their two hundred 
and thirty-sixth anniversary last, week, 
the ceremonies as usual being quite im- 
posing. Speeches by Governor Wash- 
burn, the Mayor, and other gentlemen of 
note, a grand parade, and a sumptuous 
dinner, made the occasion very enjoyable 
for the members, and gave a rich enter- 
tainment to the crowd which invariably 
follows in the wake of such turn-outs. 
Jubilee Gilmore left the city a few days 
since with his famous band, to participate 
in the musical festival at Chicago, where 
he hopes to realize a better harvest pecu- 
niarily than at his own great undertaking 
last year in Boston. 
Henry Ward Beecher and Mr. Murray 
exchanged pulpits on Sunday, which oc- 
casion drew an enormous crowd to the 
Park street church, spite of the recent 
rumor of the former’s belief in Uuiversa- 
lism. 
—The coming Republican Convention in this 
city will probably he rendered lively and inter- 
esting by the presence of Hon. A. G. Jewett as 
a delegate from Belfast. [Bangor Commercial. 
—The following is the language ot 
Henry Ward Beecher which made sucli a 
flutter in the religious world, and which 
is claimed as evidence of his conversion 
to Universalism— 
“I do not believe there is a person on the 
face of the earth who has heard the Gospel and 
in whose soul there is anything improvable 
who will not lind an entrance into heaven—low 
down, it may he. hut the lowest place there is 
infinitely better than the best here.” 
Certainly there is no endless torture in 
that. 
—The Democratic State Committee—a part 
of it—were bore yesterday taking a view of 
their shop-worn stock. [Portland Press. 
It is very gratifying to know that the in- 
ventory contained nothing of the Elder 
Peck fraud, the Paper Credit Swindle, or 
the back pay robbery, with the endorse- 
ment “approved, U. S. Grant.” Nor was 
there a cask of Elder Shaw’s sanctified 
New England rum. In short all the 
goods in the shop worn stock have worn 
well, and are just what they are represent- 
to be. And they will be in demand in 
good time. 
—The Northport Cheese Factory is in full 
operation. The whey it works we know not. 
[Bangor Commercial. 
Probably. But when it has oc-rurd to 
you that some very pretty girls handle 
the material, perhaps you’ll want some 
ol the product. 
—The Belfast Journal following the example 
of the Philadelphia Ledger introduces poetry in 
its obituary department. [Wiseasset Oracle. 
Hardly. Following nobody’s example, 
we permit correspondents to introduce 
obituary poetry for ready cash. We can’t 
put people straight into Paradise for noth- 
ing. 
—A taking and appropriate feature ol 
our Fourth ol duly celebration might be 
a platform exhibiting Barnabas Roberts, 
with one hand collecting custom house 
revenues, and the other peddling soap, 
raisins and tobacco. It would show how 
much we have improved upon the ideas 
of the fathers. Let the committee think 
of it. If there shall he room to spare, 
brother Thorndike might he introduced 
with a crockery vessel under either arm, 
or Tucker hunting for smugglers among 
his Lincolnville cabbages, at four dollars 
a day. 
—Gov. Straw of New Hampshire, in his 
inaugural message, endorses the prin- 
ciple of local option in liquor licenses, or 
ot each town declaring by vote whether 
it will or will not grant licenses, and 
recommends its adoption. He says— 
It is ray belief that among the best and most 
prudent temperance men in the country, wlio 
arc active in the cause, the opinion is gaming 
ground that this local option law is, upon the 
whole, the best meihod of preventing the 
spread of intemperance. As for myself, with 
a sincere and heartfelt desire to root out the 
evil of intemperance, und to restrain the sale 
and use of intoxicating liquor within the nar- 
rowest limits, to the extent of entire prohibi- 
tion if possible, I believe that in the present 
state of public opinion here, and with our past 
experience in enforcing our present law, this 
experiment is well worthy of trial. 
—It has been decided in the Massa- 
chusetts Supreme Court that no rent can 
be recovered by a landlord who lets 
premises with the knowledge that liquor 
is to be sold thereon in violation of law. 
—India rubber bustles are fashionable 
in Bangor, which furnishes the Commer- 
cial with this item— 
A young lady of our local upper tendom fell 
down on State street this noon and actually 
bounced from French street to Patten’s corner. 
—The citizens of Waldoboro will hold 
a grand celebration on the Fourth of July, 
this being the centennial year of the town. 
It is expected that the oration will he by 
Gen. Chamberlain. 
Letter from Rockland. 
Correspondence of the Journal. 
Rockland, June 9th. 
The sheriff has at last made his debut. 
After months and months of tedious 
waiting, the “tiger” has issued from his 
lair, and assisted by the local police, (he 
being the grand head centre,) armed 
with the requisite authority, and his last 
year’s hat ornamented with the “bachelors 
button,” sallied forth at early dawn last 
Friday, and in rapid succession descended 
upon the venders of the ardent in Main 
street, including hotels. At every place 
but two enough was found to satiate the 
rapacious man of the “Bengal,” the two 
places being “up to snuff” disposed of 
their stock in a hurry and left nothing be- 
hind to tell the tale. There are a good 
many holes in a skimmer, but more in a 
seive. The several violators of the law 
were ground through the mill of justice, 
and each mulcted to the tune of *.j() and 
costs. Rumor has it that this sudden 
move was made on account ot the late 
session of all the principal cold water 
spouters in the state, which was held here 
the night before, and considerable en- 
quiry was made as to what the sheriff in 
this section had done. After a blow 
always comes a calm. 
lhe Governor and Council made ilietr 
annual visit to the State Prison the past 
week. They also visited Vinalhaven, the 
hand of which place came oil' to ac- 
company the party back. The hand wore 
their new uniforms for the first time. 
The old “Fourth Maine” are to hold 
their next reunion Aug. 11th and 1:'th in 
this city. The first day there will lie ad- 
dresses at Far welt & Ames Hall. The 
second day a grand clam bake &e., at 
Owls Head, winding up the festivities by 
a grand ball in the evening. 
The agent at our city liquor agency has 
had iiis salary raised, doubtless owing to 
the increase ot business in his department. 
The annual returns show an increase ot 
sickness. Rockland is getting to he a 
very unhealthy town, according to these 
statistics. 
Mr. 1). N. Hird is building a line 
pleasure yacht, which when completed is 
intended to take the starch out of any- 
thing that wears a keel in this section ot 
the state. 
Our Vinalhaven neighbors are to have 
a new steamer very soon, the increase of 
business requiring more accommodations 
lor freight and travel. 
The late rains came just in tlie nick of 
time, and vegetation has improved to a 
great extent. 
No special move lias been made towards 
celebrating the Fourth. We have not had 
a celebration for so long that ’tis a little 
out of the general order of events. 
The members of the Hniversalist 
Society talk strongly ot building a new 
church. They have a large and flourish- 
ing society, and their present place of 
worship is inadequate to accommodate 
them all. 
A large number ot dwelling houses are 
being built this year, but very lew of 
them are for renting purposes. 
Lime still continues dull, and business 
of all kin ds sutlers in consequence. 
Vim. 
—Stokes has got another chance, the 
Court of Appeals having granted him a 
new trial. 
—They are still busily at work tunneling 
under Hell Hate, but two years will elapse 
before the powder is to be put iu and the 
bottom of that popular thoroughfare blown 
out. 
—The Maine General Hospital Fait, at 
Portland, opened on Tuesday, with an ad- 
dress front Gov. Perltam. The exhibition 
is very line and draws crowds. 
—The Bangor Whig filches our news 
items, then the Portland State copies and 
credits them to the Whig. Pleasant, isn’t 
it? 
—The Belfast Journal has removed to Custom 
House square. Still alter Barnabas. [Com- 
mercial. 
No. We are nearer the jdaee where 
Barnabas ought to be, in the discharge of 
his official duties. But the facilities lor 
cheating the government are heller at 
Stockton, so he stays there. 
—The local reporter of the Bangor 
Commercial is writing very interesting 
accounts of remarkable spiritual manifes- 
tations through a lady medium in a dark- 
ened room. A drum was beaten by 
ghostly hands, a lady’s ear ring taken out 
and thrown across the room, and a bell 
rung while floating over the heads of those 
present. The reporter is sure there could 
be no deception because, as he says “/>«;•- 
iuy all this lime both ol the medium's 
hands were held by the writer." A young 
man sitting in a dark room, holding both 
a lady’s hands, is liable to believe almost 
anything. 
—A large lot of having tools were brought 
to this city by the Steamer City of tio linioml 
yesterday. [Bangor Whig. 
(fetting ready for the heyday of the radi- 
cal convention next week, probably, le t 
the implements remind you of the remark 
of tiie psalmist that Lite wicked spring as 
grass and are suddenly cut down. 
Sax Francisco, June n. Mayor Watford 
to-night vetoed till1 ordinance of 1 In Board of 
Supervisors requiring the heails of Chinese 
prisoners to he shaved of their pig tails. 
The Mayor is right. The ghost ol Ham- 
let’s father, if lie had been permitted to 
tell the secrets of his prison house could 
have unfolded a tale—and a live China- 
man in durance vile ought to have the 
same chance. 
The Whig tells this story ol a Bangor 
hoys enterprise: “11. Eugene Nealley, a 
son ofChas. A. Nealley, of this city, aged 
18 years having had some experience as 
a sailor and wishing to continue in a sea 
faring lite, was provided by his father 
with a schooner of sixty-live tons, named 
the Eliza Frances, which was loaded with 
lumber at Mr. Nealley’s mill, and the 
young man was told to sail where he 
pleased and sell the cargo. He purchased 
a chart ot the coast and sailed, arriving 
at Rockland the same day; hut as he 
could not sell his freight there he again 
set sail and went toThomaston, and meet- 
ing with a like result there, he tried Car- 
ver’s harbor and from thence went to 
Portland, being log bound three days. 
At Portland be sold the cargo for a good 
price, sent the money by a check to his 
father, chartered for Boston loaded his 
vessel, all in the space of nine days realiz- 
ing as the proceeds ot his first trip $400.” 
During the thunder storm of Saturday 
afternoon, 24th ult., the store ot R. F. 
Keene & Co., South West Harbor, was 
struck by lightning. The bolt ran down 
the chimney, passing into the room over 
the store where were seated four persons. 
From the toot of a lady, Mrs (ieo. Teague, 
the lightning tore her shoe. Mr. W. R. 
Keene was rendered senseless and his 
legs were paralyzed for several hours. 
In a neighboring house Mr. H. J. Ander- 
son was stunned, and his wite and child 
were knocked senseless. The bolt tore 
up a deep furrow in the ground as it went 
down the bank in front ot the house into 
the water. 
Why is a young lady forsaken by her lover 
like a deadly weapon? Heeause she lsa.-ut- 
lass. 
Generalities. 
A lire in Toledo, on the 7th, destroyed prop- 
erty, valued at $200,000. 
Hon. Kugene Hale and family are on a visit 
to his father’s home, in Turner. 
A Greensburg, Ind., dog found a wallet in the 
street that contained $830 and took it home to 
iiis master. 
Deaeon B. Crosby, a prominent citizen of 
Hampden, died last Tuesday, aged eighty-tluee 
years. 
A Wisconsin woman with a tendency to 
utilitarianism planted potatoes in the grave- 
yard. 
Moody Burrill, a Maine Central employe had 
his right wrist badly crushed while shackling 
cars at Kendall’s Mills a few days since. 
The city of Bangor refused to take stock to the 
amount of $50,000 in the B cksport and Ban- 
gor Railroad, by a vote of 318 yeas to 502 nays. 
boat with ten young boys from a school 
of Narwalk, Ct., while returning from a picnic 
on Saturday afternoon, was run down by the 
steamer Americus, and three boys drowned. 
A laborer named Thomas Bushy employed 
on the Maine Central Railroad at. Waterville. 
had his leg badly broken in two places by the 
caving in of a bank of earth. 
Bluehill employs two hundred men in her 
granite quaries. The quarries are being rapidly 
developed and the quarrying business promises 
to become the principal industry of the town. 
The Credit Mohilier suits will he brought in 
Hartford, Conn. It is thought that all the Con- 
gressmen who received dividends will be made 
defendants in the suit. 
Pretty and charming little news-girls, clad in 
the “nobbiest” of costumes, will cry “Tonic, 
Tonic, ‘ere’s your daily Tonic,” at City Hall, 
during the progress of the fair, [Press. 
A Worcester woman, who only weighed 120 
pounds, had forty-one pounds of that cut away 
recently, in the shape of a tumor, the job being 
done by live surgeons. 
The beard of a dead man, who was clean 
shaved at the time of his burial, six years ago, 
in San Francisco, was found to he eighteen 
inches long, says the Chronicle, when his coffin 
was opened a few we *ks ago. 
A Janesville, Wis., alderman was asked to 
eM.iniate the damage a row hail done in a yard. 
H»* did so, liberally. He was then introduced 
to his own cow as the author of the mischief. 
Tableau interspersed with profanity. 
The Commissioner of Public Buildings and 
(•rounds and a gardener in the employ of that 
humbug known as the Agricultural Bureau, 
have gone to Long Branch to plant trees and 
shrubbery around Gen. Grant’s private resi- 
dence. 
He is :i true philanthropist who kicks into the 
gutter the banana skins and orange peels he 
finds on tie* sidewalk. But he i- a truer phi I- 
aulhropist who also kicks into the gutter the j wretch who threw them there. 
A petrified negro is said to have been dis- 
covered in Roanoke, Miss., inclose I in a me- 
lalie enttin, which had for several years lain 
undisturbed, with other rubbish, in the deserted 
garret of m old cabinet maker. 
On Wednesday Mr. James II. Thurlow, of 
Newbury port, engaged in wherry fishing, 
•■alight diK) pounds of ti-.li, among them a eodtish 
which weighed hi pounds dressed, probably 
over one hundred pounds as he was naught. 
A son of Judge Curtis oi Stratford, X. II.. 
seventeen years old shot a younger brother May 
r-o. while out hunting, mistaking his faee as it 
| appeared through the hushes for a rabbit. The 
wounded lad will lose his eyes hut will prob- 
ably recover. 
Janesville, Wis., is soon to have an imitation 
“P' lshaz/.ar’s Feast.” if they call fillet a man 
without the ague long enough to keep his knees 
from knocking together until the proper time 
comes. 
A hoarding-house fiend tells the story that in 
a recent thunder-storm the warring of the 
elements was so awe-inspiring that the hair in 
disli of butter, in the pantry, turned com- 
pletely white during the night. 
The sell ‘Oner Maggie Mitchell of Brooksville, 
Captain Ladd, from Ibis port for Brooksville, 
loaded with lumber, came In collision with an 
unknown schooner off Fort Point on Thursday 
morning, and tilling, became water-logged. 
■She was taken into the port ofCastine the same 
day and discharged her cargo. [Bangor Whig. 
Albert Reynolds, while at work at Burnham, 
in a mill, was thrown upon (he eutting-otf saw 
by means of a rolling log. anil receiving a 
severe cut ill the left fore arm, nearly cutting it 
ot). and miraculously escaped iieing mangled in 
j a horrible manner. 
Tom Wright Was hung in the jail yard at 
Washington, on Friday, in the presence of 
some 400 people while the house tops in the 
vicinity were crowded with spectators. Be- 
lore being hung he had a short interview with 
Young, the murderer, in jail, simply saving, •Tve got to go; good bye.” 
Three lish peddlers robbed a liquor store in 
Millbourue. L. 1., stealing a double barrelled! 
cun from the premises. On leaving, one man ! 
named Simonson, smashed the io.-k of tin gun 
against a tree, when both barrels exploded 
tearing out his bowels and In. died in a few 
minutes. 
Miss Leo Hudson the famous equestrienne 
actress, died in St. Louis Monday, from injuries 
received by a fall while performing “Muzeppa,” 
at the Grand Opera House some time since. 
Her horse, Black Bess, broke a leg by the fall, 
and was killed the following day. 
Mrs. Lottie Palmer, a pretty widow, some 
time ago established a photograph gallery in 
Kacinc, Wis., and so many married men got in 
the habit oi going to sit for their picture that 
their wives inferred an affirmative from all the 
negatives, and incited a mob to break up the •gallery last week, and to expel its fascinating 
proprietress from the town. 
Bunmm ha- several FYejee cannibals in his 
show. One of them has quit and gone to carry- 
ing a hod. Ifis remark when he threw otf hi- 
tish-bone necklace, was: “Be jabers, I'd rather 
carry my native hod than he a haythen at a 
month.” But the number of Foejees remain 
the same. An ambitious teamster was imme- 
diately promoted to the vacant position. 
The parents of a (’inciniutti young lady, 
whose intentions were suspected,'removed all 
her wardrobe from her room, and left her onlv 
:i night gown, hut in the dull wash- and mid- 
dle ot the night, tier Borneo arrived, carried 
her oil jii*t a> she was, and an obliging clergy- 
man did the business for them. 
If. B. On nil ^ Mons, have purchased water- 
power privileges at Waterville, of the Ticonic 
Water Power and Manufacturing Company. 
They are obliged by the contract to spend $5000 
within the next nine months, and half a million 
within the ten years from the first of November 
j next, in erecting cotton mills, etc. 
A parly of ten or a dozen Washington and 
New York gentlemen, including a well-known 
.journalist, a popular publisher, a noted artist, 
and several prominent merchants, were in Bos- 
ton Fridav night, at the Tremont House, on 
their way to the Maim* woods, fishing. They 
go down Fast in a special Pullman rai and arc 
amply prepared to be jolly whether they catch 
anything or not. 
Two poisoners, Kirby and Wright, made 
lleii escape from State Pi ison at 0 ;30 Monday 
• it. noon. They « ut a hole through the roof, 
it.mpiiiiM wnitv feet to the ground. Both were 
1 ‘ptoivd. Kirby being shot in tin* head but not 
dangerously. 
Scinnies, of Alabama notoriety, was in New- 
bur\ pol on Thursday, and attended a wedding, 
when* he met tin* owners of several vessel 
which he captured during the rebellion, but 
who refused an introduction. 
Fikk in B books. About midnight, on 
| Monday, lire was discovered in the large 
wooden store owned by Michael Chase 
and occupied by Nesmith *& Huxford. 
So rapidly did the tire spread that but 
very little was saved. Six barrels of 
llour, a hogshead of molasses and a safe 
were all that could be got out. The books 
of the town were in the store and were all 
lost. A new stock of goods had been 
recently got in, and the store was very 
full. Mr. < 'base had <S00 bushels of potatoes 
in the cellar. We learn that Mr. Chase 
bad insurance to the amount of $500 on 
the building, and the occupants $3000 on 
the stock. The whole loss above insur- 
ance, is about $5000. The type and press ! 
ot the suspended Farmer’s Exchange, 
which was in the second story, were totally 
destroyed. The Brooks Band hail a room 
in the building, and lost a portion of their 
instruments. The origin ot the fire is un- 
known. 
Sad Affair at Eastport. 
Kasti’out, Juno 10. 
A sad accident occurred here this morn- 
ing at the (ins Works. Repairs were to be 
made at the Works, and a young man 
Hiram Lawrence went down into the 
gasometer to let oft’ the water. The gas 
overcame him and tell Irom the ladder 
into the water. His brother Kdward went 
down the ladder to get him out and he 
too was suffocated and fell. Another 
brother, James, manager of the Works, 
tied a rope around his body and was 
lowered down, but had to be drawn up 
immediately. He was nearly dead when 
taken out and now lies in a dangerous 
condition. The other two were dead when 
taken out. Kdward leaves a wife and tour 
children. Hiram was recently married. 
News of the County and City. 
Travel over the railroad is good. 
The indication are good now for a heavy crop 
of hay. 
Trout bite finely now. So do Mack die-* and 
mosquitoes. 
A new kiln house is being built at Hi kford 
brick yard. 
The lower bridge lias been repaired, and 
ready for travel. 
The remains of I)r. Monroe were brougnt 
this city last week. 
The heavens wept profusely yesterday, ai. I 
the farmers laughed. 
It takes but four days to set up the frame m 
a vessel in Cartel's yard. 
The Revenue cutter Dobin was in our barb 
tlie first part of the week. 
Striped bass are being taken in the weirs e 
Kish Cone, lie u City Poinf. 
The Waldo Farmers’ Association meets 
Went Winterport on the instani. 
Cheese from tie* Northport Cheese t» toi y 
much sought litter in our retail market. 
Yesterday Wednesday was a holidav at if 
Belfast custom house—St. Barnabas’ day. 
Cupt. Burgess’ new schooner, building 
Carter’s yard, i» to l»e called the Italpli Howc- 
A pair of loons hovered over tb city on <»n. 
day morning, tilling tin air with their Mir: 
cries. 
Worms are infesting the currant and goos- 
berry bushes, f<»mp|clclv stnppie. them 
leaves. 
Mrs. S. Crawford lias purchased ihedwHii;. 
house of W. A. Atkinson on Miller street. 
$2200. 
Some mean thief tool < pot} of plants tv.,: 
the door of W. I\ < "Hum. house -n in. 
recently. 
Mr. Durham recent -ii-| »v• *tI it In- ti-1 
stand a thirty pound -almon that iund 
mouths ot the epicures to w ater. 
A portion ot* the cargo ot* the hri ■ I I I 
Kay, which loaded it tins port for the -mi 
was lime brought from Koekport. 
The stone trough that has long lain 
the Sanford wharf, wa> on suturd tv >liippe 
C’apt. Sanford, at Bangor, by the « uubi'ide-*. 
Sell. S. S. Day M l- arlumi. ot r*i. poit 
her passage from Phil a-l.-lpM a ; ‘* m 
into Lewes, Delawan, u tie ! it.-i m 
leaky condition. 
W. \V. Castle and \.<* Burgess returned 
Friday from a fora\ imoug the i»nt tot- 
eastward of Bangor, in which the tinny tin 
suttered immensely. 
Strawberry Fi ^rrv ai The l. «»f »b 
Universal is t So, iety will hold ■sinvvh.-it 
Festival and Lcvc ;it Ha-, ford Hal I'hui- I » 
eyening, June P*th. \dmi--ion cut-. 
A paper for -ub- ipi. <n- t > tin- -to 
steamer to ply bet W' t-n Be!fa-t o l tie tow 
on the eastern-idc oi t lit -1\ • 11-• 1 Mini 
Only the sum of a thousand d *ll.tr- asked t 
in Belfast. 
While a cargo of timber w: beingdi-ciiat gc 
at Carter A Co’s, shipyar 1, on Suturd iy, a pi-- 
swung around and striking < I* Out. 
knocked him overboard. If came out 
•lamp, but not nuidi hurt. 
A huge baking per armaii -• is to > m »it 
the east side of the r.vcr short‘\ !•* d 
Bickford’s brick a.d :ii •1 n > 
sand brick, all manu' tur d wit o 
are tie* article- to be ■ »kc 
George K. Wallac F.*«j., lias op- ued law 
office in this city, ns will be seen hi- • a. 
Mr. Wallace is a gentleman of good abiliii 
industrious and persevering, an I mtitb-! ■ 
the confidence of the community. 
A load of coal ashes went through .Mae 
stieet, on Monday, in which w > a l«»t .•! -u 
tliat had lain unmeltcd under t -nice winiei 
Some boys tit* an older growth ! mi 
and indulged in snowb ailin:' a tie >• i.ib 
June. 
Mr. Fillis is taking out the i»».-u and o’ 
from the whole distance under W a-b 
ton Hall. 'Tin ledge i ton in I t.' < 
layers, come- Hit ea-ip it. ! i ': ’- 
for the foundation wall. Tin- place d 
nice and roomy busim-s stand- when lim-lc 
The Advertiser announces that Belfast lias 
Young Men’s Christian As-ociation, with tie 
following officers—< ha-. F. Ginn. Pre-ideut' 
Isaac S. Itogcl’s, (it'O. A. Beckett tilld i 
S. Blake, Vice-President-: A11 r* d Klli- 
Treasurer; John S. Feruald. Seereim v ai 
John Smith, Librarian. 
A telegram Friday hihmuiuv I tic* t t th 
Charles ( haples was kno lv d >.\.■ i-l».»;n d. in 
gale of wind, and drowued from h. M. \N 
Drew, on the passage from tins port to Jack 
sonville. Fla. Mr. <’haplr> sv-n a young man 
about is years of age, a native ot hi- itv. u I 
a brother of the captain. 
W. C. Tuttle, on lfigb street, is not only an e\ 
eellent artist, but is the -*|e agent m thee.-, 
touted Deo. Woods A > o.’s organ with tie 
combination ho!o stop. We ads ui !<»vi‘ia 
music contemplating t!i«* u 1. »i. •• 1 :11-1.:. 
ments to give Mr. Tut tie a s u 
on bis judgment in -ueh matters. 
Capt. Isaac W. Boai Imaii lias be. n api oiui 
local agent lor tin* K*|nit:D»i-• Life A--tn am 
Company, one of tin-soiimlt-? in! .<--r in tin 
country, and is prepared t«. m •1111. with ai 
ful and provident people svh>* !• -ire t.# main 
sate provision tor tin.-e dept ml. n! upon tln*m 
when they shall l as. b.-. n •»'■!• I to tin* undi- 
covered country. 
Woods, Mathews A Baker has.--hipi s\ 
cargoes of hay south tin* pre-eni s\«- k ?.y 
Ida L Kay for liu«*ksvil!«* s. < uni tin* ms\ 
three masted sell. Annie K. I css mi l k* ... 
ville, Fla. Swan A Sibley lias e >hipp»- : a i.-.-i 
load of lias to Bo-’on by -■ 11. ( im< ^ 
Senator has loaded has umb.-i an.I to 
tor Carver’s Harbor. 
When we bought our 11 •< pie--, sum s< li- 
ngo, here was oil.* > i-tnm m il I ill -ecnnl 
liable to break. So we ordered idupln ate 
that piece, it didn’t break until i-i ns eel. 
during our moving, svlnn it fell from tin* lliii I 
story window, and the other pi. um* into 
use, and is the only bn .1. tin* pie-- es-; 
had. That’s the Oeneiit ot lor- u.*v. 
The tenth semi-annual dis M.-ud ..| the B-ll'i-r 
Saving Bank, was declared a Monday, I in< 
4. The amount of same sv a- J4, lisnlcu 
among depositors ot tsvo, tlua mur. rise -uni 
six months standing, being at tin* rate .>1 
per cent, per annum. The men* m lej 
for the past year has been ups\ ir t ..I M'on 
I deposits at date »»f dis id.ml aio<.unti I 
lUO.Hi. 
Uool> KlSHIN«i. I. \ -Mil!.!'. hi* t\, 
eailght two hundred and mgtil v t In I; •..*i 
five hours lishing on Frid.iv ;i I i*t wn I.. I in 
were caught in the liarnion Brook, K«st Idiom 
dike. lie says there was considerable hituii. 
going on out of water as well a* in. and that it 
is very dangerous business running throuch 
mossy and slippery brook trying m catch 
trout after he is once lost from the hook. 
The Portland Advertiser says that I. I Bui 
gess, fora number of years foreman in the 
Advertiser otiicc, and who has bren «-niplo>«-d 
on the White Pine News publish,- ! in Nevada 
generously contributed to the M ime in-ueia 
Hospital Fair a silver hr ■ k weighimr Id i t 
ounces, 977 parts out oi PMM) pure silver, osi 
of ore and manufacture $21 .•••", h\ I I>. Town, 
assayer, who like Mr. Burges* j.. c native o! 
Belfast. 
The celebration arrau gciueuts arc progress- 
ing, an»l it i- probable that the Fourth of duly 
will he ereilitahly recognized in this « dv. There 
will he a sunrise ami sunset salute, parade ot 
fantastic*, military and firemen’s parade, pro 
cession, oration, Ac. A feature of the proce> 
sion will he a platform containing young lad it 
representing the states of the l’if;mi. It is \ 
peeled that half fare arrangements will be made 
with railroads and steamboats. 
Masonic, On Monday evening the member- 
of Phtenix Lodge presented Pro. (leorge F- 
Wight with an elegant and beautifully wrought 
Past Master’s jewel, for services rendered while 
master of that lodge. The jewel is in the shape 
ol a square, of solid silver, suspended at |the 
angle, with the working tools of the three 
masonic degrees raised in gold, beneath tin* 
angle of which, in goM, is suspended the forty- 
seventh prob’em of Euclid. Appropriate re- 
j marks were made bv the donors and receiver. 
The dav- have been rolled to a very con- 
venient length for people who want to rise 
early an-'. -:.v- gas. 
A wii! i-e nt .• n-iderah’e-interest was be- 
fore dodge Tim:Imigls of the Probate Court on 
Tuesday—that 01 'he late When .Seavev o! Sears- 
port. The w ? .'• applied to have it set a-ide. 
tor Hie re.eon 1I1 at the ? -tator was not of sound 
■’nl di-; o-mg min i r the time it w s made. 
A'* thirty we- were examined, among 
a («"v. < r *- •>, who drew tin in-drum nit. 
.iii !.'. Thurlnugi.'s deehion sustains the will. 
Alien! M, K died te V', >* ,-rt 1 -enn-n: el 
11. U. dolmson »V C■>. I’ll' v are so!,' agents for 
the 1 'M'ated Hn l.iivin Kil glove, the first 
'1 k Phey intend to 
m-k. K ! a -... ■ i ,i:y this season—A 
1 ’■1 i\ u oiled ;it ('itv s.aioon. 
1'11 o -r.heeni'r 1 v 4■ |>11 Howes, in Carter & 
< id. w ill be latinehod to-day, liigli water 
uriiit: at Id oYloek. She 1- dOO tons, owned 
Be|i ,st parties, onl will he commanded by 
.pi Ib’iili. n Burge- in tin* southern trade, 
h e 1- \ -t v line c-s(‘|, 
A -• rien- misferimie happened to tne new 
h \. P I'un r-en. Fi id i\ uieht. After 
In* had h. ini lauiii bed, and d< livered to the 
w as hauled into 11 it Me- 
*’ e r \' \aid, t>- h rigged. On Saturday 
tie>i ib.anl two ..Yloek. when the tide had 
-f* ; ; •! n mil Pi w hal f, breaking 
in m md mi o a mast-, splitting keelson* 
o* :ippa;g up lie- deek frame and planking. 
I’lii m tli remast was set up, \v hieli 
a\ t‘d ;! Ftli p.o! Will eOst $1000. 
•ni ~ii"minii "ii this citv l't'i t'liily drove 
li l "ii hu thi purpose ot witling their 
l.« :i tab," ll< stlfilll o! that locality. They 
n seat little baskt! 
I d tie i. sni | and 1 i«jui<L Bestowing 
•" 1 "id W n III tan I.aril of a < iti/cil, 
•ok, and after even isins the 
dimmitlv f«n an appetite. returned to 
! 'lippi \ I mi l* of boat'd eon- 
v" ",ii“,.i 11\n, 1 ni ; lie vnhmln mid their ga/e. 
in ehalk "I h a\e ted 
'* ah ! ill ... I S i.iir 1 11111.” \ ltd it 
W as e\ nil s, >. 
I »i i; m * "i 1, \ m .iloiml l >aiiie| i .me, 
in 'ii to th "id r citizen- <>l Belfast, died 
undav nicht last, a! th residence ot his 
.1 m Nnwtoux ille, Mass., at tie a <>t 
<'ol. l/limwa ('ollnntorOt t he | '■ »lt of Be|- 
"hi 1" 1 1 1 v-7. W Imn In* w:i'. sup, ded 
ii•; «*inlin- " -I ViMiauml M. l.owncv. 
I ih war IM” Im was commissioned as 
■I the thirl \-Min infantry, ot which his j 
■!■ Mini. \Vn think he participated 
■' I. .n 1 \ I. me, |and there re" 
wound. At the bat tie of Platts- 
o ii, I., promoted to Limit. Colonel 
ni ai the llih r. s. Inlantry. Willi 
"Ml. war he retired to « i\ i 1 life. In 
m- ia-: ink 11 Im w as .mined to the house 
'Ci a •! Col. I.nm was ice President 
he \ ~ nil i,,ii ,.| Veteran- of the War ot 
I inliiailis of the dema<ed arrived ill 
i: c, W < iii' d.r. in nhai :■< "I hi-- son, 
1 m 11.. and w buried at Mount 
K I; -! *1.1. « ipt Parks' v wh* ha- ben 
laiiimh 1. Tliilly.four yoke ot 
mph "I n haulm:’- her to the 
-I I ;• ni-1 n uev "/ot h within one 
"nelii •• Is o Mm -!,•.i.•. and tile second she 
w -14• ssfully put into ihe water. 
!• tin h th'i' wa hind belore Kmerv 
" I hi< "inpiaiui ot Mr. Seave\ 
c ,i's] it acainst Anios Kieltatds and 
I-’ a I! ni in. ! t niitnriii his store in a noisy 
'• ■ " manner 1 > li ndants were dis- 
barred 
* an -ii! w "1*11 I ia \ n app amd here. 
Decision in the Calvin Moore Case. 
‘/. 1 /.*. /; < ( t/vin M 
1 \' * ! i' ii a. ion to recover tin* 
'.*• n .1 <•! the Stork o! 
* I'll, pill. !i i' .leelar*d and \ 
ten mti ict en- 
f'M'd 'll'" h\ lie detriidali i. The til's! is an 
lie-in "nni•!\ take li. shares of the 
1 I n o- a :! in- u tin i no w >r.l< shmv- 
; 'ni; ;• i\ !«>r the -hare's o|her than 
in■ word ■ lake” « .! her it) the eon- 
': "i 1 -ndit i• >ii- annexed to it. The ] 
nv I !<» ni the argument .(' 1 
aid aim* \. d to the emitraet. doe- not 
1 1 ■ lia’lir*- tie loiee iit 1 he agreement 
■' ■■•■■• 'i' tails to impose a personal 
■ ic-oive arc no words of 
in 1 an ". tit that a—c— 
mditions there- 
in C\ pi --cd. 
tin s, is to be con- 
'k I b. ! ?|<- il||. lllioll Of 1 li'* 
1 ir‘m tii i-oint there i- no eon- 
-•» lai we arc aware, 
" 'hi Mill ..«• Ml I invalid,Ih.MlL'Il there 
"i '1'itiion as to III inference to 
•mile iani:iia;/" in certain forms ol 
snbvcnptiei! 
be! b> in uiv ourls that a subscription h b k < tie- .OH -mued by the defendant, or 
1 ;,|V 'Hi'-, r-: !; m .•(■."It,.. :m obligation of 
pa> tn nt. unit*-- -u. h .11 obligation is 
'• i n v ,v Boston B. \ -, 
flu *iher hand by a 
ai |y as tile 
Me.'f• 'I'd Turnpike < ’uipora- 
'I '-. I--, when thi- Stall- was 
a ;i-. ,nd ci.u!inning through 
•' 11 *• i1 low ii :•> the present time, it 
'"Ir.., I,.-! | that -uch a -I'bscrip- 
:• -> lit imp »->•- no personal obliua- 
1 ! !i the ..nI\ remedy tor the 
: --incip«. i- that provided bv 
>1 ;i11\ ; 1 h.-- c dcci-ioiis, sutli- 
.al l- Id ed to ill the ra-o 
b. I:. V- Kendall, :\\ Me. 470. 
-, a. I'.-cii;jnj/ed in I’. A 
K ! b. I hmn. •!:» Me. ;,P4. am! in manv 
: ,:,i m tin- and other States, which 
• mm. ec--.ii*> lo cite. 
--■ii ■ .• <.t the «• infract now before us 
v """i tn- •-. many of those which 
1 list ruetion in our own 
'• •' in* it ably to had us to the 
1 " load with express rc- 
'lle- parties must 
'ii- and tic meaning 
f v imlmi-i e they have used. 
pie-* .ii a- Si an\ principle 
o. -: if i- ..ni v as to the 
1 " '■ I'ho-e used by the parties 
1 > '!• till' d I>y the proper au- u' -MM .i'-iinie then that IheV used 
i'll > \pr.-- reference to such 
t a- \ i --in1r t he meaning tliere 
1 now M\. I rule those eases 
-b *1 he v i,i d- «i| their agreement do 
m w i- >i the law as aiitlioritativelv ex- 
lb-- time -.1 makinir it declared they 
■ 1 make a new contract for tie* 
1 u!li‘ b t!»»■> live not assented, 
b- .me 1 il), fundamental 
■' " * ii a- jti-1 i.-e, and add an- 
■ -1 \ ailiu belief in the nn- 
Mao. lie- nt I tie law 
b *b 1 itel el M e III i lit 11 1 \ e ht'Cll Oil I* 
'hi 'pie-thm wt'i’M ii .1 new one. we 
•bi' " nt i". e.iii tor <»\eirnliiiii a series 
o nmii' i,ui< an<! -o unitor.n as 
*'"■•■ 1 » loci. ! Ill eolili ae| was made. 
lli i* !c -e r.i-c- re-t very 
1 nl ii hurt* mi,I, r which 
i" <■ i: I'-ui1 li:cI their origin. It i- 
iiiiuv iii-! a in ■ a | least, t lie charter 
» i‘ v 1 " 1 hi11« 'in the stoek only, and 
1 ! wIi'It‘ t le- charier 
’h«‘ ub-crib**r -hall 
’■ ■ ii a,. i. in iimiiir 'hie ilicr 
I hit how does this iteet the 
* -t *'i !*. ii to il,.- contract y The 
•- p-‘ •">< pni p..rt to make a contract br- 
im i 1 y prov id a remedy 
•' :*1: ae.iili-l a d'diinjlleilt -lock 
I ihiiu h.r -lock the -nhscriher 
''ii* I' term- and conditions as lie 
holden ! o no others, li 
t" t | lor a pei-onal liability, 
» may he enforced t• \ an action as 
■n ■ ■ *«:tra• !. ii ii < otitains no promise 
nt in tin i- tin* onlv ,•cmedy i< 1 ih- charter. The liability bv 
Thu. ■. that by the charter is 
and di-tiiii t Irom tin1 
"t‘"iV would ent'oree a claim 
1. P *' !lc pal ■ ,| tl„. deleuilaiit. 
I" "per rvi.lcn. c ot that 
I I" would fiir-iic 11;>- remedy pro 
•,. he p irt< r it must he lollowed ae— 
1 n In t!ii•• i-e. as we have 
n. ih« -iil•-• ipti'*u p 11" r i-out mis no promise 
h i- * ii ply an u--cnt outlie part of 
t.lciidaiit to hccauie a stockholder, atld as 
-u, t» imp1 ■ n>* p- r-onal li ability. \ then the 
o'! di.i not dio'i-c to impose;, ny personal 
t• >t l-v tledi coni! id, none exist.- except 
t,.i e ip -ed bv the barter. In that we lind 
a, \ pt tor the halanec alter a sale of the 
-i...i "O' 11 a claim i- in*t asserted in this ac- 
i, Not 'an we u--uine. as contend'd. that 
a, * ».' t" a partial or ondil ioiial liabil- 
i|y d Pud in' i- to he holden to an 
-oPn.- on, Nor will the law under -ueh 
hold him for tie* whole. If he 
I-- lmldeti under hi- contract, we must 
1 >i “lit art as it i-; it under the 
" », i-l take that as we find it. At 
ii, 'tarter was granted, it was well 
< I'1, 1 w udmini-tered in this 
t1 "u to pay was imposed upon 
a' ’•••''• witliout an express pro- 
1 tin for. 11 unaccountable, then, that 
i.-tri-iatiin- -hould have imposed a limited 
MLitv when an unlimited one was intended, 
i, pro\i-ioii in the ciiart -r Would seem to he 
tgain-! rat her that iii favor of the plaintilf’s 
|H»-iti<*n. It follows that this action cannot he 
maintained upon the contract alone, or in eon- 
i»«*cie»n with tin* charter. 
V*r rail it he -ust.-lined under chapter 20b of 
1 h« laws of lsbh. That act does not pur- 
port b* liange ir m difv any contract to which 
'le company i- a party, hut only to give an 
.ddii.oi,;, remedy. Now it this statute is to 
j*v« le for..- claimed lor it as against this 
i• 1*-1,d *ui. ii uopo-c a full liabilitv to pay all 
Mr •«—» -mciit-. when Iii contra**! imposed 
none, or under the charter only a limited one. 
A< the act was passed subsequent to the con- 
tract it cannot thus affect it. Nor does it alter 
the case if we view it as an amendment to the 
charter. Whatever effect an amendment of the 
charter may have upon the company, it cannot 
affect it> contracts already made. A member 
of the company can contract with it the same 
my other persons and such contracts are 
governed an ! protected by law as other eon- 
tra«-i> are. If then the act imposes upon the 
defendant anv liability under his contract which 
did not exist at the time it was made, it is so 
far void. It it does not, it affords no aid to the 
plaintiff in this case. 
In the second contract, relied upon by tlie 
plaintiff, the defendant's promise to pay the 
assessments U expressly made to depend upon 
the execution and delivery of certain bonds 
therein described. This is a condition prece- 
dent. the performance of which on the part of 
the plaintiff is necessary to the maintenance ol 
the action. The testimony fails to show that 
any such bond has been delivered or tendered 
to the defendant but such delivery or tender is 
denied by him. 
Plaintiff nonsuit. 
Coal Mine Disaster. 
Shamokin, Pa., June 10. This after- 
noon an explosion occurred in the Henry 
Clay Colliery operated by the Philadel- 
phia & Reading Coal and Iron Co., near 
this place. The colliery had not been in- 
spected for some time, but was always 
considered safe. It lias the capacity for 
running soon tons of coal per month, and 
65 men are employed in it. The inside 
boss went into an old working one, the 
water level with it, when the explosion 
immediately followed. It was caused, it 
is thought, by the tire damp being tired, 
which communicated with the air-ways 
Irom the water levels into the slope below 
where the men worked. 
The miners in this region not being 
accustomed to black dam]) thought it "'as 
blasting powder that had been set on fire. 
They remained in the slopes until almost 
overcome with black damp and tell sense- 
less. The stronger men managed to get 
out, however, and gave the alarm to the 
others who followed, but on reaching the 
top ol the slope they fell back completely 
overcome. J. Hays, the outside boss, on 
bearing the alarm immediatly went to their 
rescue. After proceeding about live 
hundred yards he fell face downward in 
a pool of water and was drowned. Croch 
Magenski was found drowned by bis side 
and eight men were brought out dead. 
There was no caving in of the mine as 
first supposed, and there was no fault in 
the ventilation. 
I'Ih- accident resulted from old gas ex- 
ploding in a disused working, lip to 10 
o’clock e. M., ten dead bodies had been 
taken out. Many men from the surround- 
ing mines came to render assistance. The 
excitement, is intense. Wives and children 
are rushing to the scene ol the disaster, 
finding their husbands and brothers either 
dead or gasping foi breath, while others 
were eagerly watching the arrival ot 
friends on the slope wagon Irom below. 
There were fifty men in the slope at the 
time of the explosion, thirty-live ol whom 
are know to have escaped and will re- 
cover. 
Win. Brown, a prominent coal opera- 
tor at this place, fell down the Daniel 
Webster sltali this afternoon, lbb leet 
deep, bis leg was broken and otherwise 
seriously injured. 
A somewhat remark aide life insurance 
ease, involving some nice cpicstions as to 
identity, is now on trial in Baltimore. 
About a year ago Mr. W. S. (loss, thru 
residing in Baltimore, effected an insur- 
ance on his life to the amount ot sb.j.lHH) 
in four different companies. Shortly 
alter the insurance papers were made out. 
Dross’ workshop was discovered to be in 
tlames, and the body of a man, so shock- 
ingly mutilated as to defy identity, was 
found in the ruins. Several months 
elapsed Indore the present plaintiff', Kliza 
M t loss, widow of the insured, applied 
for the payment ot the insurance on her 
husband's lib'. The companies refuse to 
pav. upon the ground that the death of 
Doss had not been proved, and that the 
body Iontid among the ruins ot his work- 
-li ip was not the body of Doss, but the 
body of another man who bad been placed 
there by the insured, who then lived the 
shop and escaped, the whole being an al- 
tenipt oil the part ol the man Doss to de- 
I rand I he insurance companies out ol sjb,- 
oi 10. Thu plaintiff' contends that the burnt 
body was easily recognized as that of 
Doss by tin* extraordinary size.of the neck 
and chest. 
flic case lias excited an unusual interest 
owing to the mysterious circumstances 
surrounding it. 1'lie court-room lias been 
crowded each day by business men, in- 
surance agents and others interested in 
tlie matter, who have watched the pro- 
ceedings with intense interest. The ease 
will go to the Supreme Court ol the Unit- 
ed States in any event. Several ot the 
most eminent members of the Baltimore 
liar are engaged in the suit, which will 
not In: concluded for several days. 
A 'inrinnati boy, alter gazing long and med- 
italively upon a painting repi-e-oiiting the Bib- 
lical deeiiue in pork—-where the drove of" deviis 
possessed swine were rushing down the hill 
into the sea-—and living told the story—re- 
inarke-l. ‘"1*11 hot Die old man*.I loiind some 
wav to pack them hogs and sell 'em tor prime 
mess, without wasting a hum.” 
Keal merit of any kind cannot long lie 
concealed ; it will be discovered and noth- 
ing can depreciate it, but a man exhibit- 
ing it himself. It may not always be re- 
warded as it ought; but it will always be 
known. [Chesterfield. 
Pills, Potions and Pungencies. 
‘•When* the woodbine twiueth" must be in 
Canada. Thai’s where all the rascals go. 
Annovim;—to have the hands and lure cov- 
ered with pimples and blotches. A simple 
remedy Henry’s Carbolic Sai.v k. (ietihe 
genuine, stamped with private proprietary 
stamp. Cuard against imitations. John F. 
Henry, s A ;♦ < ollege Place, X. Y. 
A musical genius of this city is so full uf 
quavers that he always makes a ‘•-top” when 
In* comes to a “bar.” 
A LI1F. SAVED FOR Fil l Y CENTS. A cough 
that would hurry a man to the grave in a few 
months, can he completely cured in two or 
itwee «lavs with a fifty bottle of Hair's 
lhmay of llovn/nm nd and 'far. Sold by all 
l Mnggists. 
Pike’s Toothache Drops cure in 1 minute. 
The musical proficiency of a horse was re- 
mit l\ demonstrated by the fact that he went 
•Haight through the bars <»f a field without 
stopping or missing an oat. 
!%T4»rvou« and Nick Iflcadailic and Icii* 
ralgia. 
In almost every instance these diseases are 
produced by derangement of the digestive or- 
gans, an' 1 liver disease. Rarely, indeed, would 
any one mi tier from these diseases, if they kept 
their bowels regular and digestion good by 
proper attention to the liver, which is tin* great 
governor ot these functions. This can be done 
by taking Dr. Pierce's Holden Medical Dis- 
covery, with small daily doses of his Pleasant 
Purgative Pellets; they re-establish the action 
ot the liver, thereby purifying and enriching 
the blood, and effectually removing the cause ot 
t hose diseases. 
My brildders,” -aid Waggish colored Ulan 
to a crowd, “iii all affliction, in all ob your 
I rouble*., tlar is one place you can always find 
synijiathy." “Whar? whar?*’ shouted several. 
In d<* dictionary,” he replied, rolling his eves 
skyward. 
Inline Nal«*. 
Office of Lymans, Clare As Co I 
Wholesale 1 )ru“gists,Montreal, Jan. is, 1ST*.!. S 
James. I. Fellows, Kstj., St. John, N. Li. 
Dear Sir: W.* are happy to be able to re- 
port the favor with which your Syrup ot Hypo- 
phosphites is received wherever introduced in 
Canada. The sales, notwithstanding the high 
price of the article and the short time it has 
been be.lore the public, having attained very 
large proportions. Our own^sales during the 
past year have exceeded seven hundred dozens. 
We have no hesitation in recommending it to 
our friends as a preparation of undoubted 
merit. Yours very truly, 
LYMANS, CLARK & CO. 
“(iVntlemen. where do you think that beef- 
steak com s fromV” said the landlord, planting 
his thumbs in bis waistcoat armholes. “From 
near the horns,” was the quiet reply of one of 
the hoarders. It is singular, hut that landlord 
has not put any conundrums to those hoarders 
since. 
Centaur Liniment. 
There is no pain which the Centaur Liniment 
will not relieve, no swelling it will not subdue, 
and no lameness which it will not cure. This 
is strong language, hut it is true. Where the 
parts are not gone, its effects are marvelous. 
It has produced more cures of rheumatism, 
neuralgia, lock-jaw, palsy, sprains, swellings, 
caked breasts, scalds, burns, salt-rheum, ear- 
ache, &c.,upon the human frame, and of strains, 
spavin, galls, ,tc., upon animats in one year 
than have all other pretended remedies since 
the world began. It is a counter-irritant, an 
all-healing pain reliever. Cripples throw away 
their crutches, the lame walk, poisonous bites 
are rendered harmless and the wounded are 
healed without a sear. It is no humbug. The 
recipe is published around each bottle. It is 
selling as no article ever before sold, and it sells 
because it does just what it pretends to do. 
Those who now suffer from rheumatism,pain or 
swelling deserve to sutler if they will not use 
Centaur Liniment. Store than 1000 certificates 
of remarkable cures, including frozen limbs, 
chronic-rheumatism, gout, running tumors.Aw., 
have been received. We will send a circular 
containing certificates, the recipe, &c., gratis, to 
any one requesting it. One bottle of the yellow 
wrapper Centaur Liniment is worth one hun- 
dred dollars for spavined or sweenied horses 
and mules, or for screw-worm in sheep. Stock- 
owners—this liniment i- worth your attention. 
No family should be without Centaur Liniment. 
L B. Husk A Co., New York. 
CistouiA is more than a substitute for Cas- 
tor oil. It is the only safe article in existence 
which is certain to assimilate the food, regulate 
the bowels, cure wind colic and produce natural 
sleep. It contains neither minerals, morphine 
or alcohol, and i- pleasant to take. Children 
need not cry and mothers may rest. 
Wantki>, a farmer in every town us agent 
for the Collins Solid Steel Flows. For terms, 
write to Collins & Co., 212 Water streets, New 
York. 3m 
1*2 Samples i>v mail, fit) ets, retail quick for $lo> 
U. I WOLCOTT, 1S1 Chatham Sq., N. Y. 
Iyr26 
BELFAST PRICE CURRENT. 
Corrected Weekly for the Journal. 
'!>ki.fas r, Wednesday, Jane 11, I87:t. 
Flour, $9.50al3.50 
Corn Meal, 80a00 
Hye Meal, l.lOal.lf) 
Rye, yOal.OO 
Corn, SOaOO 
Barley, i»0af>5 
Beans, 2.50a3.00 
Marrowfat Peas, 1.20:11.GO 
oats, 50a<>0 
Polat oes, 40a45 
Dried Apples, (Ja8 
Cooking Apples, fK)a00 
Butter, 25a20 
Cheese, 18a20 
JOggs, 17al8 
Bard, 12a14 
Beef, 9a 11 
Baldwin Apples, l.oOaO.OO 
V eal, f»a8 
Dry Cod, 7a8 
Hound Hog, SaO 
(Clear Salt Pork, $J0a2? 
;Mutton per lb., IdaOO 
jLamb per lb., Ifao 
Turkey per lb., 15aU0 
Chicken per lb., 17aJ0 
{Duck per lb., lsa‘20 
Geese per lb., laaOO 
'Hay per ton, $ 12a14 
Cime, $1.40 aO.OO 
Washed Wool, 45aOO 
Unwashed Wool, :i5a00 
Pulled Wool, 45a50 
Hides, SaO 
Calf Skins, 17aOO 
SheepSkins, $l.oOa‘J.OO 
[Hard Wood, $<5.00a7.00 {Soft Wood, $4.00a0.no 
Dry Pollock, 41-‘ia5 
Straw.. $7.00as.00 
BRIGHTON CATTLE MARKET. 
Wkdnksday, June 4,1873. 
At market this week— 2353 Cattle; 5645 Sheep and 
Lambs; 15‘»5o Swine; Western Cattle 2137; North- 
ern Cattle and Working Oxen and Milch Cows 
135; Kastern Cattle, —. 
Prices of Beef Cattle per hundred lbs.live weight 
Kxtra quality, $700a$7 25; First quality,$6 50a7 75; Second quality, $6 00a$6 35; Third quality,$4 60a5 50 
poorest grade of coarse Oxen, Bulls, &c, $3 50a4 25. 
By the pound, dressed weight, from 5allc per lb. 
Hides—Hides 9 1 -2c; Tallow 6a6 l-2e per lb; 
Country Tallow 5a5 l-2c; Country Hides 9c per lb; 
Call Skius 16a20c per lb; Sheep Skins $1 75a 
2 5o. 
Working Oxen—We quote sales ot 1 pr, 7 It 2 in, 
$215; 1 pr, 7 ft, $200; 1 pr, 6 ft 8 in, $175; 3 pt, 5 It 8 
ill. $162; pr, o ft 6 iu $155; 1 pr 7 ft, $175. 
Milch Cows—Kxtra $56h90; ordinary $25a50, 
Sheep and Lambs—Delivered at Brighton, Iroin 
6 3-4a7 l-2c per lb. 
Swine—Store Pigs wholesale 7 l*2a8c; retail 8aloc 
per lb. Fat Hogs, 15,500 in market; prices 6a6 l-4e. 
BOSTON PRODUCE MARKET. 
Monday, Jove 9, 1872. 
BI T l'Klt—We quot e tine fall New York and Ver- 
mont butter at 2tia27o per lb; prime lots ot old at 
20i35c; fair to good at 22a25c. 
CHKKS1C--We quote Vermont and New York 
at I2al3 l-3c per lb: medium lactory at 12 l-2al-» l*2c; 
common cheese at 5a9c. 
KCGS—The market to-day is hardly so lirm,and 
^ lies have been made at lbal9c, and Southern and 
West, rn sell readily at 15al7e. 
BKANS— We quote choice mediums $7 55u2 70; 
choice pea beans $3 25a3 37; prime Kastern $3 Goa 
3 6u; yellow eyes at $3 50 per bush. 
DKLKD APPLKS- We quot'- at 7 1 -2a b 1-2C per 
lb fur Kastern sliced; 6 l-2a 7c 1-2 for Kastern quar- 
ters; 7as I-2c for New York sliced, and 6 l-2a7c for 
quarters; fancy Southern sliced soil at 7 l-2a« l-2c, 
and cumuiou bouthern apple at5a6-12c per lb. 
11AY — We quote prime hay at $27a23 per ton; 
cumuiou $16a22; Straw $26 a37 50 per ton. 
SPECIAL NOTICES. 
The Confessions of an Invalid, 
Published as a warning and lor the benefit of Y'ouug 
Min and otlurs who sutler from Nervous Debility, 
Loss OF MANHOOD, etc., supplying the means ot 
sell-cure Written by one who cured himself after 
undergoing considerable quackery, aud sent free on 
receiving a post-paid directed envelope. 
Sufferers are invited to address the author. 
NATHANIEL MAYFAIR, 
'•nH.isp Box 153, Brooklyn, N Y. 
CONSUMPTION CAN BE CURED. 
ECU KNCIv’S PULMONIC SYRUP, 
SCIIENCK’S SEAWEED TONIC, 
SCIIENCK’S MANDRAKE PILLS, 
Are the only medicines that will cure Pulmonary 
Consumption. 
Sometimes medicines that will stop a cough will 
often occasion the death of the patient. It locks up 
the liver, stops the circulation of the blood, hemor- 
rhage follows, and, in lact, clogging the action ol 
the very organs that caused the cough. 
Liver complaint and dyspepsia are the causes of 
two-thirds ot the cases of consumption. Many are 
now complaining with dull pain In the side, the 
bowels sometimes costive aud sometimes too loose, 
tongue coated, pain in the shoulder-blade, feeling 
sometimes very restless, aud at other times drowsy ; 
flu* food that is taken lies heavily on the stomach, 
accompanied with acidity and belching of wind. 
These symptoms usually originate from a disordered 
condition of the stomach or a torpid liver. Persons 
so affected, tf they take one or two heavy colds, and 
it the cough in these cases be suddenly stopped, the 
lungs, liver and stomach clog, and remain torpid and 
inactive, and bel'on the patient is aware of his situ- 
ation, the lungs an* a mass ol aores.aud ulcerated, 
and death is tin* inevitable result. 
Scheuck’s Pulmonic Syrup is an expectorant which 
does not contain ny opium, norauythiug calculated 
to check a cough suddenly. 
Schenck’s Seaweed tonic dissolves the food .mixes 
with the gastric juice of the stomach, digests easily, 
nourishes the system, and creates a healthy circula- 
tion ol the blood. When the bowels are costive, 
skin sallow aud the patient is of u bilious habit, 
Schenck’s Mandrake Pills are required. 
These medicines are prepared by Dr. .1. 11. 
SCHENCIv & SUN, Northeast corner of Sixth and 
Arch streets, Philadelphia, Penn., and for sale by 
GEO. C. GOODWIN & CO., 38 Hanover street, 
Boston, and JOHN F. HENRY, 8 College place, 
New Vork, Wholesale Agents. 
For sab* by Druggists generally.—ly3sp 
batchelqr*s~ h~aTr dye. 
This splendd Hair Dye Is the best in the world. 
The only Truei and Perfect Dye. Harmless, Reliable 
and Instantaneous; no disappointment; no ridicu- 
lous tints or unpleasant, odor. Remedies the ill ef- 
fects of bad dyes anil washes. Produces I.mmkiu- 
ai’ki.v a superb Black ok Natural Brown, and 
leaves the hair ci.kan, soft and bkautiffi.. 
The geuuine signed W. A. Batchelor. Sold by all 
Druggists. 
lylOsp CD AS. BATCHELOR I'rop., X. > 
REASONS WHY THE 
PAIN-KILLER! 
MANE D in 
PRRRY DAVIS SON 
IS THE 
Best Family Medicine of the Age. 
Amt win/ it should be kept always near at hand 
1st. Pain-KilU-r is the most certain Cholera 
cure that medical science has produced. 
-mi. i*a»»«-Killer, as a Diarrhoea and Dysen- 
tery remedy, seldom If everfaila. 
id. Pain-K iller will cure Cramps or Pains 
in any pait ol' the system. A single dose 
usually effects a cure. 
•1th. Paiaa-Kille will cure Dyspepsia and In- 
digestion, it used according to directions. 
5th. Pain-Killer is an almost never failing 
cure for Sudden Co ds, Coughs, &c. 
6th. Pain-Killer has proved a Sovereign 
Remedy lor Fever and Ague, aud Chill Fe- 
ver; it has cured the most obstinate cases. 
rtb. Pain>Killer an a liniment is umquitled 
lor Frost Hites, Chilblains, (turns, Bruises, 
Cuts, Sprains, &c. 
8th, Pain-K iller i as cured cases of Rlu umn 
tism and Neuralgia after jears standing. 
9th. Pain-Killer will destroy Boils, Felons, 
Whitlows Old Sores, giving relief from Pain 
after the first application. 
10th. Pain-K iller cures Headache, and Tooth- 
ache. 
11th. Pain-K iller will save you days of sick- 
ness and many a Dollar in time and Doctor’s 
Bills. 
1 Mh. Pain-K iller is a purely Vegetable pre- 
paration, sale to keep and to use in every family 
The simplicity attending its use, together with the. 
great variety of diseases that may be entirely- 
eradicated by it, a d the great amount of pain and- 
stitfering that can be alleviated through its use, 
make it imperative upon every person to supply 
themselves with this valuable remedy, and to keep 
it always near at hAml. 
The Pain-Killer is now known and ap- 
preciated in every quarter of the Globe. Physicians 
recommend it in their practice, while all classes of 
society have found in it relief and et mlort. Give It 
a trial. 
Be sure and buy the genuine. Kvery Drug- 
gist, and nearly every Country Grocer throughout the land keep It for sale. 4w48sp 
HOUSE PAINTING! 
Paper hanging, Graining and Glazing done in the 
best manner by 
M. A. CULLNAN. 
Painting aud Papering Front Halls, Parlors and 
Sitting rooms made a specialty. Orders left, on my 
slate at Albert C. Burgess’ Store or at my House 
> promptly attended to. :tm40sp 
A BOOH. FOB EYEB1 niH, 
THE “SCIENCE OF LIFE, OR SELF-PRES- 
ERVATION,” a Medical Treatise on the Cause and 
Cure ol Exhausted Vitality, Premature Decline in 
Man, Nervous and Physical Debility. Hypochondria, Impotency, Spermatorrhoea or Seminal Weakness, 
and all other diseases arising from the errors of 
youth or the indiscretions or excesses of mature 
years. This is indeed a book lor every man. Thou- 
sands have been taught by this work the true way 
to health and happiness. It is the cheapest and best medical work ever published, and the only one 
on this class of ills worth reading. 100th edition, 
revised, much enlarged.illustrated, bound in beauti- 
ful French cloth. Price only $1. Sent, by mail, 
Sost paid, on receipt of price. Address PEABODY IEDICAL INSTITUTE, No. -i Bulfinch street, 
Boston, Mass., or Dk. W. 11. PARKER, Assistant 
Physician. N. B. The author may be consulted on 
the above as well as all diseases requiting skill and 
experience. Iv39*p 
The Best Evidence! 
The following letter Iron! REV. E.S. BEST, Pas- 
tor M. E. Church, Natick, Mass., will be read with 
interest by many physicians. Also those suffering 
from the same disease as? afflicted the son ot the 
Rev. E. S. Best. No person can doubt this testi- 
mony, and there is no doubt about the curative 
powers of Veuktine. 
NatiS'Iv, Mass., Jan. !. ltCJ. 
Mr ii. R. Stevens: j 
Dear Sir—We have gocjtd reason for regarding 
your Ve«etink a medicine ot the greatest value. 
We feel assured that ii has been the means of sav- 
ing our son’s lile. He is now se\enteen years cf 
age; lor the last two years he has suffered from 
necrosis of his leg, caused by scrofulousatlectiou, 
and was so far reduced that all who saw him 
thought his recovery impossible. A council of able 
physicians could give us but tIn* faintest hope ot his 
ever rallying, two of the number declaring that he 
was beyond the reach of human remedies, that even 
amputation could not save him, as lie had not vigor 
enough to endure the operation. Just then we com 
menced giving him Vkurtink. and from that time 
to the present he has b.rn- continuously improving. 
He has lately resumed his studio.-, thrown away 
crutches and cane, and walks about cheerful and 
strong. 
Though there is si ill some discharge from the 
opening where his limb was lanced, we have the 
fullest confidence that iu a little time he will be.per- 
fectly cured, 
Hehas taken about three dozen bottles of \ KGE 
TINE, but lately uses but little, as he declares that 
he is too well K> be taking medicine. 
Respectfully yours, E. S. BEST. 
MRS. U. C. F. BEST. 
The range of disorders which yield to the influence 
ott hi medicine, and the number of defined diseases 
which it never fails to cure, are greater than any 
other single medicine has hitherto been even recoin 
men ted for,by any other than the proprietors of some 
quack nostrum. These diseases are Scrofula and .all 
Eruptive diseases and Tumors, Rheumatism, (.lout, 
Neuralgia, and Spinal complaints, and all inflam- 
matory symptoms, Ulcers, all Syphiltic diseases, 
Kidney and Bladder disease-, Dropsy, the whole 
train ol painful disorders which so generally afflict 
American women, and which carry annually thou- sands of them to premature graves; Dyspepsia, that 
universal curse of American manhood; Heartburn 
Piles, Constipation, Nervousness, inability to sleep 
and impure blood. 
This is a formidable list ol human ailments for any 
single medicine to successfully attack, and it is not 
probable that any one article before the public has 
the power to cure the quarter of them excepting the 
Vkwetink. ft lays the axe at the root of the tree 
of disease by first eliminating every impurity from 
the blood, promoting the secretions, opening the 
pores—the great escape valves of the system—invig- 
orating the liver to its full and natural action, 
cleansing the stomach and strengthening digestion. 
This much accomplished, the speedy and tin* per- 
manent cure of not only the diseases we have 
enumerated, but likewise the whole trim of chronic 
and constitutionl disorders, is certain to follow. 
This is precisely what \T <;rtine does, aud it docs 
it so quickly and so easily,that it is an accomplished 
fact almost before the patient is aware of it himse.f, 
4tfsp 
MARK! El). 
— 
in this city at the parsonage June 10th, by Rev. 
David N. Utter, Mr. Willard R. Young of Haverhill, 
Mass, ami Miss Mary I.. Roix, daughter ot Capt. 
W. R. Roix ot Belfast, 
iu Portland, 6th itist., Mr. Henry A. Pillsbury, ot 
Belfast, and Miss Elinor A. Desmou. ot Portland. 
In Bangor June Oth, by Rev. S. P. Pay, Mr. Win. 
S. Ellis ot Stockton, to Miss Carrie Gdaughter el 
H. A. Head, Esq. 
I In East Boston, June lutb, Stephen N.Stockwell 
to Mattie E. daughter ot Luther Webb, E-q.. ot 
Waldoboro'. 
In Whitetield, June '.'A, at the house ot the bride's 
lather, by Rev. W. O. Thomas ol Gardiner, Mr. 
Prank W. Knight of Pittston, and Miss Lydia A. 
Lewis of Whitetield. 
in this city June 8th, by Win. A. Pendleton, Esq., 
Charles II. Jameson of Lynn, M iss., and Aura A. 
Rathbone, of Northport. 
In this city. June 8th, hy Re\. W. L. Brown, Mr. 
Cyrus It. Hills of Lincolnville, to Miss Addin s. 
Prescott of Northport, 
In Camden, 4th inat., Mr. Walter S, (Hidden ol 
Boston, and Miss Josephine A., daughter of Hon, 
James Seward. 
In Rockland, May :11st, Mr. Edward K. Jones and 
Miss Addie Ulmer, both ol Rockland. May 2uth, 
Mr. Johh P. Edwards, of Rockland, and Miss Dora 
Weymouth of Deer Isle. 
In Hope, May 27th, Mr. John W. Sands, ol Seine, 
and Mrs. Anna B. McAllister ot Hope. 
| In Ellsworth, Mr. William Douglas and Mi-- i 
Emma P. Ingalls. Air. Alexander J. Fox and Miss 
Helen M. S unders, all ol E. 
In No. Penobsct. 20th ult,, Mr. Lemuler \\. Per- 
kins and Mrs. Angie 11. W.udvv. 11. both ot No. F. 
In Lebanon. l>th uit.. Air. Sinnm N Bicker and 
Miss Clara L. ltowe, both ol Shapleigb, Ale 
In Brooklin, 2f»th ult., Rupert W. Nutter and 
Martha M. Five, both ol B. 
In Sullivan,‘jlth ult.. Mr. Almon L. E-f rbrook 
and Miss Caroline A. Johnson, both ol S. 
I >1 K1 >. 
( Obituary noticesybeymd the Date, Xante and Ayr. 
must be paid for. J 
In this city June Otli, Mr. Benjamin F. Stephen- 
son, aged 56 years a months and 23 day 
iu this city June Nth, Airs. Mary Staples, aged 
about 60 years. 
In Stockton June >tli, Mrs. Li/./ie K. Carter, wile 
ot Win. H. Carter, aged 2;» years. Western papers 
please copy. 
In Palermo June 1st, Mrs. Marthu'Pinkham, wife 
ot David Pinkhani, aged :>«* years. 
hi Palermo May 20th, Mr. Isaac Brown aged 82 
years. 
Iu Monroe June f*th, David Mansur, aged 76 years. 
Hi Rockland. May 28th, Charles E., son of Herrick 
and Emma A. Lut kin^aged 7> y ears, :: months and 
16 days. May 30th, John, son ot Charles T. and 
Sarah Chaples, aged 4 years and a months. June 1, 
Mr Twisdeu Bowden, aged 68 years. 
At his residence in Cushing, May Moth, William 
Malcolm, Esq., aged 00 years, 2 month-. 
In Cushing, May 26th, C ha line, wtb: ol John II, 
Jameson, aged 34 years, 7 mouths and todays, May 
30th, iulant child ot the above. 
In Waltham, May 2d, Mrs. l.oviua Moore ol Ells- 
worth, aged 47 years, 6 months amt 20 days. 
SHIP ISTKWS. 
PORT Or IIKM1MI 
AKIM V KD, 
■Iunc *A1. Heh. Watson, Baker, Hopkins, New 
York. 4 
:»d. Seh. Wild Hover, l'rinee, Poitlaud. 
4th. Sell. Abby dale, West, Boston. 
bill. Sobs. (Jen. Mead, Patterson, Boston: Annie 
U. Lewis, Lewi;, JBuek.spoit; Queen of the West, 
Barber, Swan’s Island. 
SAILF.lL 
4th Sehs. Hero, Foss Bangor: P. M. Bonnie, 
Burgess, Carver’s Harbor; Vesper. Parker, Bangor. 
5th, Sch. Wild ltover, Prince, Camden. 
Hth. Sells. Lillian, Kvan, Boston; W. d. Lddie, 
Ryder, Fox Island; .lack Downing, Patterson, Rock 
land, S. «l. (ii'.more, Dutch, Wilmington. 
Launched ;.t Surry bill inst., from the yard oi d. 
VVr. Allen, a schooner ol 150 tons, named H. L. Cur- 
tis. She is owned by parties in Hurry and Bangor, 
and is to be commanded b> (’apt. Allen Mann. 
At Pembroke Itsth ult. byd. Frost, a three-masted 
sch. ol SjU tons, named Keystone and to be com- 
manded by ('apt. W. B. Hatch. 
The Press says four vessels arrived in Portland, 
Sunday, from the Newfoundland fishing bauks. The 
catch was very large, and they have heavy cargoes. 
Capt. McDonald ol'tlie schooner *‘(iood templar,’’ 
reports that two ol the crew of the schooner A Ne- 
Donald were drowned on the .'Utli ult. while1 cross- 
ing to another vessel in a dory. A still breeze 
sprang up and the dory was c.p-i/ed. One ol the 
men, Frederick Lorette bv name, was’a resident ot 
Long Island, wiicre his parents, who are French, 
reside. He was "1 jears of age and unmarried. The 
other man belonged in Fast port. 
OUTSIDE ATTRACTIONS ! 
Waldo Co,Trotting Park,Belfast 
Friday, July 4tli, 
1 H ? 3 
$325 IN PURSES! 
rill*?' !• UII*E -Open to all horses. 
$luO to first, $50 to second, t to third. 
*K€ONI» l»l ll*r. By horses that 
never beat 2 : »u. $50 to first, $*-'5 to second, $15 to 
third. 
TH111I1 1*liH*K *<»0. -For horses that 
never beat :i minutes. $ to lirst, $15 to second 
$10 to third. 
HONIIlTION*. Three to enter, two or more 
to start, in each race. Races to be mile heats, best 
three in five to harness. Entrance fee 10 per cent., 
and must accompany nomination All t it tries to 
be made on or before 10 o’clock TV M., .July .Id,to A. 
D. Chase, Belfast, Me. Hood day and good track. 
Hates open at 1 o,clock IV M.t trotting to commence 
at 2 o’clock. 
The Stallion YOUNH Bl (’HANNAN, owned by 
Mathews and Flynn of Seat-sport, one of thejfasteat 
live-year-olds in the State, will make one halt-mile 
heat between the heats ol the other horses. 
Admission, 25 Cents, Carriages, Free. 
Arrangements have been made for excursion over 
the Railroad and on the Boats with tree return 
tickets. 
During the afternoon some outside Sports will be 
offered, Catching the Creased Pig, Climbing the 
Slippery Pole, &c., with Liberal Premiums. 'The 
Helfant Cornet Hand will be in attendance. 
PER ORDER OF TRUSTEES. 
FOR JULY 4th. 
Elagu, Lantern*, 'Balloon*, Torpe- 
doe*. Fire (Packer*, &c. 
Wholenule tV Retail. 
For private use Our llu\e* of a**urted 
fiiere* are a specialty. They give the utmost sat- si action. C'oniinittee* of CitieN, Tow nt 
and C?lul»u who desire 1*1 BLIC DIN- 
PLAIN, are referred to our exhibitions the past 
ten years on Bouton Conaniou, under the di- 
rection of the City of Boston, as a guarrantee of 
excellence. 
Send for Price List. Order early and address B, 
T. WELLN, Agent of (lie Sew England 
Laboratory, C. E. Iflawten. I*yroto«*li- 
niut, Oltire »7 K in gw ton Ml., corner of 
Bedford Ml., BonIoii. iW-t'J 
4th OF JULY ! 
A GR AND 
CELEBRATION! 
Ol' the Anniversary of the 
Declaration of Independence 
AT BELFAST. 
— 
The Citizens oi Belfast wishing to give some at- ! 
tractive ami desirable entertainment to those who 
would visit them on the 4th of July, propose a Cele- 
bration, as follows 
1st. National Salute at Sunrise, Meridian and 
Sunset. 
“d. A very novel and attractive display of Fantas- 
tic* at ? l-J o’clock, A. M., made up ol the most 
ludicrous “take offs” on local and public affairs and 
introducing new arts and iashions. 
:Jd. At lo o’clock the Procession will be formed 
and march through the priucipal streets. It will 
consist mainly of the Committee of Arrangements, 
City Government. three Military Companies, three 
Fire Companies, live full Bras.- Bands and a general 
representation of the industries and private business 
ot our citizens, being in all the most imposing ot 
anything of the kind ever witnessed in this section. 
4th. A trial of the Fire Engines. 
5th. The Reading ot the Declaration of Indepen- 
dence aud a Public Oration. 
During the afternoon there will be a general 
mingling ot citizens and visitors In addition to some 
attractions offered by the Trustees ol the Fair 
Ground. 
t'.tli. A magnificent display ot Fire works in the 
evening tor which a liberal appropriation has been 
made. 
#~th. A Grand Ball, Military and Civic, at Hay- 
lord’s Opera House. 
Excursion Trains at reduced fares will run from 
Skowhegan and Dexter and all intermediate sta- 
tions. The Steamer Richmond will take Bangor and 
up river passsengers at half tare The Sandford line 
the same from Rockland and down river. 
The citizens’ committee xteud a very cordial in- 
vitation to the community to be present and take 
part in the Festivity. Every effort will bo made to 
make the day pleasant lor all. They also invite the 
eitizens to assist as much as possible in representing 
themselves and their business in the procession and 
in the decoration ot their residences and grounds. 
PER ORDER C(>M. OF A It R AN (4 EMENTM. 
T H E 
EQUITABLE 
L I F E 
liO Broadway, Hew York, 
1‘iiis Society does business upon the all cash mu- 
tual plan and divides ALL the net profits thereof 
among its policy holders. 
During each of the years I860, 1670, ii>71 and 1672, 
ir transacted more New Business than any other 
Life Insurance Comoany In the world. 
Assets, 1873, ... $21,000,00000. 
Income,.6,500,000 00. 
Surplus, Jan. 1st, ls7:t, 2.520,090 17. 
Sum Assured during lts?2, I ,... ,r, iNew Business.) » ul.Jll.O.VUO. 
The Society issues all the most desirable Forms 
ot Lift' and Endowment Policies, on which Divid- 1 ends will be paid annually. 
Also policies on 
The Tontine Dividend Plan! 
first introdaced by this Society, and 
Highly Recommended & Endorsed 
not only by the most eminent experts in Lite Incur 
ancf but 
By the Leading Business Men and Firms 
in the United States. 
This Society has earned and reserved FORTY- 
FOl.'R PER CENT, on the premiums paid on its 
Lite Policies and FORTY PER CENT, on Endow- 
ment Policies, which have been issued within the 
last live years on the TONTINE PLAN. 
the Tontine Plan before 
iiimniii*; your lift*. 
FRANK E. NYE, 
Gen’l Agent tor Central Me., Augusta, Me. 
I. M. BOARDMAN, :(ra4« j 
Agent for Waldo Co., Office No. 19 Main St. 
BELFAST, MAINE. 
W * *1" “ 
I M M‘E D I A T E L y ! 
A COOK. Apply to City Saloon. 
A R, CARTER. 
Belfast, June 12. tf49 
AHH A N< i RM I ',NTS 
FUR I HK 
Maine General Hospital Fair ! 
To be holden in 
CITY AND FLUENT 'HALLS, 
PORTLAND, 
Commencing June 10, at 2 P M, 
To Continue Eight Days and Evenings, 
'Sundays Excepted.) 
On each day alter the 10th the Halls will he opened 
from 10 o’clock A. M. until 10 o’clock P. M. 
Governor lVrham will deliver an Address at the 
opening ot the Fair 'Tuesday afternoon. Music by 
the Portland Band. 
The Refreshment Department, uuder the charge 
of the Ladies’ Executive Committee, will be in 
Fluent’s Hall, which will be connected with City 
11 all by a Bridge. 
Entertainments will be given each evening in Re- 
ception Hall. 
Rossini Hall will be used as a Picture Gallery 
where the largest and finest collection of Pictures 
ever seen in Maine will he exhibited. 
Among the other attractions will hi* an exhibition 
ot Glass Blowing, a raanufactoy ot Earthen Ware, 
Punch and Judy Show. Shooting Gallerv, &c., &c. 
Arrangements have been made with all Railroad 
and Steamboat lines in the State for half fare. Tick- 
ets good from the 10th to 29th ot June inclusive. 
Admission Tickets to the Fair will be sold with all 
hall tare tickets lor 26 cents each. 
Congress Hall will be open day and evening under 
the charge ol a competent person tor the use ot vis- 
itors to the Fair lrom out of the city. Entrance to 
this hall second door from Temple St., on Congress. 
Admission to ‘.he Fair 25 Cents. 
Contributions Tor the Fair will be brought free 
over any ot the Railroad or Steamboat lines in the 
State running to Portland, or by Eastern Express 
Company, if marked “Hospital Fair, Portland.” 
A. W. H. C'l.app, Chairman,] c. H. Haskell, Treasurer, ] Executive 
C. E. Jose, Secretary, I 
S.C.Gordn, ( 
s. H. Tewksbury 
H. F. Fijki.ish, 
F. II. Gkrkish, Committee. 
James E. c a rt k r 
B. & M. H. L. R. R. Co. 
VrOTICK 18 HEREBY GIVEN, to the Stock- 
.1n holders in tiie Beliast & Moosehead Lake Rail 
Road Company, that the annual meeting will beheld 
at the Court House in Belfast, on Wednesday, July 
‘-id, 1873, at lo o’clock in the forenoon, to act upon 
the following matt( rs,viz:— 
First, t o hear the Reports of the Treasurer and 
Directors of said corporation. 
Second. To elect nine (*♦) Directors lor the ensu- 
ing year. 
Third To transact any other business that may 
properly come before said meeting. 
Per order ot Directors. 
JOHN II. OUIMBY, Clerk, 
1 
Belfast, June lu, 1873.—3w4U 
OLIVER J. GRAFFAM, 
Agent & Marine Surveyor 
AMERICAN LLOYDS REGISTER! 
And lor rating vessels of all classes. iinJU 
ROCKPORI, MAINE. 
GEO E WALLACE, 
Attorney at Law! 
TELEGRAPH BUILDING, Belfast, It, 
>•=#-*AII business entrusted to him will receive 
prompt attentiou. tf49 
PIMPLES! 
I will send (free) recipe for H»y VEGETABLE 
BALM, removing Pimples, Black Worms, Blotches, 
Freckles, Moths, Tan and all Diseases of the Skin, 
leaving it c’ear and with a healthy glow. Also sure 
process for fine growth of Hair on bald loads or 
smooth faces. 
»w4'.* THUS. F. CHAPMAN, Chemist. 
P. O. Box f>,128. B>7 Broadway, New York. 
Schooner for Sale. 
Schr. JAMES WARREN, 28 tons, 
iOld measurement, well found and in 
good order. A good bargain will be 
given. 
anvsb KI.IaA r. M<’GUNK. 
Rockport, Juue 9, 1873.—3w49* 
Dissolution of Co-Partnership. 
THK CO-PARTNERSHIP heretofore existing under the name of Lkvvis & Ckosby Is dis- 
solved, and was dissolved in December 1871, by lim- 
itation. All persons having unsettled accounts 
which were contracted prior to that date (Dec. 1871) 
are requested to settle the same. 
GEO. W. LEWIS. 
WM. CROSBY. 
Belfast, dune 12, 1873,—3w4B 
Now have the pleasure of ottering to their 
traili: the genuine 
It is the glove which so many Americans 
bring home Irom Paris. All who have 
had them will he glad to be able, lor the 
first time to buy them in 
BELFAST! 
There are other Gloves known as 
“Jouvin’s.” Wh it we oiler i* the genuine 
ZZTE. JOTJVI1T 
For whieli we are the 
SOLE AGENTS IN BELFAST, 
We also have a lull line of 
THOMPSON’S BEST KIDS 
IN ONF, AND TWO BI'TTONS 
Flip qhnvp (ilnvps wi* ?n p spiling at pm- 
somible price.'. U4!> 
Eveiy Fair Warranted. 
For Sale 7 
ONE PAlll CART WHEELS a l a inch One set 1-4 ox wagon wheels, not ironed, aii 
white oak. Also a lew good bargain- in second hand 
wagons including one nice Portland style wagon. 
Inquire at A. P. MANSFIELD & CO. 
3w48* Foot of Main Street. 
WOOL CARDING! 
AT SEARSMONT. 
L. A. Knowlton it Co., W Coimnt, Fred A. 
Knowlt on, Agents. Belfast. 11. WING, 
Searsmont, June lid, lsra.- -t'.w4Seow 
GIG FOR SALeT 
A aNICE LIGHT GIG, made to order, and suita- ble for trotting or travelling. Apply to 
THOMAS T. LOGAN. 
Belfast, June 4. fits 
GEO. WOODS & CO’S 
ORGANS 
i he most remarkable instrument ever perfected 
capable of the most beautiful musical effects, and in 
the most elegant cases. 
ALL LOVERS OF MUSIC 
should see them, and hear their 
Combination Solo Stops ! 
w. c. TUTTLE, 
3in48 Of BF.I.FA.ST has them. 
Meadow King 
lhis Mower is now ottered to tanners lor tin*com 
inn harvest through agents in their :. ,vra! io;*::!it ;»■ 
Hu* large and iucreast d sale tor the past two sea 
sons warrant u» in saying tin M l.A in ) VV h 1 A <. ha 
more </uod points than any other A Tower in tU 
market. 
BEFORE YOU BUY A MOWER 
EXAMINE THE 
mi: a now it in or 
I i.i.us r it a ii:i< Dks. mf vi Ciu< i.ak, lull ol 
recommendations trom leading tanners, to be had 
of Agents or Kokwahi»i:i> Kitr.K nv Mail. on ap 
plication. 
TH£ HOLLINGSWORTH 
SULKY HAY RAKE 
This Hake is linishcd in a thorough manner. 
i 
WORKS ANYWHERE ! 
«■ CALL AND SEE I T ! •»« 
EXCELSIOR LAWN MOWER ! 
DOUBLE HARPOON HORSE HAY FORK! 
SUPERIOR HAY TEDDER! 
»• •- 
Descriptive circulars forwarded. tl lS 
FRED ATWOOD, Winterpori, Me., 
(leii’l Ag t Maine, .New Brunswick an iNova Scuii.i. 
A. J. IIAHKIMAN & CO., Agents, Belfast, 
HOUSE PAINTING! 
GRAINING, 
Glazing & Papering 
DONE IN WORMMANLIKE MANNER, 
Old Furniture Repaired & Painted 
Orders Kit it mv hop near the SHOE FAC- 
TORY or at CARLE & MORISON’S store will re 
eeive prompt attontiicm. 
B. B. WENTWORTH. 
Belfast. May IS '.wir, 
THE FLORENCE & HOWE 
For Salt* on LIBERAL 
and EASY TERMS. 
* Machine Stitching ol ail 
kinds, such as 
II EMM IN(J, 
FKLLINMi, 
CORDINd, 
BRAIDIN'!, 
TIT K f N(!, 
a lirFELIMij * FAMiOl l lNO, 
UlHLTINC! and 
KIXiE STITCH 1NU, 
DONE AT SHORT NOTICE by a nice operator on 
the Florence Sewing Machines, at most reasonable 
prices. 
(1 A R M K N T S 
Ofall kinds CUT AND MADK IO ORllKii. I'«r; 
tieular attention paid to the making ol HEN IS 
SHIRTS AND LA D1 ES’ UNDER UAUMI-NIE 
STAMPING tor HR AIDING and EMBROIDERS 
D 
Agency for BUTT ERIC K\S 1»A FER PATTERNS 
OF GARMENTS. A large assortment ot spring 
Styles just received. ...... ... 
CARTER’S PERFECTED II EMM ERs. lh> 
Best Dress Hoods and Flannel Hemnier in the mar- 
ket. TRY IT, PRICE $l.oo. 
Attention is called to LIl’lLL^ NEEDLE 
SHARPENER, POLISH ER and CASE combined, 
for sharpening and polishing all kinds ol needles, 
and totheCRESENT BUTTON-HOLE CU 11 r. L, 
cutting any size button-hole, Examine them. 
The best quality of Cotton, Silk, Oil, Noodles and 
attachments for all kinds ol Sewing Machines kept 
constantly on hand. 
^ OPKI oei v Cieaiug until M TO 
o’clock. 
IV. 14. 1l4MUMO.fi, Agent, 
;>t) Iff .tin Ntroel. 
(Up Stairs) Over Carle & Morison’s Hardware Store 
134 Belfast, Me. 
REMOVAL! 
After .iune 7th dr. wa iters’omce will be removed from Roulston’s Block to tin* late 
RESIDENCE OK CAPT. DAVID NICHOLS. 
Searaport, March *o. 3mos4«i 
FRESII ARRIVAL 
OF DRY AND 
FANCY GOODS 
-AT- 
Bflorge W. Burkett & Co’l 
-- 
Another Fresh Stock of DRESS 
GOODS, New Shades and Low 
Prices. 
Arlington DRESS GOODS, 
only 3d cents per yard. 
DRESS CAMBRICS,the latest 
styles selling very cheap. 
JAPANESE SILKS in great 
variety selling at dl) per cent, less 
than last yeai 
■« 
A toll line of GRENADINES 
in the best styles. 
^ 
SHAWLS just arrived, striped 
and figured Paisley at low prices. 
PARASOLS, a large assort- 
ment just received. 
HOSIERY !00 dnrpn inure 
uf these goods received, selliim at 
17<-, former price 20c. 
All qualities ut Hi >SE on hand 
at price.-; that, cannot he met by 
the closest, eompetition, 
TOILET QUILTS, 
LINEN TOWELS, 
NAPKINS AND 
TABLE DAMASKS 
On exhibition, at prices that will 
please each and every one, 
«• 
C3r i v e U s a, Call ! 
-♦ 
(t, W. BURKETT & CO., 
^ Hay ford Block, Church St., 
BELFAST. 
NEW STORE! 
AM 
! NEW GOODS! 
j Just opened at Brooks consisting of DKY and J FANCY (iOOL>S also :t good stock of 
FAMILY GROCERIES 
And in connection tin* Froprietor begs leave to in* 
form his former patrons and good sewers generally 
that !'e has just returned troni Boston and has a 
large stock of vests on hand. 
is/-; nm: rs .1 cm /. !j& 
S. L. DODGE. 
Crooks, May ~'J. tH7 
A. E. DURHAM 
RF.SPF.CTFULDY INFORMS tin Citizens ol Belfast ami the public generally flint is at 
the old stand, corner ot Main and Washington 
streets, where he k« eps the following kinds ot Fish 
at WHO Cl'S A LF. AND RKTAIL. 
FRESH FISH! 
Salmon, Halibut, Codfish, Haddock, 
Mackerel, Shad and Lobsters. 
DRY FISH! 
English Codfish, Pollock, Hake, 
Haddock and Cusk. 
PICKLED FISH! 
Mackerel, Halibut’s Fins, Tonguos 
aud Sounds, Codfish and Herring. 
S M 0 K ED FISH! 
Salmon, Halibut, Alewives, Herring 
and Iladdies. 
lie also keeps a choice Stock of Cm HOC K 111 Eft 
constantly on hand all ot which will be sold as low 
as can be bought. Persons desirous of of purchas- 
ing will tind it to their interest to call on the Sub- 
scriber who i 11 take pleasure in waiting upon tin in. 
Hoods will be delivered In any part of the city free 
of expense. He would say to the country trade that 
he i-» receiving large quantities ol .Smoked Alewives 
which wili be sold at Boston prices, freight and 
other expenses oil. 
A E. DURHAM. 
Belfast, Muy Uth, IS?:', 
A QUIET DOMESTIC ! 
A DOMESTIC BLESSING! 
A DOMESTIC LUXURY I 
A DOMESTIC NECESSITY ! 
THE "LIGHT RUNNING" 
“DOMESTIC” 
h—< •• c-t- 
S' S' c»* ^ 
”<2 S« 
2 ^ * ^ 5'” ° 
* S' ^ w 
v O P> 
® ”3 >1 M 
?ggP< 
T’crq Kj 
FIFTY PER CENT. SAVED! 
iNo power Is so costly as that ot human muscle 
and lilty per cent, ol the power required to run a 
Sewing-Machine may he savt d by using the 
“LIGHT RUNNING” 
“DOMESTIC.” 
IT MARKS THK 
I.OOK STITCH 
With the least and most simple machinery ot any 
SHU TTI K Sew i ng-M aclii ne .It, therefore, W K A RS 
LKSS than any any other, and combines, with its 
remarkable simplicity and ease of running, great 
quietness ot operation with a wonderlul range ot 
work. We are also Agents tor the improved Singer 
Machine. We sell on very liberal terms. Don’t 
tail to call and examine. 
POTE & QUIMBY. 
Iteltast Dec. Vt. ti:M 
31;i<*liinists W'anted ! 
r|’HHiEF. or FOLK first class workman wanted 1. immediately. Apply ;-t Belfast Foundry Co. 
VVM. W. CASTLE, Pres’t. 
Bellast, June 3, 1373. tf4>$ 
G. E. J OHM S O N, 
Attorney at Law! 
k 10 Main St.. (s",co°“Vg1,^.0r) Belfast, 
Pure Spruce Gum! 
Just received :tt MITCilKU/S. 
y E * t n t H i: it M' 
WANTED IMMEDIATELY 
bu I U luo VKST MAKI Kb can tind good work tiy 
appiving at once to 
J. L. SLEEPER, 
No. 56 Main St. 
Bellied, Mnv Jrtli, 1 >:—HIT 
ADVERTISER 
Job I’KiitTiKti Office 
\n. 10 Main Si, (Up Stairs,) Belfast, Mr. 
G. W. BURGFSS, Proprietor. 
/«*-' frders promptly attended to.«£& >y37 
BRADLEY’S 
l L, SUPER PHOSPHITE! 
For sale bv the Subscriber, at iV > 1 Wintekpokt. 
B. PLUMMER 
I April _ lN'.t. —tf43 
ELMER SMALL, M. D.f 
Physician-Surgeon 
Belfast, Maine. 
OK KICK 
t >v»r < i.i'V. i.i Book! 
Store-, Main St. 
KRSIDKNi'K 
Cor:. ; •( 31 i I lor ft Con 
gross Sts. tt 
1.5.000 1*0 KGS 
b Style Wail Paper! 
In Gold, Satin, White and Brown, selling very low 
at .1. C. THOMPSON’S Furniture, ( rockery Wan 
and Boom Paper Store, (’nr. Mam and High Streets, 
Bella.-1, AI, 
Mew Firm. 
ClATES A. STICKNEY dealer- in Bool's, SHOKi, Rphukhs, mock A Finding*. respectfully 
announce to the citizens ot Belfast and icinity thut 
lhev are now prepared to give as good bargains in 
the above as can be had in the city, and hope by 
strict attention to business to merit liberal share 
of your patroua^. 
G'-nt’s calfboots, sewed or pegged, made to order 
on short notice. Repairing neatly and promptly done, 
NO. ~'S, ( US TO M HOUSE SQUARE. 
J. U. CATES. .Ik., E. U. STICKNEY. 
Belfast. Mav .7 ls?;t. 
M;unil;u iuuhI ut MITCUKLI/S tor the 
wholesale trade. 
Call and See 
as good an assortment of WOiH.KN' GOODSfct a 
grades, usually found m a 
Also Trimmings to correspond, which arc being 
manufactured to order by first-class •■vouKineu at ua 
low prices as the tinier w ill mlnni 
Cl T11NG attended to mi all its brunches by m> 
sell. 1 have also a tine a-sortment ot 
FURNISHING GOODS 
ot all kind-. PAPER C<> 1.LA RS 10 cents a box. 
..r .1 boxe- tor ~5 cents, in all sizes and all the otho 
better grades of Collars. till 11. I.. LORD. 
A. J. HARR1IYIAN & CO. 
KKl'.r ( ONS I AN 1 I.V UN HAND A FOt.l. 
vss<nn-.MKNi or 
Hardware, Iron and Steel, Cutlery. 
Paints, Oils, Varnishes, Nails, 
Carraige Woods, Trimmings, 
Agricultural Implements. 
See., Se.e. 
at it iioi.iAii.i o it urrtii. 
No. tIO M;i in SI rot ■ (. 
Belfast, Feb. 1", IS. :. timosTc 
F>XJ ^ LIES 
i 
C. II. M ITCH ELL 
aiuiouiK'i s t<« the citizen- Ih-l'nst ami vicinity 
that he In- opened Ki t ! 1 >epartnient in uinmm 
tion with his wnolesao whin he will keep un 
.issortnu nt of Freie h ,.u i Done -• ic » .-elect lonerv 
in tim’acturetl at his plaer troui t best ot <>ruuu 
luted Sugar. 
DEITTISTRV! 
DR. G-. P. LOMBARD, 
WiuceNlor la Hr. 4 TlOfillii 
•-’N Air -till !•> loiiinl it tie id -mid ■ 
/fPStesSSfc. Pr- 1 'i ii. .'I t t. reh in '. M f Jr Spring -11. -. ! I a II the late- 
improved instruments |.>i | ■ iiing iij n teeth, in 
eluding 
MORRISONS DENTAL ENGINE! 
by whit b the process is n ndered much less painful 
and te lion- than i»v the old methods, leeth insert 
.d in L'ut-hii Ct‘tlnl>'i'f />’«se, as persous prefer, 
lie ha? the count) right to the use ot 
Dr. Folsom s Improved Dental Plates. 
1 iiticular attention gittut., making and inserting 
artificial tooth. tt-h' 
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MILLINER'S- 
-AM) 
FAlTCTSr GOODS 
.lust iveeived trom my own sel. etion in tlie Mar- 
ket all the leading styles in Bonm is, II it*, Ribbon* 
and Flowers. Sehool Hats from TJ ct«. up Shaker 
Shades &e. Abo a new >tock of Ladies’ l ies, Kid 
(iloves, l’ar bob, Hosiery, Corsi-ts, Hoop Skirt.*, 
Traveling Bags & Basket*. I have a complete line 
ot all the above goods in all tlie ditfcrcut •tualitte*. 
My triends and customer* will find my stock the 
largest and cheapest stock in the city as 1 never 
have been undersold on a single article that 1 keep, 
1 ourw Truly, 
B F. WELLS. 
% 
_r_.('e notice to the citizens ot Belfast 
that l will be at the store ot Oakes Angii r Saturday- 
aitt moons, from '* until ft P. M.. tor the purpose of 
receiving taxes. 
1 > A N I K 1. L PLIi'HKK, ('ullhiluK, 
Bel fast, Sept. t * 1 :t 
Who told our Secret. 
he smith wind came laden with perfume 
Ki-mii pink and white blossoms al play: 
\’ night the warm kisses of summer 
! !he ilelira'e rose lips of May. 
-s -Hied down through the branches 
!;• muioi)' dance with the shade, 
w the green *arpct 
B< ea'.li the old apple trees laid. 
M an ■ were Hushed as if morning 
Had ; in i them with roseate light, 
M'tPV drifting like snow Hakes, fell softly 
r* udlet- of crimson and white. 
11 *11 reniein’n r the nook where you told me 
! hoe that shone clear in votir eyes, 
M ■! < 1 h'tencd. and wandered, and trembled. 
Bewildered with sweet, glad surprise. 
’Vo thought in tin silent old orchard. 
i nr n.t one ouid bear our sweet words: 
1' u tiur.k td our mi-chievous neighbors, 
I impudent, e:«\es-dropping birds? 
1 v l you think, as we kissed ’neath the curtains 
of gossamer crimson and white, 
«•' round Pttle eyes just above us. 
That peered at u- lull of delight? 
R •;» dink heart! us and watched us: 
1'iie king ol the gossips i„ lie! 
H aM'td't 1 anti shouted the storv 
I -ugh m- n low and thicket and tree. 
v *w. vvueii 1 sit in the orchard, 
\hm watch ’.he last blossoms flout down, 
v think *j iti.it day with it' story, 
\ ; am when tiie leaves shall 4 be brown, 
i <«ii sg ben* mi e more by your tlarling, 
: iny b. art ! > sweet Pinnies is thrilled: 
I tc -odd* n!v. *mt and round me. 
!'!<• *tt -itlimit aii is all tilled 
" th ! witter, and bubble, uud warble 
Krmn ones ol the bn wn little throat-. 
I n.ai p-mt out liieir rapturous gladness 
II iin \, jubilant notes. 
1 hr r«- l-bre »sted robin pipes loudly. 
Hr »\t*s her!" and -weeping around, 
;.t -w allows respoml with their twitter, 
\ i. bia. Ubit ds re-.-, ho the sout. I. 
•m- oriole bangs from the tree-top. 
And whittles .! tnPdlv and shrill. 
Aim Hit tlinish warbles clearly "be loves 
him!” 
V\ flute-like >■ rleii/a an 1 h ill. 
ng t»t the go—iping siugeis. 
*• .1 ,j |,k g*.sjp-> and sings. 
\i tin me and lilting above me, 
1 _• and : .'tiers, am! swings. 
ol 1 1.- at lliv blushes, 
V\ T'i t ips\ delirious glee— 
lu.. books in the city ! 
Mr..i tor >ourself, love, and see! 
Hie River of Life. 
:‘i *\ ii ih.it lull stream ol life? 
> »; *l weal v feet. 
•:n |■!* isiires, pains, and *U ife, 
v. v rind -l complete; 
ug heart of grief, 
tin- tii.oluug brow of pain, 
pes :liat fade as hides ihr leaf 
to m ah tin- autumn’s chilling rain. 
\u : mi that brink may sorrow die, 
ismav 
ng ! bos, v\ all passing l'\. 
l *ugh t. i- of heavenly verdure stray. 
H"-i. \ugeh who for man of old 
T‘ r.i ; nealing waters sti red, 
x a- v\ easeles.ilv hath rolled 
flo.n. w'lnise voice no m m hath heard. 
v» making glad the land 
R- mg- lo-t m glorv trod. 
b- : us -nil, guid si by His hand, 
Vo tl fair di\ of our God! 
A Woman's Plot. 
A wmdnw itt plate-glass, draped with 
» iii tji »in* vase, overrun with smilax ; 
*1 trk wcmuib lace. with a red rose in 
ha T'll- what Olive Fay saw as 
">d au ailing entrance at the door of 
lit- Montmorency's. 
A negro servant answered her sum- 
mons 
H* showed her into the drawing-room, 
nn purple, ehony and gold. She sank 
wrjti into one of the velvet chairs, 
i.r.ugti aweil and made nervous by the 
-ph-liiiid place. 
W bile sh«- waited, a silvery bell some- 
•*hcn in the silent house rang out the 
>u loir.. The short winter afternoon 
was drawing to a close. 
A -tei on the -tair—a woman’s tall tig- 
re in tie- arched doorway. The same 
0 k !at « with a ro.-e in the hair, which 
• iv. had -ecu at the window. 
M -- ; a\ <aid Miss Montmorency. 
N : < dive*’ then? and no smile—no 
Hu- taint red in the girl’s cheek 
dropped out entirely. Her last slight 
-trength -cemed deserting her—the room 
1 led -she dropped to the Hoor. 
Fainted !” exclaimed Miss Montmo- 
rency in dismay. 
1 .iv- awoki* in a room of rose-hue and 
hamber with silken hangings 
1 pan- ird walls. A withered old woman 
a Wig -!<K>d beside the bed. 
*• kne'-- is better. You will sleep 
•v mil-." she said, with a strong 
; -h a• -‘-••lit. And weary and weak as 
» ttlo child, Olive slept again. 
Hu! a nightmare dimly haunted her 
am- the Jrcadlul gliost of the reality. 
IF 'lying mother had written to Miss 
d.*:.*iimn v. !n-r cousin, that she was to 
\<.ling, beautiful daughter unpro- 
ai;d would cousin Hcloise shield 
r h mi the snares of the world, for the 
•nnnon humanity ? Olive was an 
»*-- in a small way, but she would be 
tggai in tin- world lor the light of 
ui: an aib-otion and if little love were 
■i toe -olitai v girl, the mothers spirit 
Wi old Ide-- the 1- >ver. 
Mi" M Titn.oiincv had dropped the 
mt' a -crap-jar. The girl could 
*■ p'.i <* there—yes; but Miss Mont- 
: < v 11• \rr loved anybody. 
r it b boudoir door. Mercie. 
own old maid, came in. 
Met Fay is better.” 
then -be will do by her- 
ere. Mercie, these laces have 
-• : -it 'iMiiii* from the laundry torn to 
: ag- 
v exclaimed the little French- 
w man. \\ weakness was laces. 
dw : in the Montmorency man- 
w ;!I• nt a welcome. No living 
"od li been more unobtrusive. 
a. k dress, with her pale, 
-' -In- -tide about tin* rich, silent 
Mi" Montmorency was civil, 
1 
■ \ iut--ei ved her respectfully. 
•' 1 v -b leit heiself perishing. 
\ 'M ; r ug 'ii'p at the stone entrance 
-i at the door-bell—Ignace Mont- 
nn d th< home of his boyhoi id. 
M li a II. brushing his great, 
!• ini.11 — n iir ai ross her cold cheek— 
» do yon do.’ and how ale Pluto and 
:h« puppies :j" 
M — jlonliiioivni y rang the hell. Mer- 
ic auswcrcil it. 
Me:.-i.-, \ou will cin|iiire of'the coach- 
■ i.a liow Pinto and the |ill|i))ics arc." 
It'tcicc la ighed and threw himself hack 
'In oaken chair 
Now. Ileloise, don't. I’m just ahold 
s lied out by the proprieties now. 1—” 
Va arc twenty-tour years old, Ignace. 
I would like to have you have some re- 
gal i loi the lilliess ot things." 
I he lirighi blonde head sank lor a min- 
utt liow little lo- stately cousin knew 
*'• ■ it hearts, and how recklessly some 
ini.j*cv:iiiients worked olf mi excess of 
!e. mg. Hut -In* had taken the place of 
1,1 hi >i"ici to him since childhood. 
He \v:;s tin- piide of her lilt*: that he was 
-;ii. ol. So the bright head went up 
alld lglcu'<* Went ofl t() SCI* llis llOI’SC 
and jm»int• t"i himself, merrily whist- 
ling. 
If.- c;tiiu* back in half an hour. 
Hcloi-e, wt- must he off to Sparrow- 
id-: the hunting is going to he prime 
ifos year.’” 
H« tore siip|M*r he stumbled over Olive, 
< U! led np in a recess of the library, read- 
ing. 
I l**g \our pardon! Why, f don’t 
kte.vv you!" \va- his characteristic saluta- 
tion. 
I am Olive Fay,” she said timidly ris- 
ing 
1 hank you. I am Ignace Montmo- 
n* '. my cousin lleloise’s atlliction. 
i u’ve heard her C(i|n|>laill of me. doubt- 
less. it you’ve been here long. Now, 1 
wa- tr\ing to find my old Robinson Cru- 
I wonder it you would help me!” 
llow that bright, rollicking lace and 
magical tone warmed her heavy heart! 
In a moment they were searching the 
book shelves, happy as two careless chil- 
dren. For she was young, poor Olive; 
with the shadow ol a chance she would 
have lieen sunny. 
Well. In- was life, heaven itself, to her 
—tin- mercurial young scion of that 
stately name, she breathed, moved, hoped 
again. 
Mr. Montmorency looked surprised. 
“Why, tiie girl is very pretty.” 
“You are as pretty as an apple-blos- 
som, Olive,” said Ignace. “You were 
iurl dying out to be hearted up a little 
when I came, weren’t you P” 
For ignaee, with all his reckless dis- 
regard of proprieties, was not shallow. 
Indued, his was too true a nature to be 
deceived by any shams. And to these 
warm words, Olive responded by a con- 
vulsive little sob, and then a quick laugh. 
She was too proud to complain. 
“I'mph ! I ’spent MissIIeloise is going to 
let Mr. Ignaee marry his cousin. ’Taint 
good for cousins to marry,” observed one 
servant to another in the hall. 
•They’; second cousins,” returned 
C’hloe, busy polishing the silver knob. 
Miss Montmorency, at the head of the 
stairs, beard. She came down, and passed 
without a sign, but her proud spirit was 
in a turmoil. Insolent underlings! How 
dared they imagine anything so absuied? 
—Ignaee marry that puny tiling! Why, 
he wasn’t ot a proper age to marry. The 
Montmorencys never married young. 
Here she grew more profound in her 
meditations, but soon started from them 
angrily at the sound ol merry laughter in 
the breakfast room, where Ignaee and 
Olive were at a late meal. 
••She must be put down, abolished, ex- 
tenuinated she hissed, her countenance 
all changed by anger. 
Sparrowfields was the country seat ot 
the Montinorenejs. Here Ignaee kept his 
precious hunting and fishing traps unmo- 
lested. Here he revelled in all active 
phy sical sports to his heart’s content. Miss 
Montmorency liked the air; and so gener- 
ally cann1 once a year. She drove about 
a little, and cultivated (lowers. Olive 
came because no excuse could be found 
for leaving her in the city. But Heloise 
hated her. She had rather Ignaee should 
not marry at all. But marry Olive he 
should not. 
1'hey remained very late at Sparrow- 
lields. As Ignaee said, the hunting was 
so extremely good. 
They staid until the ice began to form 
m Willow hake. Then Ignaee proposed 
that they should stay and have a Christmas 
party there, it would lie so jolly; and, to 
( verybody’s surprise. Miss Montmorency 
consented. 
She wrote out the invitations, helped to 
dress the tree ; then she pretended to be in 
a quandary' about a certain kind of wax 
candle, which she could not trust a servant 
to purchase. 
"Let me go,” said Olive. “It is a 
bright, bracing day, and I would like to 
walk off my headache.” 
Miss Montmorency’s gray eye glittered 
under their long, narrow litis. 
I bank you, Miss Fay. It would, in- 
deed, be a great favor. You had best cross 
the lake on the ice, or your walk will be 
too long. 
1 low the sun shone as she set out. 
livery thing was in a dazzle ot diamond 
light. 
When she crossed the little lake the ice 
was sale. She ordered the candles and 
came back. 
Then the ice was thin. She did not 
think there might be danger, though she 
saw the water upon it. She set her little 
rubber overshoe upon the edge, and then 
commenced running, for she had been 
absent nearly three hours, and the hour 
lor dining at Sparrowfields was 
A warning crack, a thrill ot terror, a 
slide, a fall, and with a crash, the ice sep- 
arated into a thousand silvery fragments, 
and the girl descended into the deep, 
black water. One cry of horror broke 
Ir an her lips before she disappeared. 
Haste, 1'luto, bounding ak'.ig the heavy 
road, yon rider heard that eiy. l)o your 
best, brave pointer, to save the innocent 
young girl, beloved by your master. 
Fortunately the lake had no current, 
fhe lirs* eager effort was successful. She 
I opened her eyes in Ignaee’s arms. He 
wrapped her in his cloak, dinted into the 
| saddle. 
“Darling, it is dangerous to cross the 
lake so early in the season. Why did you 
try to do it ?” 
“Miss Montmorency told me.” 
A Hash ot the steel-blue eyes. 
“She knew. Has she dared ?” 
lie bore her home. 
This is my house, Heloise Montmorency. It shall never shelter a would-be mur- 
deress !” 
A tigerish fierceness shone for a mo- 
ment in her cold eyes. But if was steel 
eut steel. The injury had been too deep 
even lor bis waim heart’s iorgiveness. 
“Go!” 
And -die went out of their lives, and 
left them to each other in happiness. 
Tuansiixed. We shall never forget that evening we spent at Magrmler’s years 
ago. We admired Miss Magruder, and 
we went around to see her. It was sum- 
mer time, and moonlight, and she sat up- 
on the piazza. The carpenter had been 
there that day, gluing up the rustic chairs 
on the porch, so we took a seat on the 
step in trout of Miss Magruder, where we 
could gaze into her eyes and drink in her 
smiles. It seems probable that the car- 
penter must have upset his glue-pot on the 
spot where wo sat, lor a couple of hours, 
and drinking several of her smiles, we 
tiled to rise for the purpose of going 
home, but found that we were immovably fixed to the step. Then Miss Magruder said : “Pon’t be in a hurry,” and wo told 
her we believed we wouldn’t. The con- 
versation had a sadder tone after that, 
and we sat there thinking whether it 
would he better to ask Miss Magruder to withdraw while we disrobed and went 
home in Highland costume, or whether 
we should urge her to warm up the poker, 
or whether we should give one terrific 
wrench and then ramble down the yard backward. About midnight Miss Magru- der yawned, and suit I she believed she 
would go to bed. Then we suddenly asked her it she thought her father would 
have any objection to lending us Ids front 
Hops lor a lew days, because we wanted 
to take them home for a pattern. We 
think Miss Magruder must have enter- 
tained doubts o! our sanity, for she rushed 
in. called her father and screamed. Ma- 
gruder came down with a double-barreled 
gun. Then we explained the situation in 
a whisper, and lie procured a saw and cut 
out the piece ol step to which we were 
attached. I lien we went home wearing the patch, and bet ore two o’clock crushed 
out our young love for Miss Magruder. We neyer called again, and she threw 
horselt away on a dry goods man. There 
is a melancholy satislaction in recalling these memories ol youth, and reflecting 
upon the influence ol glue upon the emotions of the human heart. 
An ()i.d Fashioned Motiiek. Tliank 
(iod some of us luive an old-fashioned 
mother—-not a woman of the period, en- ameled and painted, with her great chig- 
non, ln*r curls, bottines, whose white 
jewelled hands have never felt the clasp of baby lingers, but a dear old fashioned 
sweet voiced mother, with eyes in whose 
depths the love-light shone, and brown 
hair threaded with silver, lying smoothly 
upon her faded check. Those dear hands, 
worn with toil, which guided our totter- 
ing steps in childhood and smoothed our 
pillow in sickness. Blessed is the memory ot an old fashioned mother. It floats to 
us now like the beautiful perfume of some 
woodland blossoms. The music of other 
voices may lie lost, but the entrancing 
memory of hers will echo in our souis 
forever. Other faces will fade away and lie forgotten, hut hers will shine on until 
the l^ht from heaven’s portals shall 
glorify our own. 
A Beai tii i i. Kxcekiment on sound. 
the following beautiful experiment de- scribed by Frol. Tyndall, shows bow 
music may be transmitted by an ordinary wooden rod. In a room two floors beneath 
bis lecture-room, there was a piano which 
an artist was playing, but the audience 
could not hear it. A rod or deal, with its 
lower end resting upon the sounding- 
board of the piano, extended upward 
through the two floors, its upper end ex- 
posed before the lecture table. But still 
no sound was heard. A violin was then 
placed on the end of the rod, which was 
thrown into resonance by tiie ascending thrills, and instantly the music of the 
piano was given out in the lecture-room. 
A guitar and a harp were substituted for 
the violin, and with the same result. The 
vibrations ol the piano-strings were com- municated to the sounding-board, they traversed the long rod, were reproduced by the resonant bodies above, the air was carved into waves, and the whole musical 
composition was delivered to the listening 
nmlienre. ° 
Hthj l^tortiscnunts. 
12.000. 000_ ACRESl 
Cheap Farms! 
The cheapest Land in market for sale by the 
Union Pacific R. R. Company 
In the Great Platte Valley. 
3.000. 000 Acres in Central Nebraska 
Now for sale in tracts of forty acres and upwards on 
FIVE and TEN YEARS’ CREDIT AT (5 VEU CENT. 
No ADVANCE INTEREST REQUIRED. 
Mild and healthful climate, fertile soil, 
AN ABUNDANCE OF GOOD WATER. 
THE BEST MARKET IN THE WEST! The 
great mining regions of Wyoming, Colorado, Utah 
and Nevada being supplied by the farmers in the 
Platte Valley. 
Soldiers Entitled to a Homestead of 100 Acres! 
THE BEST LOCATIONS FOR COLONIES. 
FREE HOMES FOR ALL! Millions of acres of 
choice Government Lands open for entry under the 
Homestead Law, near this Great Rai road, with 
good markets and all the conveniences of an old 
settled country. 
Free passes to purchasers of Railroad Land. 
Secitonal Maps, showing the Laud, also new edi- 
tion of Descriptive Pamphlet with new Maps Mailed 
Free e/erywhere. 
Address 
O. F. DAMS, 
Land Commissioner U. /’. A\ 
Omaha, Ned 
GIVEN AWAY. A beautiful Chromo — but not with a 
paper whim you have to xvuit a/ year for, but with t:u* fiiireka Chromo Casket the lufs' \cst novelty of the *1 iy, 
and agent* are gelling it with .A, ^ \astoiiishiug rapid.ix. One of our agents taking\ll)4 order* In 1 *! 
and others are doing/'Av VCCieqtiallv as u. :t 
given ail OiH lir.>im.j > W vV. 1» *x 10 in, he*. Toaity 
purtics who wish wer«''--. will send full .iip- 
tive circular of both'x S Casket & Clirom. s. 
is your time to t/iuA- \C3* -*JyS// moix i/. Samp: -nt 
ami also a Chromo will \ "\e) / be sent post paid for > I."V 
Send for our new Irt pug«\ /catalogue. Sent Tree p,.st aid. 
UO.\l>, MAUI IN & CO.V Sl*t:iMii ii.].j), M a.-s.\, iii si. 1 > 
A GREAT OFFER! »sc,VvwSs5. 
will dispose of lOO PfAIO§ f OltG.t H W if 
ttr.*t cla*t maker*, including %\ ITEHM', at. 
(•Umu^lj low price* for ca*h. or port 
cash, and balance in *uiall monthly payment.„*. 
Mow ?Ocl»vc tirwt-rla** IM UON. nil 
niotlern improt emeiiO. for ffC-Sl.p cash. <>r 
gnus, *.V*». **.». DOITILE KEEP Oil 
G1X4, 4100: A STOP, <^UO: N-NTOI*. 
$l*.55s and upwards. 
WATERS’ CONCERTO PARLOR IIP,(IMS 
arc the iiiomI heuutifiii m style and perfect 
in ton** ever made. The fOXCESTO 
STOP is the he«t ever placed in any Or* 
Kun. ft is produced by a third set of reeds pecu- 
liarly voiced, the' E1'PE(!T of" which is 
MOST CHARM1XG and NOl'L-STIR. 
RIXG, while its INI ITATIOX of the II 4 
MAX VOHR is S1PEIIB. Term* lib- 
eral. ILLUSTRATED i’ATALOU UES MAH 
ED for one strnip. A liberal discount to Afiuisters, 
f'/lurches,Sunday-Schools, Lodges, etc. AGENTS 
IFAXTED. 
TELEGRAPHY. 
A necessary par* of every person’s education in this 
adanveed age is the art of Telegraphing. Apply to 
the undersigned for Smith’s Manual of Telegraphy, 
the best work published on this subject. Price, :>0 
cts. Also for every description ol Telegraphic 1 li- 
st uments and Battery; Nitro Chromic Battery lor 
Electroplating. L. G. T1LLOTSOX & CO., s I)ey 
St., New \ ork. 
“YOU ASK! I'LL TELL!" 
rut:nkw DEPARTUREIN liOOKS 
.4tr«k»tM Manleil. Exclusive territory given. Tin* 
book will sell itself. Father, Mother, Sister, l’rotb r, 
Minister, Merchant. Manufacturer, Farmer, Miner. 
Mariner and Yourself all want it. There i> Money 
in it. Seud for Oircuiur. ClIESTEKMAN & 
WKBSTEK, 50 North 5th St., Philadelphia, Pa. 
GREAT%1 
t rI,,e l* •»-• M, JOIISSTOiV, 
179 Smithfield St., Pittsburgh, 
Breech-Loading Shot Guns, $40 to $:{00. Doubb- 
Shot Guns, $8 to $150 Single Guns, $:{ to $20. 
Hiflea, $3 to $75. Revolvers, $5 to $25. Pistols, $1 
to $8. Gun material, Fishing Tackle, &e. Lurye 
discounts to dealers or clubs. Army Guns, Ri sol- 
vers. etc bought or traded lor. Goods sent by ex- 
press C. O. D. to be examined before paid tor. 
2 Brilliant Books for Canvassers 
And Salesmen Bryant’s Library of Poetry and 
Sony, and Miss Beecher’s Xew Housekeeper’.s’ Aran- 
ual. Both selling fast and far. Exclusive Territory ; liberal terms. J. B. FORD & CO., 11 Bromii •1.1 
St.. Boston. 
^HOUSEKEEPER BEWARE! 
Cheap Family Soap is now largely adulterated with 
ground sand,and also marble dust. 
m-TEST YOUR FAMILY SOAP 
by dissolving in hot water, and see if a white pow- 
der settles at the bottom. 
“SUBSCRIBE FOR THE STATE.” 
The Representative Maine Newspaper. Devoted to 
our material and social interests. Price, $2 per year. 
40 columns of choice reading. A live journal, inde- 
pendent of party or denomination. Sample copies 
sent free. Address The State, Portland, Maine. 
pm —p pm 4GEXXS H’AXTtDtor our Ne w 
M Maps, Charts, Books and Pictures, to* i get her with Sewing Silk, Linen Thread, 
Ladies’ Caskets and Golden Pens, $100 to $20<> 
cleared per month by good, active men or women. 
Apply at once (by stamp) to D. L. Gl ERASED, 
•‘Pub,” Concord, N. II. 
ROYAL HAVANA LOTTERY 
or (ni t 
Prospectus for lh?;', now ready. Address GEORGE 
UPHAM, No. o Weybosset Street. Providence, It. 1. 
IU(A1\I|7V Rapidly with Stencil & Key 1*1 w 11 L I Check Outfits. Catalogues and full 
particulars FREE. S. M. Suk.ncek, 117 Hanover 
St., Boston. 
4 y-k CO A per day! Agents wanted ! All 
4Jv/ IU U classes ot working people, of 
either sex, young or old, make more money at work 
for us in their spare moments, or all the time, than 
at anything else. Particulars free. Address G. 
STINSON Sc CO., Portland, Maine. 
OH. DIO LEW IS has opened a fine*4 Ct.’ HE” 
on Beacon Hill, Boston, Send for Circular. 
GETTYSBURG 
Katalysine Water! 
Is the nearest approach to a specific ever discovered 
lor Dyspepsia, Neuralgia, Rheumatism, Gout .Gravel, 
Diabetes, Kidney and Urinary Diseases generally. It 
restores muscular power to the Paralytic. Ii cures 
Liver Complaint, Chronic Diarrhoea, Piles, Consti- 
pation, Asthma, Catarrh and Bronchitis, Discasi-g 
of the Skin, General Debility and Nervous Prostra- 
tion from Mental and Physical Excesses. It is the 
Greatest Antidote ever discovered lor Excessive 
Eating or Drinking. It corrects the stomach, pro- 
motes Digestion, and Relieves the Head almost 
immediately. No lioushold should be without it. 
For sale by all Druggists. 
AS*For a history of the Springs, for medical re- 
ports of the power of the water over disease, for 
marvellous cures, and lor testimonials lrom dis- 
tinguished men, send lor pamphlets. WHITNEY 
BROS.. General Agents, 227 South Front Street, 
Pniladelphia, Pa. 
Gettysburg Spring Co. 
THIS IS NO II Ml BIG. 
By sending 35 cts., with age, height, color of eyes 
and hair, you will receive a correct picture of \our 
future husband or wife, with name and date of mar- 
riage. W. FOX, P. O. Drawer 21, Fultouville, N. Y. 
I T OW TIS DONE, or llit> Secret On 
I 1_ Moustache and Whiskers in 12 days. This 
GREAT SECRET and 100 others. Gamblers’ Tricks, 
Cardiology, Ventriloquism, all in the ORIGINAL 
“BOOR OF WONDERS.” Mailed lor 25 cents. 
Address I). C. CUTLER, Carthage, Illinois. 
$500,000 CASH ! 
GIFTS TO BE 1'AIIJ IN FULL. 
THE THIRD GRAND GIFT CONCERT ! 
IN AID OF THE 
Public Library of Ky., 
Will be given in the great Hall ot Library Building, 
at Louisville, on Tuesday, .iui.y 8, 1,873, at which 
time TEN THOUSAND GIFTS, amounting to a 
grand total ot $500,000, all cash, will he dis- 
tributed by lot to ticket-holders. No reduction in 
amount of gilts at this distribution, but each gilt will 
be paid IN FULL. 
Or KICK OK AKMKltS AND DltOVKKS' BANK, / 
IjOUisviLi.K, Kt„ April 7, 1S7:1. | 
This is to certify that there is in the FAItMKIt.S’ 
AN Li DltOVKKS’ BANK, to the credit ol the 
Third Grand Gift Concert for the benefit 4*1 tin* Pub- 
lic Library ol Ky., FIVE HUNDIfKD f llOLS A N D 
DOLLARS, which has been set apart by tli*- Man- 
agers to pay the gifts in full, and will be held by the 
Bunk and paid out fur ttiis purpose, and this purpusi- 
only, (Signed.) It. S. VKKCH, Cashier, 
LIST OF GIFTS. 
One Grand Gash Gilt, $100,000 
One Grand Cash Gilt, 50,000 
One Grand Cash Gift, 25.000 
One Grand Cash Gilt, 10,000 
One Grand Cash Gift, 5,000 
24 Cash Gifts of $1,000 each, 24,ooo 
50 Cash Gifts of 500 •• 25,ooo 
80 Cash Gifts of 400 52,000 
100 Cash Gifts ot :l()0 liO.OOO 
150 Cash Gifts of 200 99,000 
590 Cash Gifts of 100 59,000 
9,000 Cash Gifts ot 10 90,000 
Total, 10,000 Gifts, all Cash, $500,000 
Only a lew tickets remain unsold,and they will be 
furnished to the lirst. applicants at the billowing 
pricesWhole tickets, *10; halves, *5; quarters, 
*■.’.50; II wholes for *100; 511 lor *500, lbi for *1,000 
and 575 for *5,0oo. For tlcketsand full information, 
apply to TOO*. K. BltAMI.KTTF, 
Louisville. Kv. 
or THUS. H. IIAVS & CO., 
My Hroiulwuy, New York, 
C. P. KIMBALL’S 
mm ■! 
Salerooms, Cor, Preble House, 
PORTLAND, ME. 
1 take pleasure in announcing to the public that I 
now have on hand the largest and best assortment ol 
elegant carriages ever exhibited in Maine,embracing 
nearly every style now in use, including several new 
patterns made only at my iactory. 
Twenty-five Years Experience 
of mysdt and many of my workmen, enable us to 
produce 
THE FINEST CARRIAGES 
—AT TUK— 
1, O W K S T H A T K S ! 
#3“A11 persons are cordially invited to visit the 
waivrooms ami examine our finished carraiges. 
Also our factory and exantiae the material and 
work, whetln-r they desire to purchase or not. 
All carraiye: made by me arc fully warranted. 
jR#*The public are respectfully cautioned about 
purchasing carraiges represented to he my make un- 
less they have mv name-plate in full. 
solicited ami iiromiitlr 
tilled 
Rooks with cuts, descriptions and prices sent 
by mail to all desiring to purchase, 
1*. It I HI HALL. 
:’mos47 PORTLAND, ME. 
GOLD AND SILVER 
New Opening 
HERVEV’S JEWELRY STORE, 
One oi the largest ami Rest assortments ot 
watches ever oll'erett in the market. Hunting and 
open cases, with American and Imported move- 
ments, h.mghl low and will he sold at reduced 
j»ric- •. 
Laelies «.V tenets 
toelel auet 
0|M'rii. Leoiaiine 
and Vest fJiaiti*. 
iis (^reat V aiiei;f 
«f S«vle*s *V Ihilterus. 
Mets of .lewelr.i 
iremi »tt» els. let 
<i«4»I*l I'iii^er Iting* 
Net wilh Mtrtiien. 
JEngravru llaml 
ami fi*lani, all 
■‘rices. Nleeie 
EKiitloo*. ‘studs, 
lirtekets. ( lit* rm*. 
SI raeellets.t 'rosses 
COIN SILVER WARE. 
ftponii*, I'eirlis, »Ve.. all euaali- m order 
ami IVarrauted 
FINE PLATED WARE, 
fea Metis, Casters, llasLe-is Isoldels, 
<’ti|»*. M|ioons and Corks. 
CLOCKS! CLOCKS! 
Muiierior ('locks, Harranteil ^Tlme 
hteepers. lew Mn hvs of Cases' 
SCISSORS & SHEARS. 
A £’■!»«• A**o riiuenl of Mliears ami 
Mcissors. Meiee ted willi care from the 
l»r*a makers. 
fliig’i cao s:*’l! von .1 g «>4Ml tiling-. Port 
Hollies. Calf 11 ailels, Hair Hru*lit‘*, 
Troth Ih-ndjes, Ha/.ors.Mtra|is,.4lliiiiii', 
Crtinhs. i ieldie Slow sand Mu-iiiffS, Inclmi- 
iog- tin- Celeliraled laples iho fc, dir 
h«*»i 1111 ;»•»rt«*il. A l*o Hie usual varirts 
of PIKT (.(MUM and rOYM. 
Colcks. IV all It 4* 1 a ml .1 e 11 elre re|»ai ml 
in !(»«• !»***< itianut-r. 
CALVIN HERVEY, 
•!\v47 Phoenix Row. 
BARTER’S 
RESTAURANT. 
A R. < A RTER n pecttulh inform- his numerous 
Iriemis ami customers tlial lie is still at the old 
stand., CIl'i > where lie will a!wa>s he 
lead;, to welcome all. 
OYSTERS 
served in every style and at all time.-'. Also MEALS 
\T All. HOURS. A large stork ot (’oiilect ionery 
ot every description, Cigars and t obacco always on 
hand. 
SCANNED IRITIS & J EL I. IKS a specialty. 
aivr: Mr: a cal/m 
You will always > every; hing t hat is usually kept j ill a lir-i class Sal >;n. A. R. ( AIM ER, 
Relfa.-t, Dec. M. — lyjS 
LADIES' 
EMPORIUM! 
GHANB OPENING 
MXXiXiXXTBKT! 
Iluvt.ju.it r.-limivit I'ruin with evvrytiling tlio 
l.utlivs w in! in ,M IJ |.i N y 
Sack and Dress Trimmings, Fancy 
Goods oi'all kinds, Kid Gloves 
with one and two But 
tons, Friugos, 
Faces, 
FRENCH MILLINERY, &e. 
Display in advertising is not my lorte. Rut this 1 will say— We have the -t les, also tin* goods, and 
w e know how to u.-r them, dust .•tepiuuudwc 
will show the 
LATEST FASHIONS ! 
MISS JACKSON has charge ot the Dress making 
Department and MISS D.UHilTI the Millinery 
tl'O 
MACE & HURD 
Manufacturer* of and Wholesale Dealers in plane 
and Fancy 
CONFECTIONERY, FOREIGN FRUITS, 
TOBACCO AND CIGARS, WRAPPING 
PAPER, TWINE, SUGAR & MOLAS 
SES CORN OAKES, CORN 
CANDY, COCOANUTS, &C. 
co ner of Main anil Cross Sis., Belfast. 
Beg have to inlorm their friends and the public 
generally that they are now’ prepared to wait upon them at short notier. ALL ORDERS B\r MA1I 
FROM l* I LV ATTENDED TO. 
T. L. MACE. 
1111 A. A. HURD. 
BOOTS & SHOES 
Traveling Bags! 
-—AT- 
CITY BLOCK, HIGH ST. 
ALARME ami well selected stock of the above articles constantly on hand and lor sale at the 
VERY LOWEST PRICKS. Also Leather Shoe 
Findings. limit W. T. COLBURN. 
Professional and Amateur Musicians 
should examine the COM ft 1N AT ION SOLO STO PS 
found oiity in OF.o. WOODS It CO.’S ORMANS. 
Til K vKOLIN L. A most delicate, soil or breath- 
ing stop. 
THE VOX Ml MAN A. A baritone solo, not a 
fan or tremolo 
THE PIANO. A beautifully toned piano, which will n ver require tunin ■ See ulvertisement in 
another column. On-ls 
ITot Sale ! 
THE SUBSCRIBER wishing to close out his business in Belfast, oilers his entire stock ior 
sale, consisting of Stoves, Tin-Ware, &c., &c., in- 
clu ling Tools, Shop and Store. 
The above is well located and presents a good op- 
portunity lor any one wishing to carry on Hie stove 
business in Belfast. A. D. FRENCH. 
Belfast, April 10, 1873. tMO 
Persons indebted to the subscriber are requested 
to cail and settle immediately. A. D. FRENCH. 
Farm for Sale. 
The subscriber offers for sale his 
farm, situated in Prospect, one mile and a half 
west from the village. Consisting of one hundred 
and sixty acres of land, with buildings, well wood- 
ed and watered, with good orchard of grafted fruit. 
For particulars iuquire on the premises. 
ISAAC T. SMITH. 
Prospect Feb. 4,1873.—3£tf 
Farm for Sale. 
The Subscriber oilers lor sale the 
"Elliot Farm, so called, situated on 
tne om stage roau lrom Frankfort \ illage to North 
Searsport, about three miles from the former place. 
This Farm contains 195 acres of land; cut last year 
25 tons of hay; has an excellent orchard, raised last 
season *'00 bushels of grafted fruit of nice quality; 
lias 75 acres of young hard wood growth ; has excel- 
lent pasture, is well fenced, has a meadow bearing a 
good quality of grass, and with little expense can be 
much improved; good buildings, an excellent well 
of water. Price Possession can be given 
immediately. For furtlu r particulars inquire of the 
subscriber at West Winterport, 
li. PLUMMER. 
W. Winterport, April 17th, 1873.—tf42 
HILLS “ARCHIMEDEAN,77 
THE CHAMPION 
LAWN MOWER OF THE WORLD, 
This beautiful mower is now so well known 
throughout the United States and Europe, that it 
requires no recommendation (over 10,000 sold in this 
country alone,. The only balanced Lawn Mower 
with AN ADJUSTABLE HANDLE. 
10-inch cut, croquet mower, a beautiful little ma- 
chine for small lawns, croquet grounds, cemetery 
lots, easily operated by a lad or miss ot 10 years, 
price, $20; 12-inch, $22; 14-inch, standard size, $25 ; 
28-inch, pony, $100; 22-inch, horse, for public parks 
and large lawns, $125. Every machine warranted 
to give perfect satisfaction. We challenge the 
world to a trial, and to produce a machine its equal. 
Try it. and you will buy no other. 
Send for Illustrated Circular. 
MANUFACTURED BY THE 
Hills “Archimedean” Lawn Mower Co., 
COLT’S ARMORY HARTFORD CONN. 
Tor bale by 
KENDALL A WHITNEY, Portland. 
Notice of Foreclosure. 
T1T1I EREAS, James Haddocks of Monroe, VVal- 
TT do County, Maine, by his mortgage deed 
dated the 28th day of January, A. i>. 1871, and 
recorded in the Waldo Registry of Deeds, in Vol. 
157, page 203, conveyed to me, the undersigned, an 
undivided seven-eights of a certain parcel of real 
estate situate in Searsport in said County, and 
bounded anti described as follows, to wit.: Begin- 
ning at a stake and stones In the south line of land 
about to be decribed and on the west side of the 
Searsrort road, so called; thence north 74 degrees 
west. 120 rods to a stake and stones ; thence fiorth <>2 
iods to the road leading from Swanville to North 
Searsport ; thence north 78 degrees east 44 rods to a 
take and stones; thence south 74 degrees east 80 
rods to a brook; thence easterly by the midd!° oi 
said brook 22 rods to the said Searsport road ; thence 
northerly by said road 11 rods; thenc ■ easterly 12 
rods to the Mason road, so called; thence easterly 
by Hie south side of said Mason road 40 rods to a 
-take and stones; thence south 104 rods to the place 
of beginning; containing 100 acres more or less 
together with t he buildings thereon standing; being 
the same premises conveyed by me to said Haddocks 
bv my deed dated the 28th day ol January, A. I). 
1871. and recorded in the Waldo Registry of Deeds, 
in Vol. 154, page 152. And the conditions of said 
mortgage having been broken, I by reason thereof, 
hereby claim a foreclosure ol said mortgage. 
SAMUEL MOORE. 
Dated tliis 20th day of May, A. 1). 1873.—3w48 
HAIL COLUMBIA 
And all otlur Patriotic Airs sound best on the 
Superior Instruments to be purchased at tin- well 
known store of J. C. IIaynks & Co., where 
KIT E BRASS BANDS, 
FULL ORCHESTRAS, 
QUADRILLE BANDS, 
QUIN TKTT E <)RCli ESTRAS, 
BANDS OP FOUR, 
and all similar organizations will he furnished, not 
only with the best Instruments, but with Distinc- 
tion Books to learn them, Music to play on them, 
extra Strings, Reeds, &c., to go with them, and all 
needed Materials lor their repair. 
J. C. HAYNES &. CO., 
(Op. the court Mouse.) 33 Court St.,'Boston. 
STAMPING 
PATTERNS! 
And Materials for Sale. 
Parchment Paper Patterns supplied at regular 
prices to parties doing stamping. Extra quality ol 
Powder in Blue, White anti Black, lor sale in any 
quantity. We manufacture these Patterns of tin* 
best quality of Parchment Paper. Any design made 
to order. 
Cash orders lilhd by mail. 
DWELLEY & CO., 
No. G Gothic Block, Mam St., Bangor, Me. 
4 w47 * 
We tlie undersigned having made large contracts 
with Boston Parlies for manufacturing Clothing, 
are now ready to supply our old hands with work. 
An unlimited number of good vest makers will be 
wanted alter the first ot January. They can be 
supplied with work from our store at Belfast or 
Monroe. FIFTY GOOD VKST M A KICKS will be 
wanted to work in our Shop, beginning on or about 
the first of January. 
We nave a tine assortment of Dry Goods, Boots 
and Shoes which we offer at low prices. 
Belfast, Dec. 13—1124 POTK & QU1MBY. 
\ H you want your old style IIAI'S 
l*^aor BONN JOTS made as good as new, vV 1 please pass them right along to the/^F* 
sign of the S l It AW WORKS, Hast Side of 
the ltiver. 
B. Hats left at the Milliner’s Stores in 
this city, taken from and returned without extra 
charge. 5m41 S. A. BLACK. 
A « T I O X ! 
Being about to be absent at sea, 1 hereby forbid 
any and all persons from building fences upon my 
premises in Islesboro’, aud from trespassing thereon 
in an\ manner during my absence. 
MAItY A. DODHK. 
Islesborough, May 27, 1873.—3w47 * 
O T | V K ! 
I bis is to forbid all persons harboring or trust- 
ing Lucy L. Perry, my wile, on my account as she 
lies left my bed and board without any cause. I 
-hall pay no debts of her contracting alter this date. 
WM. PKKKY, 
Monroe, May 2f»th, 1873. 3w47* 
^ OTK'E ! 
1 hereby give notice to the citizens of Belfast 
that I will be at the store of Oakes Angier Saturday afternoons, from 2untilf> P. M., for the purpose of receiving taxes. 
DAN1KLL. PITCH KK, Collector. 
Belfast, Sept. 2«.—tl 13 
REMOVAL I 
\ VKK ',,,N,K rth I,K' WATTERS'Office will ./X he removed Irom Roulston’s Block to the late RESIDENCE OK CART. DAVID NICHOCS. 
Seursport, March :iu. iimosth 
E. FRENCH, 
MANUFACTURER AND DEALER IN 
PARLOR, COOK & CAMBOOSE STOVES! 
Furnaces, Ranges, Tin, BriUannia, .Japanned and Enameled Ware, Sheet Lead, Lead Pipe and Sheet Zinc. Plumbing, Gas Fitting and Fixtures, Pumps, &c., &c. .Job 
Work, Repairing, &c., &c. 
mo. *0 C hurch St., Gm35 lielfatt, Me 
PaOBATE NOTICES. 
riTII E SUBSCRIBER hereby gives notice that slie 
X has been duly appointed administratrix ot the 
estate of Warren C. Hadley, late ol Jackson, in the County of Waldo, deceused, and has given bond as 
tlie law directs All persons having demands against the eslate ol said deceased are desired to present the 
same tor settlement, and all indebted thereto are 
requested to make payment immediately 
ORZILLA HADLEY, Jackson, May lSril,—3w47 Administratrix, 
B E RR Y’S 
VEGETABLE 
Prepared from the Recipe of 
DR. MOSES CALL! 
THE 
(m k eat it i: n i; k» v 
FOR 
Jaundice, Dyspepsia, Liver Com- 
plaint, Loss of Appetite, Foulness of 
the Stomach,Costiveness, Dizziness, 
Headache, Indigestion, Faintness 
and Sinking at the Stomach, Erup- 
tions on the Face and Neck, and for 
all Impurities of the Blood are 
not oxcolled by any other Medicine. 
Sold by all dealers in Medicine 
WHOLESALE AGENTS 
J.W.PERKIHSSCO, ( p,1 I.F.PHILMPSM, ' Foitlanu. 
GEOKGE S. BERRY, 
Solo Proprietor, 
t) AM ARISCOTTA, IMF. 
LYON’S 
Only 50 Cents per Bottle. 
It promotes the UKOWTKl, PliKSKU 
\ US the COiiOR., au.l ij*eleases the 
Vigor ami tlEhlUTt o I tile 11A1R. 
Oveii Thirty Yearo ago 7 yon’s Kathairov for 
thi- Hair '.vtinfiriitpla.-. d iu lie mrket by Profeaaor 
1- Thoniae I von. a graduat f t ;:n .-ton College. 
The name iadciived from th •'•ie.k *• Kaxhuo,'* 
ngmlyiug t » cleanse, purijiy. >■ •. <.-r >■ no-. 
The lavor it has rcceKed. and the popularity it has 
obtained. ia uuprecedent. d and incr. dible. it in- 
creases the Growth and I'j auivoJ the i. air. It is 
a delightful dressing, it eradicates dandiud. it 
in-events th© llair from turning giay it K« epa the 
head cool, and gives the bail a idi, Hull, glossy ay 
yeaianee. It is tho x ou: m Qua -1 n v uud Quality 
as it was over a Quarter of a Century Ago, and ij 
bold by all Druggists and Hout.tr > Stored utou!y 50 
Ceuta pci Bottle. 
KVomn's Glory 
is Ber Bair. 
ICON’S 
1 BISHOP SOULE’S 
LINIMENT 
Is a positive cure for Sciatica, iilu umnti.-m, Neural 
gin, Spinal Complaint, Contracted Cords, Lame 
Back, sprains, &c. It has cured ea>es given u|.» i*y 
physicians as hop.-less and is rm «*ni.v « kki .u.n 
ct'RK. FOR Sc 1A i'll A. Try it, it wilt eure vou. 
Always procure large bottle- lor -■ -v«-r. case-. Large 
bottles $1.50, small bottles 75 cts. Sold by 11 
druggists, r. W. KYDKIt & SON Proprietors, 
Boston, Mass. Send stamp lor 4 Hot skii<>i.i> 
Cash IIook." lyr.’loeow 
CATARRH 
Cannot be cured by .snuffs, washes or local applic i- 
tions. It is a weakness of the constitution, develop- 
ing itself in the nasal organs first, alterwards ex- 
tending to throat and lungs, ending generally in 
Consumption, if not checked by proper remedies. 
Fains in head, back, loins and weakness ,t kidney s 
are its attendant diseases. More people have Ca- 
tarrh than any other disease It i- easily cure.!. 
Thousands of cases, some ol thirty-live yea is’ stand- 
ing, have bei n entirely cured in New 11 ami shire the 
past three years by the t 'institution >! 
/Itnteriy. Cert ideates to baek tin t! an.I a 
treatise on Catarrh in a c-page pamphlet. •< ut tree 
ou application to Littleli. Id X. Ilayas, diuggi t 
proprietors, Manchester. X. II. s.’nd name on a 
postal card, and it will cod only a cent. Price, it 
per bottle.—oinosfii 
as a? x*i jx. m 
DYE HOUSE ! 
luguitii, Maine. 
Awarded First. I’mniiiui at .llainc State Fair, hill 
EMILE BARRIER, Proprietor. 
This well known establishment, u it h its admirable 
facilities, is conducted by a first-class HfLNCH 
DYKK. Dying and Cleansing done m a manner to 
give PKKKKCT SAllsK A< T10 X. 
Ladies’ Dresses, Suequc-, Velvet, Itibbons, .vc.* 
Dyed, Cleansed and Pressed without ripping ■ >r 
| taking off trimmings. Lace Curtains Clean-. .1 and 
done equal to new. Carpets Cleansed and Color 
lie stored. 
J) ye I) on ri./:jxs/:i>! 
Gent’s Garments, Coats, Pant-and V. .-ts Cleansed 
or Dyed, Brown, Black, Blue-Black or Indigo Blue, 
and pressed ready for wear. Cent'- i- irm. itts lie- 
pairing done at short notice. 
Khl Gloves dyed Black, or ( lean-, i, very day. 
Also new goods or heavy cloths d\ b e niii-iicd in 
the best manner, at V Lii Y LOW Blilt T- 
Goods sent every MONDAY. Agem-v at 
K. WKLljH’ Millim ry and i'aie-. Good- 
Store. No. 1? Main Street, Belfast Me. ly \ 
THE PORTLAND 
KEROSENE OIL COMPANY 
Would inform the public, that they continue to 
Manufacture 
Portland Kerosene Oil. 
The prevalence of a huge quantity ol inferior and 
dangerous oils in the market.,at a cheap price many of which are little better Mian Naptha it self- ,md the 
existence of false eports in regard to the p.n;i la i> 
Kkkosknio Oil, render it a matter oi justice to our- 
selves, as well as safety to consumer that some no 
tice should be taken of these fact.-. Thciefore, w. 
again present an advertisment. and w.-ulil rail atten- 
tion to the high standard of our Oils, l it k |i i.i 
Pktkolm vi, tin* tire test of which i> lin: 
Poiil i.AM. KkkosKNK. the lire tot ul which i- !J.. 
deg re. s Fahrenheit, and olteii reaches eon-id.i ahlv 
higher, also, we would sav, that we :. i. determined 
to maintain their long#stuhlishcd r< pulation. 
FOB 1 LAND K LBOSL.X L oil. niMFANL 
We quote from chap. : 1 !:. S. D71, flu* title of said 
chapter being 1 nspection and sale d .Maim(act ured 
Articles.” 
•Ski t. :;i, Kvery per-on and corpora! ion engaged 
in manufaetiiring petroleum, coal oil or burning 
fluid, shall cause ev er v c -si; or other \. -el t her. .-I 
to he so inspi cted and m irked by a worn u.-p. etor. 
And if'any person manufacture or -. li- -uvh oil ».r 
buming fluid not so in-j.. et.d and m.uked m il»i- 
State, or that has not been -o in-pt <tcd and marked 
as unsafe for illuminating purposes, lie hall pa v a 
line not exceeding live hundred doliars or brim 
prisoned six months in the count v i til, upon indict 
ments theiefor. 
Portland, Me., April gl, Is. '.. 
Advertising is a Salvo which 
draws customers. Advertising 
is like the celebrated magnetic 
stone; it draws everybody and 
his wife right up to the point. 
You might as well try to make 
a dead man swim up stream as 
to keep people from buying of 
a liberal advertiser. This is the 
experience of every man who 
has tried it. The best medium 
for this vicinity is the REPUB- 
LICAN JOURNAL. 
Leeds, Robinson & Co., 
MANIIFAKTU KK.KS OK 
Wareham Nail Co.'s Cut Nails. 
Robinson Iron Co.'s Cut Nails. 
AUR.NTS KOU 
Anderson & Woods Cast Steel. 
Old Colony Iron Co.’s Shovels. 
DKAT,K.ltS IN 
SCRAP IRON. 
75 NORTH ST., cor. of JOHN, BOSTON' Oinfib 
4*^ 
•] 
TS PUREIY A VEGETABLE PREPARATION, 
X compose l simply of well-known ROOTS 
HERBS, an.I FRUITS, comblntJ witli other 
properties. which iu their nature aro Cathartic, 
Aperient, Nutritious. Diuretic. Alterative and Anti- 
Bilious. T1 o whole is preserved in a sufficient 
quantity of spirit from tho SHUAR CANE to 
keep tncin iu auy climate, which makes tho 
PLANTATION Jr Bitters 
one of tlie most desirable Tonies anil Cathnr 
Hes* iu tlio world. They aro intended strictly as a 
Domestic Tonic, 
only t.»be used as a medicine, and always according 
to directions. 
Tb< y arc the sheet-anchor of the feeble aud de- 
bilitated. They a t upon a diseased liver, and 
stimulate t > such a degree, tnat a healthy action is 
at ouce brought about. As a remedy to which 
\\ omen a n- especially subject, itissurpersi dmg 
« eery other .stimulant. As a Spri nig anil Sum- 
m« i- I onic, they have no equal, 'they are a 
mi d an 1 pi ntle Purgative as well as Tonic. They 
I'urity tlio Blood. They aro a splendid Appetizer. 
They make tlm. weak strong. They purity and in- 
v •■’•ate. They cure Dyspepsia. Constipation, and 
Hr.m.iehc. They act as .1 specific m all species of 
li-orders which undermine tho bodily strength and 
bi col: down tlio animal epirite. 
Depot, 63 Park Place, New York. 
HANGED! 
I S Mi s in comparison to being sentenced to a life* time ot misery, and every young or middle-aged 
m in or woman b -ure to receive the above sentence 
who does not profit by the warnings contained In 
lb.- new book entitled “Lectures on Spermatorrhoea 
»»r Seminal Weakness, Impotence, Ouaniam, Mas- 
turbation, or Sell Abuse and all dist ast-s v»l the Sex- 
ual < >rgms.'’ It Is the only work published by reliu 
ble medical authority on the above diseases, which 
will save from a premature grave thousands of our 
young men and women It contain- information 
which »vcry man or woman, married or siuglc, 
sliould know. Don’t fail to send for it. Sent to any 
address, in sealed envelopes, upon receipt ol 10 cent-q 
which iust covers e> pense of mailing. Address TIIE 
M ASSAi'lli SETTS MEDICAL INSTITUTE N... 
15T Court Street, Boston. Iin-l : 
A GREAT 
MEDICALl 
DISCOVERY 
^npiigjiiipp1^ 
& REMEDY I 
I.xtraet of Boots and Herbs which most invaria- 
ably cure the following complaint* — 
Iky *i>4*f»*ia, Heart Hum, Liver Complaint, and 
1.05 Appetite cured by taking a few bottles. 
I..t**ii Low spiiltH, and Sinking Sensation 
cured at oner. 
T'rupf ion*, l’imph s, Blotches and all impurities 
o! the blood. bursting through the skin or othervv ise, 
cured readil) by lollowing the dirictnjns on tin 
bottle. 
For Bladder and Urinary derange- 
ments it ha- no equal; one bottle will convince the 
most sei ptical, 
omu*, \pelled Iroiu the ystem without the 
le.ot dilliculty ; a tew bottles are sufficient lor the 
most obslinale cast1, 
l*il«>* one bottle has cured the most difficult 
ase wlteu all other remedies failed. 
\«*ivou* Ski ttii u 11 it*.*. Neuralgia, Hiailache, 
x c.t eased immediately. 
BtIi4*iiiii.tli*in, Swelled Joints, and all Sen. 
lular Aillietion- removed »r greatly relieved by this 
invaluable medicine. 
■Sroncliif i.*, Catarrh, ('onvultdons. and Hys- 
terics cured < much relieved. 
akiiiii ult Breathing■, l*ain in tin Lungs, Side 
and Chest almost invariably cured by taking a few 
bottles ot the Quaker letters. 
IVmale Ikirticulti*-* so prevalent among 
American holies, yield readily to this invaluable 
medicine, the Quaker Bitters. 
tiSiliiMi*. Beiniltant and lutermittant Fevers, so 
prevalent in many parts of our country completely 
< iadicated by t he use ol' the Quaker Bitters. 
'i'll!* tg«*il li ml in the Quaker Bitters just the 
article they stand in toed ot in t heir declining years. 
It quickens the blood and cheers the mind, and 
pave- the passage down the plane iucliued. 
o Our can cinain long unwell (uuh ss allliett d 
with an incurable disease,) alter taking a lew bottles 
ol I be Junker Bitters. 
Sold liv ;tll Hrii^isls and Dealers in Medicines. 
SOLD \V NOLLSA LK AND BKTA1L BV 
1 II I’KIlkllN A C o I B orl,il,,‘' 
1*BKDABF.D BV 
I > I v. 1 l* S. FLINT & ( O., 
At their Croat Medical Depot l'Jj & l'J? Broad 
Street, I'rovtdence, B. I. bin-!? 
hba®"^ 
jjjgEAS® 
< 'an i;f < utrfi >. 
I)R GRAVES 
IIKAIIT REGULATOR! 
WILL CIJKK 
Any Case of Heart Disease, 
Although given up l>y the best Physicians. 
We do not hesitate to say it will cure the follow- 
ing symptoms, t hough most of them have been de 
e la red incurable 
l*al|Mfaiion, ftiilaigriiaent. N|ia»iint, On 
Milicatioia «r Hony Formation of the 
Heart. OIiimihmiIniii, 4*eiier.tl Hehilitv. 
Water altont the Heart. Minkin** of the 
MpiritM, I’aniN in the Mi«le or Client. Hi/. 
/ine.MM,^li«g*inh Circulation of the Blood 
ami ?1 omentary Mto|»|»a*e of the Action of Che Heart. 
Our ag.*nt, on application, will furnish you with 
our circular, giving lull description of the disease, 
and also a number of testimonials of cures; and if 
you would like further proof from the parties who 
have given the testimonials, write them and see 
\\ hat 1 hey say. W* have sold many thousand bottles of the II kart 
Regulator, and the demand is still increasing. We 
are confident we are doing the public a benefit, and 
not trying to impose oil them a worthless prepara- 
tion. 
The price of the Heart Regulator is one dol- 
lar per Bottle, and can be obtained of our agent, 
1 y7 s. A. 1IOWKS & CO., Druggists, Belfast. 
FOR SALE IN BELFAST BY lyl 
M P. W O O 13 COOK. 
yAMUKI. WARD & CO., Propr’s, Boston 
Sanford’s Independent Lise! 
-FOR- 
BOSTON & LOWELL 
1873. Arrangement for the Season of 1873. 
TWO STEAMERS ON THE ROUTE' 
FOUR TRIPS PER WEEK ! 
S T JR A M K l{ 
CAMBRIDGE 
< <l|ll. .1 I* JOII %«0\ 
S 1’ K A M I U 
KATAHDI IT 
it IC<»R \. 
Will i av lit'-If riot lor lio-toii * v. ,'lnad. V\ 
ue.silay, Thursday ami S-thinP .r o', luck "l*. .'1 
K<turning Will leave ton mrv Moti.i 
Tuesday, it. ur.-d y and]-rid: I. r M 
l'ARK T() H< >STt >N 
*• LOWK1J.. 
«»'A11 freight mud he accouip.ini. d hv Hi 
| Lading in duplicate. All ln-ight hills mu d h, p;, 
on delivery ui goods. UKO. \\ I ! a/i 
Hellast, .May U-. IS.!. 
I N S I |> 1) I, I N F 
r o 
GrOR 
three trips per week 
THK FAVOKII K STKAMI U 
CITY OF RICHMOND! 
C’k»|ir. < kii.m 
Will leave Railroad Wli ,rl, Poi 1 land e\«-rv V 
Wednesday and Frida' evening at luoVb.ek. an 
menciug Wednesday', Vj 
at Rockland,( aindi n .1 ueul: id. Reita-t >. ai 
Sandy Point, Ruck-purl, Winter-pant and li nupd- u 
Returning will l» av Ranc. ev r> M.mdtv, \\ d 
nesduy ami Friday morn i ., p, '...aching 
at the above named I an dm in Ivinc in 1* .rtlan I 
at 5 o’clock I‘ M. For dirt In r pari sen m, m 
ol Koh Sturdivant ■' mn. tal Sf ivi t or 
t’Y RUS STl'I-MdV \ m «, n. At -m 
CTRL." PA I t bltH'N, A \>. nt 1 »r Ibdla-d. 
Portland April 7 
i 111'. Si K \ ’1 S 
;I,l!\VISTO\! 
Will leav- Railroad Whart. I nl.iu!, \. r\ -.1 ,. 
and Friday Kvetiiug*. >. !•., 1; tor Rockland 
Custine, Deer Die, ii^w irk, •- >. \\ Harbor 
Alt. Desert, Millbrid»e, .ton. j.»>. and M, 
uort, 
Returning will leave Maeh ; .vn\ Morula. 
and Thursday mornings at .ek, amvivunr m 
Porthin 1 -aiii.- \*"iii ■ u.rti in 
man Night Train .n ! e. M n;i, r 
Boston. 
For further pa? 11 .; •.:■■■ K v ,i 
vant 17V t'oiiiiuerei i. .< 
i'VIU Y -1 l. K I'l \ A N -iii 11 A s' < 1.1. 
Port land Mu) ,*t h ti 
New iiKirkel lor Product*. 
Die utui- i-igm-tl d vi iuj!. ■« t hat he 
ki- u lining ih, -. h I' M l.i».V\h'l 
bet ween hella t ml ( ,r\ ■ 11 it t• 
currying tiviglu uml u-'i-i Ih. 
m ipi■ iin-r,'\ i. 1 i, ii. ,. i- 
Haradwi’s wh:trt. 
Capt. Burgas will In* at th« -t«»ri t WOOL»b, 
MAI II KWh BAKKK, v> ttn. having :.n\ 
kind wl < ui'Min > in mu n 
take it at fair prii:. IU.M.'. HI Htd .v 
Belfast, Oct. i, 1*7 mi» 
»IAI\S it. it. 
Winter Arrangement. 1872 -73 
ON AND A I ! KK NOVF.Mlil Trains will leave P.elfa-t fm Portland and : 
places intern.edi .te on this ». a.l at A M. M ■ a d 
Train at .'{ I*. M. conn. .1 nm at l;m nliaiu u a 
Mixed Train lor Wat.rvii! ; .. t 
lor Hanger and all Stati i.- I i-t 
Trains will be due it Hei!a-t Irma P... ton. l' »* t 
land, and all Station m:. < m- a •• .t I* M 
Mixed Train trorn Hurnl am w .»r* 
from Hangor at 1! .. A M 
The New Line between ..it mb mui- land. 
will then be open giving ), t-- .. t.. 11 lan«i m 
opportunity to go either w:»> wit boat ehaity. ; 
cars. I.. I,. i.INroi \ -apt. 
Nov, y, 1»7-1. 
AMKRICAN AM) I ORI ICN I’A |V\ I 
i t. n. i: i > i > v, 
Solicitor of sLumiv 
For lmentionj, Tra !. Mark-. <>r I *e-igus. 
; No. 76 State St., opposite K11oy St., Boston 
VFTFft AN l,.\ I I .N 1 \ 1. PKA«Tl< F -it u( wards Ot 111 If > ye.II •• emit i t; li ~.vm 
Patent- in tin ITiit) d M c. m i, Hi it ,, 
France, .and other tori, gn' .>unt i. Cav at,spec, 
tications, A -ignm. ic -. c; I | i- a Patent 
executed on reasonable tern.- ■•!. < -piieh. K. 
searches made to d« term n> -11.t v and utilit; 
ot Patents ot !nv a.: 'mi- al md oth. 
advice rendered in ..tin ... 11 _• the uu 
Kopies o! the claim- ■ an patent furnished '-y 
remitting one if.ilar. A--i: no a m.le.l m 
Washington 
No Agency in the l nit.-.lStat. -p.- -up. nm 
facility tor obtaining Pat.-nt- 'rtainiu.' t:n- 
patent ability ol in\entions. 
All necessity of a jouriiev I- W a-lti.igt.Mi »j.i 
cure a Patent, and the usuui .t. 1 h> tie ai 
here saved inventors. 
TESTIMONIALS. 
‘•I regard Mr. Fd.ly a out d 11..- m..-i up (f... m 
sueeessful practit i<>n- r- \v i; li u n. I,ad 
eial intercourse. (’IIAPI.I M\ >\, am, 
sioner ol Patents. 
“I have no In sitatimi .n him-- that 
they cannot einpb* a .-t.-n: ,,, a 
trustworthy, and more eap.d.o pt; i n t* tin l( 
plications in a form to -. ii.m hem an iri, 
and fuvorable consideration t1 Patent Oth.■. 
I D.Ml N 1* Hi KK F, 
Late ♦ ommi-.-ioner ot Patents." 
“Mr. It. II. KI>nv bus made I.t me over Til I K I 
applications tor Patent-, 1 ..in been -u.v.--iul o almost every case. Sue! unnu-iakaMe pr... 
great talent and af.ilit. mi In- put .mt m. t.> 
recommend vi.i invent.o- t-. \ p ■ !i m pi. 
cure their patents. thu no. :■ < t li t\ m. 
the most tail Id ul attention l-. -t w I u t li u t-, 
and at very reasonable charge.- 
M HI N T Ai.(i \ It 1. 
Heston, Jan. 1,1s.".. 
BOSTON LEAD €0. 
[ i.NCoKP, »i:A I l» l\ I' 
J H CHADWICK & CO Arftb 
(Hlitc ii 2-1 A il* *• %| «*, t 
H<NTO A 
MAM 1 ILIi'.IA ID 
Boston Pure White Lead, 
.mtl (* roiiml ii« Oil. 
l»Ii\ AND (ikUL'M) /INC I.IllI A tv( i I,ID 
IFAD, l.FAD t 11*1 slll-.l ! | |- ,\ | * | 
IMPL, IIN I.1NK.I> 1*11*1., l!;u.\ Kil 
& FlTTINti.S, 1*1 Ml*s 
Onr Pure White Lead, both iln and e1 ,Mi 1 
we warrant to la nirinlt pnre 
that for lineness, body and ouratdlit ■ mu; 
passed by any la ad in the m o ki f > i. 
Americ in. 
u order to proted ou;'> I' ■ idopted 
as our trade-mark an eight |m>. •! 'ill, our 
corporate ee:>l in the ntr, I ! •- ■ n ev er.y p u k 
age ot our r«* Ia*ad N d iiiiiih uithiutit. 
_lysj 
Belfast Savings Bank. 
NOW IS THE TIME TO DEPOSIT 
“A Penny Saved is a Penny earned." 
DhPOSITS made on or luloi, th.- i-i ot any month, will be placed upon i.uie-i ivcry uioi th, (except May ami November and interest 
computed upon the 'aim in .luu. and In mber. 
Deposits received daily at the Blinking Room, 
from 0 to 12 A. M., and 2to t P. M. .''aturdavs from 
to 12 A. M. 
JOHN 11. QU t MBY Trias. ASA LAI N( I Brest. 
Belfast July 13, 1870. 
when you paint, 
use the perfectly pure 
WHITE LEAD! 
manuluctured by 
BURGESS, FOBES CO., 
l*oiliau«l. He. 
This lead is XV arran » ki» Pi kk, and is unsurpassed 
in Bodv, Durability ind Fineness, imJ*-. 
